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A B S T R A C T 

In this work is presented a method for analytically calculating the distribution of photons 

detected in SPECT projections. The technique is applicable to sources in homogeneous 

and non-homogeneous media. The photon distribution (primary, first and second or-

der Compton scatter, and first order Rayleigh scatter) is computed using precalculated 

camera-dependent lookup tables in conjunction with an attenuation map of the scattering 

object and a map of the activity distribution. 

The results of the technique are in excellent agreement with those of Monte Carlo 

simulation and experimental phantom studies. It has been validated with respect to 

sources in both homogeneous and non-homogeneous media. 

Compared with a similar analytical technique, it offers a factor of 40-60 decrease in 

the calculation time for higher order Compton scatter distributions. For small sources, it 

improves on computation time required by Monte Carlo simulators by a factor of 20-150. 

Finally, this method has been applied to the problem of correcting for cross-talk in 

1 2 3

I-
9 9 m

Tc dual-isotope SPECT studies. It has demonstrated the ability to accurately 

reproduce the shape of the cross-talk distribution and to reproduce the absolute activity 

of the sources to within 7%, allowing accurate removal of cross-talk contamination. 

i i 
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C H A P T E R 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 A I M O F T H I S W O R K - H Y P O T H E S I S 

Single Photon Emission Computed Tomography (SPECT) is a diagnostic medical imaging 

technique based on the detection of gamma radiation emitted by tracers injected into 

the patient. Photon scattering within the patient is one of the effects which reduces 

the quality of the images produced by SPECT. Accurate scatter correction requires a 

precise identification of the scattered photons in the acquired data. Accurate scatter and 

attenuation correction will allow physicians to obtain quantitatively precise information 

about the activity distribution and consequently about the functionality of the patients' 

organs. 

It is hypothesized that the technique herein presented can provide an accurate ana-

lytical method for calculating scatter (and cross-talk) in SPECT and that this technique 

can provide the means for accurate scatter and/or cross-talk correction. It is believed 

that quantitative information about body function will greatly increase the diagnostic 

capabilities of SPECT imaging; reducing hospital costs and improving patient care. 

1 
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1.2 THESIS HIGHLIGHTS 

� We have developed a new analytical method for calculating photon distributions in 

SPECT projections. 

� The results produced by our technique demonstrate excellent agreement with those 

from both Monte Carlo simulation and phantom experiments. 

� Advantages of the technique 

— The technique is based on a knowledge of the physics of photon interactions 

with matter; it is not phenomenologically based. 

— The technique uses precalculations of the photon transport kernel to greatly 

improve the computation time. 

— The technique accurately computes the distribution of the unscattered pho-

tons, the first and second order Compton scattered photons, and the first 

order Rayleigh scattered photons. The technique can be extended to compute 

higher order scatter distributions. 

— The technique is patient specific. It is based upon a transmission scan of 

the patient tissue density distribution and is applicable to non-homogeneous 

attenuation/scattering media such as the chest region. 

— The technique is camera specific. It is based upon the specific characteristics 

of the SPECT camera being used, the chosen collimator, and the selected 

diagnostic protocol. 

� Important Applications 

— This technique can be used as an alternative to Monte Carlo simulation for 

studying SPECT data acquisition and correction techniques. 
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— The technique can be used to estimate scatter distributions and thereby allow 

for accurate scatter correction. 

— The technique can be used to calculate and correct for cross-talk contamina-

tion in both simultaneous dual-isotope SPECT studies and also in transmis-

sion/emission SPECT scanning. 

1.3 S T R U C T U R E O F T H E T H E S I S 

This thesis is composed of seven chapters. This first chapter contains some basic back-

ground information. It describes what SPECT is, how it works, and briefly indicates 

its usefulness in medical diagnosis. It also includes short discussions about the camera, 

about image reconstruction, and about the types of photon interactions with matter 

which occur at the energies relevant to SPECT imaging. The chapter concludes with a 

more detailed explanation of the motivation behind this work. 

The primary reason for identifying scattered photons in the acquired data is to allow 

for appropriate scatter correction. A review of the current state of knowledge in the field 

of SPECT scatter correction is included in Chapter 2. 

Chapter 3 contains a description of our method. The first three sections of this 

chapter detail our approach to the calculation, for point sources, of primary (unscattered), 

Compton scattered, and Rayleigh scattered photon distributions. The mathematical 

derivations and approximations that are used in order to improve the calculation time 

are provided. These sections are followed by a discussion of the extension of the technique 

to larger source distributions. 

As suggested in [1], any scatter estimation and/or correction technique should be 

validated through comparison with the results of both Monte Carlo simulations and 

phantom experiments. In Chapter 4 the results of our calculations are compared with 
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those of the Monte Carlo simulators EGS4 [2] and SIMSET [3]. The accuracy as well as 

the speed of our calculations are investigated for the cases of point and extended sources in 

both homogeneous and non-homogeneous scattering media. This is followed in Chapter 5 

by verification of the accuracy of our technique when compared to phantom experiments. 

These experiments were performed with small 9 9 m T c sources in both homogeneous and 

non-homogeneous media. 

In Chapter 6 our technique is applied to a current problem in nuclear medicine, that of 

accurately separating the photon distributions acquired from each source distribution in a 

simultaneous dual-isotope S P E C T scan. Dual-isotope scans involve the injection into the 

patient of two different tracers followed by a single S P E C T scan. Simultaneous scanning 

is important as it provides a cost-effective means of acquiring automatically co-registered 

images of a single physiological parameter in two different states (eg stress/rest) or of 

two different physiological parameters (eg lung ventilation/perfusion). The dual-isotope 

protocol we chose was that for 9 9 m X c - 1 2 3 I brain studies. The energies of the photons 

emitted by these two isotopes are very close together. Consequently, the images acquired 

with this protocol suffer significant contamination from the presence of the second isotope. 

Our technique is used to accurately predict the relative activity levels for the two isotopes 

from experimentally acquired phantom data. 

Finally, the work and results are summarized in Chapter 7. The main capabilities 

and limitations of the technique are reviewed and some of the future directions for this 

work are provided. 

For reference, the computer codes, written in the ' C language, which were used to 

implement our method are provided in Appendix A . 
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1.4 N U C L E A R M E D I C I N E 

Modern medical imaging began more than one hundred years ago in 1895 when Wilhelm 

Roentgen discovered that "X-rays" could produce an image of the bones of his hand. 

Medical diagnosis now also uses a wide range of other techniques such as X-ray com-

puted tomography (CT), ultrasound, magneto- and electro-encephalography (MEG and 

EEG), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), planar imaging, positron emission tomogra-

phy (PET), and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). All of these 

techniques are non-invasive, that is, without the need of a scalpel, they provide infor-

mation about the anatomy and physiology of a patient, allowing for distinction between 

normal and diseased states. 

Nuclear medicine covers the last three of the medical imaging technologies
1

 mentioned 

above: planar imaging, PET, and SPECT. All of these techniques use radiotracers, drugs 

labelled with a radioactive isotope, which are injected into (or inhaled by or ingested 

by) the patient. The tracers are taken up by or otherwise become located in different 

systems or organs in the body so that their distribution provides information as to how 

well the targeted organ is functioning. They are used to study and detect some of the 

most common and important diseases in our society such as heart disease, cancer, and 

cerebrovascular disorders. For instance, stress-rest scans of the heart use a
 9 9 m

T c labelled 

drug, sestamibi. Sestamibi is a lipophilic, positively charged complex that is taken up 

by the cells of the heart during their normal function (necrotic or dead cells do not take 

up any of this drug). The quantity of drug taken in by the cells is proportional to the 

amount of blood flow through the heart muscle. As the isotope attached to the drug 

decays, the emitted radiation is detected and it is possible to see where and in what 

1

There are also some therapeutic procedures in nuclear medicine such as, for example, the treatment 

of the thyroid gland with radioactive iodine. 
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quantity the drug is present in the heart. This type of study can indicate areas of the 

heart which are no longer functioning or no longer adequately supplied with blood. This 

is important because if undersupplied tissues are reperfused rapidly enough (such as by 

reopening clogged arteries), then they can be saved and heart attacks can be prevented. 

1.5 SPECT 

In this work, we have concentrated on modelling SPECT data acquisition. The data 

from a SPECT scan consists of a collection of projections, each of which is equivalent 

to a single planar image (Figure 1.1). A planar image is obtained when the detector is 

stationary at a single position. This image is like a chest X-ray, except that the source 

of the radiation is inside of the patient, in the form of a radioactive tracer. One of the 

problems with a single planar image (or any one projection) is its inability to distinguish 

the depth of the source that is creating the image. Because there is no depth distinction, 

the images from sources at different depths all pile up on top of one another creating an 

amalgamation like a multiply-exposed photograph and obscuring information about the 

source distribution and location. 

SPECT overcomes this problem by acquiring many different views (projections) of the 

object which allow the determination of source depth. For each projection, the camera 

is positioned at a different angle (Figure 1.1). Just as one can mentally reconstruct a 

three-dimensional image of an object from a set of pictures showing all of its sides, so 

can the 3D distribution of the radiation be obtained from the set of different SPECT 

projections. With simple objects one can look -at the set of projections and visualize the 

whole object, but to obtain a precise image, especially in more complicated situations, 

requires computerized reconstruction. The final product of SPECT is a 3D map of the 

patient source distribution which is normally examined by physicians as a set of 2D 
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Figure 1.1: Planar versus SPECT imaging. Figures Planar and Tomographic respectively 

show a very simplified view of the acquisition of planar and SPECT data. The numbers 

in the black pixels represent the activity in the object pixels. The numbers in the white 

pixels correspond to the activity seen by the detector pixel. Because it acquires data from 

all angles around the patient, SPECT is capable of reconstructing the 3D distribution 

of the radiation sources whereas planar imaging is not. This figure is based on a similar 

figure in [4]. 

cross-sectional slices. 

1.6 SPECT APPLICATIONS 

SPECT is a widely used clinical technique for diagnosis in all parts of the body (ie [5, 6]). 

SPECT provides enhanced image contrast over planar imaging and hence allows for a 

more accurate diagnosis. It is routinely used, for example, to find areas of ischemia and 

infarction in the heart muscle, to look for areas of epilepsy and stroke in the brain, and 
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to detect tumor locations throughout the body. 

SPECT is inherently a very sensitive technique and is a valuable diagnostic tool, but 

it only provides qualitative images. Because of the degrading influence of, amongst other 

things, attenuation and scatter, it is not currently possible to provide quantitatively ac-

curate images in a clinical setting. Quantitative SPECT would provide more accurate 

information, regarding issues such as degree of tumor malignancy and myocardial viabil-

ity, and would thus improve the specificity of the technique, avoiding erroneous diagnosis 

and hence unnecessary therapy or treatment. This, in turn, would provide better patient 

care at a lower cost. Quantitative SPECT would open the door to the development of 

new and more precise diagnostic procedures that are not possible with the current quality 

of SPECT images. As stated in 1982 by J.W. Keyes, one of the pioneering scientists in 

SPECT research [7]: 

The ability to visualize radiopharmaceutical distributions in the body in three 

dimensions, the ability to quantify these dimensional relationships, and finally 

the ability to extract true quantitative values noninvasively from structures 

deep within the body should provide significant improvements in the way we 

practice nuclear medicine. 

A hurdle which must be overcome before quantitative SPECT can become a reality is 

the development of a clinically applicable method of accurate scatter correction. To un-

derstand some of the difficulties associated with scatter correction in SPECT, it is useful 

to be familiar with the SPECT camera and with the relevant physics of the interactions 

of photons with matter. 
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1.7 T H E S P E C T C A M E R A 

The detector normally used to acquire modern SPECT images is the Anger gamma 

camera. The idea for this camera was first proposed by H. Anger in 1958 [8]. It consisted 

of a scintillation crystal attached to several photomultiplier tubes which were in turn 

connected, via electronic circuitry, to an oscilloscope screen. The main advantage of 

this camera is that it allows simultaneous imaging of its entire field of view. Though 

originally described with a pin-hole collimator (a lead sheet with a single small hole 

through it), the modern version of this camera normally uses a multichannel collimator 

as suggested in [9]. The camera has also been improved through increasing the number 

of photomultiplier tubes (PMT) over the original seven (a modern camera head contains 

90 or more PMTs), increasing the size of the detector crystal (camera crystals are now 

more than 40x50cm
2

), and replacing the oscilloscope with a computer. A schematic of 

the Anger camera is shown in Figure 1.2. 

The gamma ray or photon is emitted from the radioactive source somewhere inside of 

the patient. To be detected, this photon must first pass out of the patient, then through 

the collimator, and finally interact with the detector crystal to produce a shower of lower 

energy light photons. These light photons ionize electrons from the photocathode at one 

end of the PMT. The electrons are accelerated through a series of potential differences 

along the length of the PMT with more electrons being released at each step. This 

"snowball" effect produces a much amplified signal at the other end of the PMT. The 

PMT signal is read in by electronic circuits which convert it into a position and an energy 

for the original detected photon. The position/energy information is then stored in the 

computer. 
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Figure 1.2: The Anger Camera. This is a schematic diagram showing the basic com-

ponents of a typical SPECT camera system. These components are the collimator, the 

(scintillation) detector crystal, positioning electronics, and a computer for data recording 

and storage. The camera head rotates around the patient to acquire the different views 

needed for SPECT image reconstruction. 

1.7.1 T H E COLLIMATOR 

The collimator is very important in SPECT because it restricts the direction of the 

photons incident on the detector crystal. Detection by the scintillation crystal gives 

information about the position of the photon at the time of detection, but no indication 

of the direction from which it came. The collimator provides that information by acting 

like a sieve and restricting the photons which pass through it to those travelling in certain 

directions. The rest of the photons are absorbed by the collimator and never allowed 

to reach the detector crystal. The collimator is essentially a large lead sheet with many 
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holes through it. 

There are many different types of collimators, one of the more common of which is the 

parallel hole collimator. It is this collimator which we have chosen to model throughout 

the work in this thesis. With this collimator, the holes are aligned parallel to one another 

and also parallel to the normal of the collimator (and consequently to the normal of the 

detector crystal). Although an ideal collimator only accepts photons which are travelling 

straight through the holes, because the holes have finite width and length, any photon 

which is travelling within a small angle (the acceptance angle) of the straight path will 

also pass through the collimator. Additionally, photons which are travelling at angles 

somewhat larger than the acceptance angle also have a small chance of getting through 

to the detector. They do this by actually penetrating through the lead walls of the holes 

(the septa). This effect is called septal penetration. 

An unfortunate feature of collimators is that they block most of the photons, typically 

letting through only on the order of one in every ten thousand photons
2

. This greatly 

reduces the efficiency of the camera and consequently increases the noise in the data. 

Because it is a medical technology, the strength of source activity is limited by the level 

of dose the patient can receive and the scan time is limited by the time one can reasonably 

expect a patient to remain virtually motionless. As a result, SPECT is always working 

in a realm of statistically poor information. 

2

This low efficiency is caused simply by the geometry of the collimator. Consider the simplified case 

of a small source located in air (no attenuation) 10cm away from the back of a parallel hole collimator. 

Assume that the collimator has circular holes and an acceptance angle of 2.44°. The radiation emitted 

from the source is spread uniformly over a sphere of area 4007rcm
2

. However, photons must pass through 

the collimator hole to be detected and this subtends an area of approximately 0.0457rcm
2

. Additionally, 

the holes only cover about 80% of the collimator surface. This means that only 1 in every 11000 photons 

emitted from the source will reach the Nal detector. 
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1.7.2 T H E SCINTILLATION CR Y S T A L 

Once a photon has passed through the collimator, it is detected using a scintillation 

crystal. Scintillation crystals absorb high energy radiation and re-emit this radiation 

in the form of a cascade of lower energy (light) photons. The scintillation crystal used 

in SPECT is thallium-activated sodium iodide, Nal(Tl) or more simply just Nal. Pure 

sodium iodide crystal is a poor scintillator at room temperatures but becomes a very 

good one if small amounts of impurities such as thallium (0.1-0.4 mole percent) are 

added. One reason Nal crystal is chosen is that it has a very high light output. This is 

important because, in the statistically poor domain of SPECT imaging, every detected 

photon is important. Another reason is that the amount of light emitted by the crystal is 

proportional to the energy of incident gamma ray, making the energy easier to determine. 

The Nal crystal is also relatively inexpensive to make, keeping camera costs down, and 

can be grown to very large sizes. SPECT detectors must be made from a single crystal 

and the size to which Nal crystals can be grown has allowed modern detectors to be more 

than 50x40cm
2

 in area. Finally, the Nal crystal is transparent at the wavelengths of the 

scintillation light it produces, causing very little light to be lost through self-absorption, 

even in thick crystals. The thickness of the crystals used in SPECT is usually 3/8" or 

1/2". The thickness is a trade off between spatial resolution and stopping power. A 

thicker crystal has less chance that a photon will pass through undetected but also has 

poorer spatial resolution. The crystal thickness is usually optimized for 140keV photons 

because this is the energy of the primary radiation emitted by
 9 9 m

T c , one of the more 

commonly used isotopes in SPECT. A 3/8" thick crystal results in an efficiency of 70-

75% for
 9 9 m

T c photons [10] and an intrinsic spatial resolution for the camera of about 

3.8mm. 

Nal crystals also have disadvantages. They are quite fragile and, once cracked, the 
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crystal is useless. Another draw-back of Nal is that it has poor energy resolution, making 

it difficult to reduce scatter by means of energy discrimination (section 2.2.1). Nal is 

also hydroscopic; it will react with the water vapor in the air reducing the transparency 

of the crystal and consequently its efficiency. However, the advantages of Nal outweigh 

its disadvantages and make it the current detector of choice in SPECT imaging. 

1.7.3 ELECTRONIC CIRCUITRY 

Behind the scintillation crystal are attached many photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), usu-

ally between 50 and 100 in modern SPECT cameras. These tubes translate the light 

emitted by the scintillating crystal into an electronic signal that can be reliably detected 

and recorded by the camera electronics. The tubes are arranged in a hexagonal array 

which allows for a tight packing, improving the uniformity of the crystal coverage. The 

position of the site of interaction between the incoming photon and the detector crystal 

is determined by techniques such as Anger logic (Figure 1.3). The (X,Y) position of the 

detected event is determined as given below. 

X = K ( X
+

- X - ) / Z (1.1) 

Y = / c ( Y
+

- Y - ) / Z 

where Z is the total light signal of the event and K is a scaling factor to convert the output 

signal into a physical position on an oscilloscope screen or into a coordinate length. The 

values for X*1

 and are as shown in Figure 1.3. 

The energy of the photon is related to Z and is determined using a multichannel pulse 

height analyser. 

A problem associated with all forms of radiation detection is deadtime. Deadtime is 

related to the time required by the detector and associated electronics to process and 

record the detection of a photon. If a second photon enters the detector before it has 
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S M C 

Figure 1.3: Anger Position Logic. This is one of the standard techniques used to deter-

mine the position of a detected photon interaction with the crystal. This figure shows 

a simple schematic of an Anger camera. A modern camera has between 50 and 100 

photomultiplier tubes (PMT) and not just seven as is depicted here. The arrowed lines 

indicate which PMTs are connected to which summing matrix circuit (SMC). When a 

photon strikes the crystal and produces a shower of light photons, these are picked up 

and amplified by the PMTs. Each PMT receives a portion of the light shower the size 

of which is related to the proximity of the PMT to the position of the event. The SMCs 

add together the outputs from the PMTs such that the output signals (X*, Y±) are pro-

portional to the distance of the incident photon from the centre of the detector crystal. 

By comparing the output from the four SMCs, one can determine the position where the 

gamma ray photon interacted with the crystal (equation (1.1)). This figure is based on 

a similar figure in [10]. 
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finished processing the first, the signals from the two photons can interfere with each 

other resulting in one or both of the photons not being recorded. For example, when 

a photon is stopped by the scintillation crystal, it produces a shower of light photons 

and this shower has a certain duration. If a second photon strikes the crystal before the 

shower from the first photon is finished, then the two showers may overlap (pulse pileup) 

and the detector can see this as a single event. Because the energy of the radiation is 

related to the number of light photons in the shower it creates, if two showers overlap, the 

detector may disregard both events because their sum falls outside the acceptable energy 

range. Another example is the multichannel analyser which may not accept a second 

input until it has finished processing the first. In this case the second detected event 

would just be ignored. Although each component of the system has its own particular 

deadtime, normally a single deadtime is given for the entire detector system. For Nal 

detector systems, the deadtime is typically on the order of microseconds. It should also 

be remarked that as the activity of sources becomes greater, the average time between 

detection events decreases and the effect of deadtime on the number of detected photons 

becomes more significant. 

1.7.4 C O M P U T E R 

Once the position and energy of the incident gamma ray has been determined, the data 

is digitized, recorded, tabulated, and stored by the computer. With planar images or 

single SPECT projections, the image is stored in an array which can be from 64x64 bins 

to 1024x1024 bins. Each bin or pixel corresponds to a small square area on the surface 

of the camera head. For example, on the Siemens MS3 triple head camera, each of the 

pixels in the 1024x1024 array is 0.45x0.45mm
2

. For SPECT projections, the array size 

is normally 64x64 or 128x128 bins and the number of projections acquired is typically 

64 or 128. The size of the array used in SPECT and the number of projections acquired 
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is limited by the storage capabilities of the computer, the limited number of detected 

photons, and the time required to reconstruct the image. 

The computer is also used to control the acquisition, automatically moving the cam-

era heads to the appropriate positions at the appropriate times as per the commands 

given to it by the technologist performing the study. The computer also performs image 

reconstructions, data analysis and manipulation (according to the proprietary software 

that comes with the camera), and redisplays both the projections and the reconstructed 

images for the physician. 

1.8 S P E C T R E C O N S T R U C T I O N 

Once the set of projections has been acquired, it is necessary to reconstruct the data into 

a useful format for viewing by the physicians. The standard approach to doing this is to 

reconstruct the 3D object as a stacked set of 2D slices or tomograms
 3

. There are three 

conventional orientations for the slices: transaxial, coronal, and sagittal. The transaxial 

slice is in a plane parallel to the waist of the patient, the coronal slice is parallel to face 

of the patient, and the sagittal plane is parallel to the side of the patient
 4

 Normally, 

transaxial slices are reconstructed and stacked to form a 3D image (array) from which 

the other slices (coronal and sagittal) are extracted. 

The technique which is used clinically for reconstruction is filtered back-projection 

3

Tomography comes from the Greek words tomos meaning "cut or slice" and graphein meaning "to 

draw". 
4

Because the heart is not aligned along any of the body's major axes, the slices used to view the 

heart are oriented with respect to the organ itself, not the patient's body. The typical heart slices are 

the short axis slice (cutting through the heart perpendicular to the long axis which extends from the 

base of the heart to the apex), the vertical long axis slice (cutting parallel to the long axis from the 

anterior to the posterior side of the heart), and the horizontal long axis slice (cutting the heart, parallel 

to the long axis, from the septa separating the two ventricles to the lateral wall). 
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(FBP), an idea adapted for nuclear medicine in 1971 [11]. The basic idea behind back-

projection is that the information (number of photons) recorded in each pixel of the 

projection is spread back along the direction from which the photons came. Because the 

distance of the actual source from the detector pixel is unknown, the number of photons 

recorded in the pixel is added to every possible source location. Applying this procedure 

to all of the projection pixels generates lines of potential source positions and where these 

lines intersect, they reinforce each other indicating the true source locations (Figure 1.4). 

However, the density of the intersecting lines falls off inversely with distance from the 

point of intersection. Consequently, each reconstructed source point has a spike- or star-

like appearance (Figure 1.4C). To correct for this a ramp filter is applied to the projection 

before reconstruction
5

 which has the effect of decreasing counts near the centre of the 

reconstructed source. 

Filtered back-projection is also frequently discussed in terms of the spatial frequency 

domain. In the frequency domain, the convolution operation (required to apply the 

ramp filter to the data) becomes a much simpler multiplication operation. Additionally, 

many other filters, such as those described below, are also much easier to apply in this 

domain. A spatial frequency domain image (projection) is obtained by taking the Fourier 

transform of the spatial domain image (projection). The low spatial frequencies of a 

Fourier transformed image correspond to the large smooth components of an object 

while high spatial frequencies describe small, spiky, or sharp features. To operate in the 

Fourier domain, one makes use of the projection slice theorem which states that 

the Fourier transform of the projection of an object at angle, 9, (P(k,8)) is 

equal to a slice of the (2D) Fourier transform of the object along angle, 6 [12]. 

5

Filtering can also be done after reconstruction using, for example, a 2D ramp filter on the recon-

structed slice. 
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Figure 1.4: Back-Projection. Back-projection is the technique which is clinically used to 

reconstruct 3D images from the 2D projection data. Figure (A) shows the acquisition of 

data, figure (B) shows the basic back projection of this data (without application of the 

ramp filter). Figure (C) shows the classic star shaped pattern that one gets without the 

ramp filter. Application of the ramp filter "removes" this effect. 
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If the spatial frequency domain has been sufficiently sampled, the actual image, f(x,y), 

can be recovered simply by taking the inverse Fourier transform (equation 1.2). 

fir poo 

f(x,y)= / \k\P(k,6)exp(2Trik{xcos(6)+ ysm(0)))dkdO (1.2) 
JO J-oo 

Projection data samples the spatial frequency domain with a density proportional to the 

inverse of the spatial frequency. This is analogous to the density of the intersecting back-

projected lines in the spatial domain. The changing sampling density is corrected for by 

the application of the ramp filter which appears in this form of filtered back-projection as 

the factor \k\ and which linearly scales the integrand by the absolute value of the spatial 

frequency. 

The advantage of FBP is its speed, an issue of critical importance for clinical imple-

mentation, but there are some disadvantages to using FBP. 

The first disadvantage is that FBP tends to amplify noise in the image. Statistical 

noise is always a factor in clinical SPECT data because of the limitations on patient 

dose and acquisition times, and the low efficiency of the camera system. Although white 

noise appears uniformly at all spatial frequencies, at high frequencies the signal to noise 

ratio in the image is much lower and the noise tends to dominate. Because the ramp 

filter scales data linearly with frequency amplitude, this low signal to noise region of 

the Fourier transformed image gets amplified, increasing the noise in the reconstructed 

image. 

The most common approach used to reduce the high frequency noise is to modify the 

ramp filter. One choice is to apply a rectangular window to the ramp filter, effectively 

setting it to zero above a chosen cut-off frequency. The solution is not ideal, however, as 

the sharp cut-off caused by the rectangular filter causes overshoot or "ringing" [13, 14]. 

The ringing can be reduced by rolling off the frequency cut-off such as is done by the 

Hanning, Hamming, and Butterworth filters [12, 14]. A more fundamental problem 
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associated with removing high frequency components is that doing so blurs the edges of 

image features and can "smooth away" small objects (like small or early tumors). 

A second problem with FBP is aliasing [13, 15]. Because the data acquired is a 

discrete sampling of a continuous function, there are frequency components of the Fourier 

transformed image (all those above half of the Nyquist frequency) which will not be 

adequately sampled. Undersampling of these frequencies results in the appearance of false 

data components at lower frequencies (aliasing). Aliasing can be reduced by physically 

filtering out high frequency components of the image (blurring) before sampling or by 

using a finer sampling of the data [15]. Note, however, that increasing the sampling also 

increases image noise as fewer photons will be recorded in each sample (pixel). 

A last problem with FBP is the uniqueness of the image. It is known that mathe-

matically, the true image, f(x,y), is uniquely determined only if the data is perfect (ie 

no noise) and there are an infinite number of projections [13, 16]. This is never the case 

in SPECT as there is always noise and only a finite number of projections are acquired. 

Consequently, FBP is prone to artifacts, features in the image which are created solely by 

the reconstruction process and do not correspond to true features in the scanned object. 

Alternatives to FBP are the iterative reconstruction methods. One appealing fea-

ture of these techniques is that they permit inclusion of photon interaction (eg scatter) 

models and features such as positivity of the image (one cannot have negative activity) 

directly into the reconstruction procedure itself. The common iterative methods which 

have been considered in nuclear medicine are ART (algebraic reconstruction technique) 

and variants upon it [17, 18], iterative least squares [19], conjugant gradient [20], and 

expectation maximization using maximum likelihood (MLEM) [21] or ordered subsets 

(OSEM) [22]. Although these techniques can produce a better image [23] they are not 

used in clinical applications because they are typically too slow; often hours are required 

for the technique to converge on the best solution. Additionally, there is often not a 
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good way of determining the end-point of the reconstruction; the iteration after which 

the technique is fitting more to noise than to information. 

1.9 P H O T O N I N T E R A C T I O N S W I T H M A T T E R 

The isotopes used in SPECT imaging decay through the emission of gamma ray photons. 

The gamma ray energies are specific to the isotope. For example
 9 9 m

T c emits photons 

with an energy of 140keV. The range of photon energies for the isotopes typically used 

in SPECT is 80-400keV
6

. As these relatively low energy photons travel away from their 

source inside of the patient, they can interact with patient tissues causing image degra-

dations such as a reduction in contrast and image blurring. In SPECT imaging, photon 

interactions occur primarily by one of three different modes: the photoelectric effect, 

Rayleigh (coherent) scattering, and Compton (incoherent) scattering. A brief descrip-

tion of these modes as they pertain to medical physics is provided in the following sections 

and shown schematically in Figure 1.5. A more complete description can be found in, 

for example, [24]. 

1.9.1 P H O T O E L E C T R I C ABSORPTION 

Photoelectric absorption occurs when a collision between a photon and an atom results 

in the complete absorption of the photon and in the ionization of an atomic electron. The 

probability that this type of interaction will occur (the cross-section) is proportional to 

Z
3

 where Z is the atomic number of the atom. The interaction probability also decreases 

with increasing photon energy. Most biological materials have relatively low effective Z 

values (Table 1.1) and consequently, at the energies used in SPECT, the contribution of 

6

Energies outside this range are occasionally used in SPECT imaging, such as the 511keV positron 

annihilation photons from PET tracers like FDG, but this is much less common and often restricted to 

research applications. 
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Figure 1.5: Schematic representation of the three most common types of photon in-

teraction with patient tissues in SPECT imaging. Paths (A), (B), and (C) represent, 

respectively, photoelectric absorption, Rayleigh scattering, and Compton scattering. 
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Figure 1.6: Relative importance of the three principal modes of photon interaction over 

the energy range relative to SPECT imaging. 

photoelectric absorption to the total cross-section is small (1.9% in water at 140keV). Its 

relative importance as a function of energy is shown in Figure 1.6. 

Table 1.1: Example effective atomic numbers (Zefr) for some biologically relevant mate-

rials. The coefficient for lead, a common absorber in medical physics, is also included. 

Material Zeff Material Zeff 

Muscle 7.64 Lung 7.55 

Bone 12.31 Fat 6.46 

Water 7.51 Lead 82.00 

1 . 9 . 2 R A Y L E I G H S C A T T E R I N G 

Rayleigh scattering, also known as coherent scattering, occurs when the electromagnetic 

field of the incident gamma ray interacts with the electrons surrounding the nucleus. The 
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gamma ray starts the electrons oscillating and they in turn retransmit the gamma ray. 

The direction of the retransmitted ray is changed but its energy is not. The Rayleigh 

scatter contribution to the total cross-section is small (Figure 1.6) in SPECT imaging, 

and hence often ignored. For example, in water at 140keV, the Rayleigh scattering 

contributes 0.7% to the total cross-section. Nevertheless, because its differential cross-

section is strongly peaked at low scatter angles and because it does not lose any energy 

through the interaction, the contribution of Rayleigh scatter to the data acquired in 

the photopeak energy window is not negligible and it should be included for accurate 

calculations of the photon distribution. The Rayleigh scatter contribution is of the same 

magnitude as the second order Compton scatter contribution which is about 12% of the 

detected scattered photons (section 3.3). 

The formula describing the differential cross-section, dcrcoh(0R)/dQ, for Rayleigh scat-

tering is given in equation (1.3). 

do~coh 

dfl ' 
'{OR) = ^ ( l + C O S : ;

2

0R) T{X,Z) (1.3) 

where 

0 is the solid angle of the scattering cone (there is rotational symmetry 

in the scattering cross-section about the direction of the incident 

photon), 

is the classical electron radius, 

T(x,Z) 

is the Rayleigh scattering angle, 

is the coherent scattering atomic form factor, 

x is a parameter, sometimes called the momentum transfer of the scat-

Z 

tering photon (eg [25]), which is given in equation (1.4), and 

is the (effective) atomic number of the scattering material. 
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The momentum transfer of an incident photon is given by 

x 
s i n ( 2 ) 

~ A (1.4) 

where A is the wavelength of the scattering photon. 

Although the energy of a coherently scattered photon does not change, its momentum 

does. Because momentum is conserved, the atom off which the photon scatters acquires a 

recoil momentum, x. The coherent scattering form factor, J-"(x, Z), gives the probability 

that the Z electrons of the atom acquire momentum x without any energy absorption 

[26]. The Rayleigh scattering form factors are tabulated, for example, in [25, 26, 27]. 

Coherent-incoherent interference [28] can significantly alter the angular dependence of 

the Rayleigh form factors in materials and at energies of interest to medical imaging. 

Interference should, therefore, be considered when computing material form factors from 

the tabulated atomic form factors. 

1.9.3 C O M P T O N SCATTERING 

Compton or incoherent scattering is the most important type of interaction that a medical 

imaging photon can undergo. This type of scatter accounts for 97.4% of the total cross-

section for 140keV photons in water. In this interaction, the photon scatters off one of 

the electrons in the material and transfers some of its energy to this electron. Both the 

energy and the direction of the photon are changed. 

The cross-section for this type of scatter was derived mathematically by Klein and 

Nishina and experimentally verified by A.Compton in 1923 [29]. The differential Klein-

Nishina cross-section for Compton scattering, da(0)/dCl, is given by 

do(0)_r| / 1 \
a

/ q
2

(l-cosfl)
2

 \ 

dfl ~ 2
l + C

°
 } \ l + a{l-cosO)J \ (l + a[l-cos0])(l + cos

2

0),/
 1 ; 
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where 

0 is the solid angle of the scattering cone (there is rotational symmetry in the 

scattering cross-section about the direction of the incident photon), 

is the Compton scattering angle, 9 

r0 is the classical electron radius, and 

a is the energy of the photon divided by the rest mass energy of the electron. 

The Klein-Nishina formula assumes that the electrons are stationary and free, that is, 

not bound electromagnetically to the nucleus of the atom. This is not the case for most 

electrons in materials and, therefore, to account for the motion and bounded electron 

state, this formula is corrected by the incoherent scattering function: S(x, Z) where 9 

is the Compton scattering angle and x is the momentum transfer (equation (1.4)). The 

incoherent scattering function can be calculated using quantum mechanics and indicates 

the probability that an electron, which acquired energy from a scattering photon, will 

ionize or escape from the atom. This function is applied as a multiplicative correction to 

the differential cross-section. The functions, S(x,Z), are tabulated in [25, 26, 27]. They 

are not significantly influenced by coherent-incoherent interference effects [28]. 

The energy lost by a photon which Compton scatters can be derived by assuming 

conservation of momentum [29]. The equation for the energy of a scattered photon, E', 

is 

where 

E is the initial energy of the photon, 

9 is the Compton scattering angle, and 

a is the energy of the photon divided by the rest mass energy of the electron. 

(1.6) 
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1.10 M O T I V A T I O N F O R A N A L Y T I C A L S C A T T E R C A L C U L A T I O N S 

I N S P E C T 

Accurate scatter correction is one of the major problems facing quantitative SPECT. The 

typical energy resolution of a Nal(Tl) SPECT camera is only about 10% at 140keV and 

thus many scattered photons contaminate the acquired data. These photons misrepresent 

the position and strength of the radioactive source and hence degrade the quality of the 

reconstructed image by reducing contrast. Although, as will be discussed in Chapter 2, 

a number of different methods have been proposed to correct for scatter, none of these 

techniques are entirely satisfactory. 

To properly correct for scattered photons, it is necessary to be able to accurately 

estimate their contribution to the acquired data. To have a clinically useful correction 

method requires that the estimate be obtained very quickly. The goal of this work is 

to develop an analytical technique for calculating the photon distribution in SPECT 

projections. This technique is applicable to arbitrary source distributions in both homo-

geneous and non-homogeneous scattering media and provides quantitatively accurate 

results. Additionally, it offers a significant improvement in calculation time over other 

equally accurate techniques. 

One can perform scatter correction with this technique in two ways: either by sub-

tracting the estimate of the scattered photon distribution from the acquired projections, 

or by incorporating the technique into the projector-reprojector pair of an iterative recon-

struction scheme. We envision the inclusion of this technique in a method for generating 

quantitatively accurate SPECT images as is shown in Figure 1.7. 

In this scheme, a transmission scan is used to generate a map of the patient tissue 

density distribution (an attenuation map). This attenuation map is then used to create an 

attenuation corrected estimate of the source distribution from the emission scan (SPECT) 
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Figure 1.7: A quantitative SPECT image reconstruction scheme. This flowchart indicates 

the place where our approach to scatter estimation/correction could be included in a 

quantitative SPECT reconstruction method. The reconstructions at A, B, and C may 

be either FBP or an iterative technique such as MLEM. 
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data. The source distribution estimate and the attenuation map are used with our 

technique to calculate the scatter within the emission data. The scatter distribution is 

subtracted out of the emission data and a scatter corrected image is reconstructed. The 

reconstructed image can be used, if necessary, as an improved estimate of the source 

distribution and the scatter correction can proceed iteratively. 



C H A P T E R 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Scatter is an important problem in SPECT. The presence of scattered photons in the 

acquired data blurs the image (reducing contrast) and can cause cold regions in a warm 

background to have an apparent activity of as high as 30% of the background activity 

[30]. Many different methods have been proposed to correct for scatter and a good review 

of these methods can be found in Buvat et al [1]. The problem of scatter correction is still, 

nevertheless, a current one because none of the methods developed to date have been 

both fast enough for routine clinical use and accurate enough (in complex scattering 

media) for quantitative correction. 

For all scatter correction schemes, one of the central issues is the estimation of the 

distribution of scattered photons either in the projections or in the reconstructed image. 

Indeed, much of the work in this field has concentrated solely on the problem of determin-

ing the scatter distribution. For this reason, the body of this chapter has been divided 

into four sections based on the different types of information used to estimate scatter. 

The sections are: holistic approaches to scatter correction, estimation based on the en-

ergy spectrum of the acquired data, estimation based on phenomenological observations, 

and finally theoretical calculation of the scattered photon distributions. 

30 
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2.1 H O L I S T I C A P P R O A C H E S T O S C A T T E R E S T I M A T I O N / C O R R E C T I O N 

The holistic approaches to scatter correction do not correct for scatter per se but rather 

try to attempt to compensate for the effects of scatter. Three examples of this are the 

use of a modified attenuation coefficient, multiplicative scaling of image, and the use of 

modified reconstruction filters. 

2.1.1 MODIFIED ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT 

This technique compensates for scatter by adjusting the attenuation coefficient used in 

attenuation correction schemes such as that suggested by Chang [31]. An attenuation 

coefficient is used to describe the amount by which the intensity of a photon beam 

passing through materials is reduced and incorporates all of the possible types of photon 

interaction. In the narrow beam definition of attenuation, it is assumed that any photon 

which interacts will not be detected. However, in reality, many of the photons which 

scatter are in fact still detected. As suggested in [32], detected scatter events can be 

compensated for by reducing the attenuation coefficient used in the correction method. 

For example, the value of the attenuation coefficient, fi, for water at
 9 9 m

T c energy levels 

(140keV) is changed from p = 0.15 to fx = 0.12 [33]. 

One difficulty with this technique is that the amount by which the attenuation co-

efficient needs to be adjusted is case dependent [34, 35]. Another problem is that the 

spatial distribution of the scattered photons is treated as being the same as that of the 

unscattered photons whereas, in truth, it is quite different. Consequently, while this ap-

proach can qualitatively improve the appearance (uniformity) of the image [33], it does 

not produce quantitatively reliable images [30, 36]. 

Another way of representing this approach is not to modify the attenuation coefficient 
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but instead, to incorporate a build-up factor into the attenuation factor. The build-

up factor is a scaling factor which accounts for those photons which have scattered in 

the medium (and hence are attenuated) but which have done so in such a way as to 

still be detected. The build-up factor depends on both the composition of the medium 

and on the location of the source within it. Attempts have then been made to use a 

spatially dependent build-up factor which is measured either experimentally [35, 37, 38] 

or with Monte Carlo (MC) techniques [39]. This can lead to improved quantitation of 

the reconstructed image [35, 38 - 40] but measuring patient dependent build-up factors 

is neither practical nor feasible in a clinical setting. 

2.1.2 MULTIPLICATIVE SCALING 

A second compensation technique is to scale the image by a multiplicative constant based 

on the scatter fraction for the data [33, 41]. The scatter fraction is the ratio of scattered 

to unscattered photons detected by the camera. This fraction can be determined either 

experimentally [42] or through Monte Carlo simulation. The use of this global scaling 

factor, though correct on average, will over-correct some parts of the image while under-

correcting others. Additionally, it does not correct for the mis-positioning of scattered 

photons. For example, radiation detected as coming from cold spots in the image is 

entirely due to scattered radiation and will not be removed through rescaling by the 

global scatter fraction. 

2.1.3 RECONSTRUCTION FILTERS 

During the FBP reconstruction process, it is possible to employ filters that do a single 

correction not only for high frequency noise but also for other image degrading effects 

such as the blurring caused by the imperfect intrinsic spatial resolution of the detector. 

These reconstruction filters are based on, for example, the modulation transfer function 
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of the system. These filters also contain parameters which can be adjusted to compensate 

for the effects of scatter. Two filters which have been used in this way are the Weiner [43] 

and Metz [41, 44] filters. Although such filters can improve the qualitative appearance 

of an image through such techniques as contrast enhancement and noise suppression, the 

quantitative effect of these filters on the data is complex and difficult to interpret. 

2.2 S C A T T E R C O R R E C T I O N B A S E D O N E N E R G Y I N F O R M A T I O N 

The second general category of scatter correction techniques attempts to use information 

about the energy or energy spectrum of the detected photons to distinguish scattered 

events from unscattered ones. The majority of detected scattered photons have Compton 

t 

scattered and consequently have lower energy than unscattered photons. The Nal detec-

tors are capable of determining the photon energy and so this information can be used. 

A general problem with all methods based on energy information is that they cannot 

correct for photons which have Rayleigh scattered and lost no energy. 

2.2.1 T H E P H O T O P E A K E N E R G Y WINDOW 

One of the simplest and most direct ways of removing scatter from the data is to use 

energy discrimination. Unfortunately, the energy resolution of a Nal scintillation camera 

is not perfect; typically it is about 10% FWHM at 140keV. This means that the energy, as 

detected by the camera, for unscattered photons from
 9 9 m

T c is distributed about 140keV 

with a normal distribution having a FWHM of 14keV. A similar distribution of energies 

occurs for scattered photons as well and consequently, complete energy discrimination is 

not possible. 

Nevertheless, application of an energy window does reduce the number of accepted 

scattered events [45, 46] and so improves the image quality and its use takes very little 
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time. Consequently, this technique is often used in clinical practice and almost always, 

when scatter correction is discussed, it is the correction of scatter in the photopeak 

window which is being referred to
1

. 

The standard choice of energy window is a 20% symmetric region centred on the 

energy of the unscattered photon. For
 9 9 m

T c , this corresponds to the window from 

126keV to 154keV (Figure 2.1) and encompasses 98% of the energy range for unscattered 

photons for a camera with 10% energy resolution. 

Energy discrimination is more effective with higher resolution detectors, such as 

*An example where scatter correction outside of the photopeak window might be desirable is a dual-

isotope study (Chapter 6) where one is interested in removing the scattered photons of one isotope from 

a second energy window (the photopeak window of the second isotope). 

Relative 

Counts 
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Figure 2.1: Standard
 9 9 m

T c Energy Window. The energy window is shown as the shaded 

region. The thick solid line is the distribution of detected photons from a
 9 9 m

T c source 

in a scattering medium. The thin solid line corresponds to unscattered photons and the 

dashed line to the total scatter distribution of photons. The figure is based on data given 

in [45]. 
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lithium doped germanium, Ge(Li), or high-purity germanium, HPGe, detectors which 

have energy resolutions of 0.4%-0.7% [10, 47, 48]. Unfortunately, these detectors are 

very expensive to build in the sizes required for SPECT imaging and may require com-

plicated maintenance such as liquid nitrogen cooling. For these reasons, they are not 

used commercially. 

A modification to the standard photopeak window is to use an offset energy win-

dow. This was first considered in planar imaging [49 - 52], and later in SPECT [53, 54]. 

Because scattered photons have a lower energy than unscattered ones, shifting the pho-

topeak window to higher energies biases detection in favor of unscattered photons and 

reduces the percentage of scattered photons accepted by the detector. However, offset-

ting the photopeak window also reduces the number of unscattered photons accepted by 

the camera which is detrimental to image quality. 

2.2.2 D U A L E N E R G Y W I N D O W (DEW) 

One of the most popular scatter correction methods is the dual energy window technique 

first proposed for planar imaging [55] and later for SPECT by Jaszczak [30]. In addition 

to the standard photopeak window, this technique uses data acquired in a second, lower 

energy window (for example a window extending from 91-125keV [56]). A distribution, 

consisting essentially of only scattered photons, is collected in this window
2

, scaled by a 

constant factor k, and subtracted from the distribution in the photopeak energy window. 

The subtraction is done either pre-reconstruction (on the projections themselves such as 

in [57]-[59]) or post-reconstruction (on the images obtained independently from the two 

energy windows such as in [30]). 

Although popular and easy to implement, the DEW method has a few fundamental 

2

There are non-scatter events in this window but they comprise only a small fraction of the total 

events, on the order of 1.3% [56] 
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problems. Firstly, it assumes that the spatial distribution of scattered photons in the 

lower energy window is the same as that of the scattered photons in the photopeak win-

dow. This is incorrect because the lower energy window photons have typically scattered 

through angles much larger than those in the photopeak window and also have a higher 

probability of having undergone multiple scatters. The discrepancy in the scatter spatial 

distributions from the two energy windows has been shown in [56, 60 - 63]. 

Secondly, the scaling factor, fc, is often assumed to be constant throughout the image 

and to have a value of 0.5, the value used in [30] (for example [62, 64]). It has been 

shown, though, that the best value for A; depends on the energy of the emitted photons, 

the object geometry, the width and location of the scatter energy window, and the type 

of attenuating material [48, 56, 60, 62, 64 - 66]. For example, Koral [66] finds that the 

best values for his study are between 1.2 and 1.3, rather than 0.5. Different approaches 

for determining accurate values of k have been tried such as analytical approximation 

[55], Monte Carlo simulation [30, 62, 64, 65], or actual experimental measurements [30, 

36, 48, 66 - 70]. However, obtaining an accurate value of k is difficult and consequently, 

quantitative correction with this technique is not practical. 

Some effort has also been made to correct for the difference in the spatial distributions 

of the scatter and photopeak window data. The approach taken by Meikle et al [63] was 

to correct for differences in the spatial distribution of scatter by using a convolution 

function to convert the spatial distribution of scatter in the lower energy window into 

that of the higher energy window. The convolution function is determined empirically 

using water phantoms and is assumed to be spatially invariant. 

2.2.3 O T H E R TE C H N I Q U E S U S I N G T W O E N E R G Y W I N D O W S 

Some other techniques which also use two energy windows are the asymmetric photopeak 

energy windows method, the dual photopeak window method, and the channel ratio 
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technique. 

The asymmetric photopeak windows technique [71] splits the standard photopeak 

window into two asymmetric windows. The energy range of the two windows is chosen 

such that the number of scattered counts in each window is the same. The window 

positions were determined using homogeneous water phantoms and found to be fairly 

independent of source depth within the phantom. As unscattered photons are distributed 

more symmetrically in the photopeak window than are scattered photons, subtracting one 

of the asymmetric windows from the other results in scatter free data. The problems with 

this approach are that the subtraction also reduces the number of unscattered photons 

(by 20% in [71]) and that the technique is quite sensitive to the position of the line 

dividing the two windows and hence quite susceptible to electronic drift in the camera. 

The method also assumes invariance of the window positions with the source distribution 

and scattering medium. 

The dual photopeak method [60, 72 - 74] divides the photopeak into two equal win-

dows and assumes that there exists a relationship between the scatter-to-primary ratio, 

SF(i,j), and the ratio of the total number of counts in the two windows, R s(i?j), for each 

pixel i,j. The scatter estimate, ES(i,j) is then given by 

where TC(i,j) corresponds to the total number of counts in the pixel i,j. 

The ratio Rs(i,j) is determined from measurements in a homogeneous phantom. It 

was found that the ratios varied significantly with depth, camera position, and between 

different camera heads when the combined energy range of the two windows spanned just 

the photopeak [72]. When, instead of splitting the photopeak, this idea was applied to the 

Compton and photopeak windows, more stable ratios were obtained and additionally, the 

amount of noise in the signal was reduced. The use of the Compton window, though, did 
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not yield as much improvement in image contrast. The ratios also varied with position 

due to the changing efficiencies of the photomultiplier array across the camera head 

(although this can be corrected for by a calibration measurement) and it is likely that 

they will be dependent on the type of attenuating medium, making it difficult to use 

this method for correcting non-homogeneous scatter. Noise due to low statistics in the 

images can be a problem and so it is suggested [72] that the estimated scatter image 

be low-pass filtered before subtraction from the original image. As with the asymmetric 

window technique, this method is sensitive to the position of the energy windows and 

consequently prone to errors due to electronic drift in the camera. 

A last method is the channel ratio method [75] which, like the asymmetric and dual 

photopeak methods, divides the photopeak into upper and lower energy windows. This 

approach assumes that the ratio of the unscattered photons in the two windows is a 

constant (k\) and that there is a similar ratio for the scattered photons in the two windows 

( r c 2 ) . Knowing the total number of photons (scattered plus unscattered) detected in each 

window then gives four equations with four unknowns and one can solve for the number 

of unscattered photons. 

However, a constant k2 assumes, incorrectly, that the shape of the scatter spectrum 

does not vary from pixel to pixel. This method is also particularly sensitive to poor 

counting statistics in the upper energy window and can result in negative values for the 

number of unscattered photons in a pixel [75]. 

2.2.4 TR I P L E EN E R G Y W INDOW 

A variation on the DEW method is the triple energy window (TEW) method [76] which 

uses two small (~2keV wide) energy windows bracketing a photopeak window. The 

scatter in the primary window is estimated by linear interpolation between the two side 

windows. As the number of scattered photons in the photopeak does not vary linearly 
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with energy, the accuracy of the interpolation will depend on the location and width of 

the two side windows. Changes in the scatter spectrum due to inhomogeneities in the 

patient and non-uniformities in the detector response may also alter the optimal side 

window configuration from pixel to pixel. Additionally, the thin width of the two side 

windows reduces the number of counts they receive, making the TEW approach prone 

to statistical fluctuations. 

This technique is modified through the addition of a fourth (Compton) window at 

a lower energy [77]. The difference between the two side windows is compared to this 

fourth window and, through comparison with a Monte Carlo generated database, the 

photopeak scatter is determined. The relationship between the Monte Carlo generated 

data and the experimentally acquired ratio is, however, object dependent and so, accurate 

scatter estimation could require a larger database than is practical to store. The use of 

the fourth window also does not remove the problem of statistical noise in the two side 

windows. 

2 . 2 . 5 N E U R A L N E T W O R K S 

It has also been suggested that a neural network could be used to estimate scatter [78]. 

With this technique, the photopeak window is divided into five sub-windows. The number 

of photons recorded in each of these windows is fed into a neural network. The network 

is trained on Monte Carlo simulations where the truth is known. Although the results of 

this are promising, it is still necessary to determine if the network is capable of dealing 

accurately with the wide variety of possible imaging situations seen in a clinical setting. 

2 . 2 . 6 E N E R G Y W E I G H T E D ACQUISITION 

The scatter estimation employed by techniques such as the DEW method can be gen-

eralized as suggested by Beck [79]. He proposed that the weight given to each photon 
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should not be just 1 or 0 (the standard energy window) or possibly -0.5 (DEW) depend-

ing on its energy, but rather generalized to any number, positive or negative, depending 

on parameters such as the energy, the detected position, and the relative abundance of 

photons at that energy. This idea was adopted and incorporated into an energy weighted 

acquisition approach [80]-[86] which weights photons based on their energy and also 

repositions them. This technique uses a symmetrically arrayed energy-dependent weight 

matrix which is applied to each detected photon. The matrix depends on system char-

acteristics such as the isotope and collimator used [84] and can be determined either by 

Monte Carlo simulation or by experiments [81]. 

As the same matrix is applied to all points in the projection, the method does not 

take into account the geometry of or inhomogeneities in the scattering medium. Also, 

the scatter tails of the point spread function (PSF) of a detected photon often extend 

beyond the radial range of the suggested weight matrix (consisting of 21 pixel sized 

elements) and so this technique cannot completely correct for the detected scatter. To 

apply energy-weighted acquisition also requires additional hardware such as the WAM 

(weighted acquisition module) produced by Siemens Electric Limited. This module pre-

processes the data using a weighting function which is digitized in IkeV increments. 

Finally, the weighting functions which are used to generate the weight matrices depend 

on the isotope and collimator used and may vary with different imaging geometries [80]. 

2.2.7 LOCAL E N E R G Y SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 

An alternate approach to the use of the energy information is to decompose the energy 

spectra observed in each pixel into its scattered and unscattered components. The first 

technique proposed for doing this was peak erosion [87] but it was abandoned due to the 

dependence of the results on the number of iterations used in the erosion. The second 

technique is to fit the observed data to a model of the energy spectra [88]-[92]. 
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The difficulties with these types of approaches are that some of them require a knowl-

edge of the unscattered photon energy spectrum in each pixel which is not easy to acquire 

[89]. Additionally, there is the possibility that the models chosen to represent the scatter 

spectrum will be overly simplified [1]. The necessity of collecting information in multiple 

energy windows may also present a problem for many cameras in clinical use. Finally, 

the optimal choices of sampled energy range and scatter spectrum model can vary from 

one pixel to the next [93]. 

2.2.8 G L O B A L E N E R G Y SPECTRUM ANALYSIS 

A final approach for using the energy information from the detected photons is simi-

lar to the methods of the previous section (section 2.2.7). However, instead of treat-

ing the energy spectrum of each pixel independently, it uses the correlations between 

neighboring pixels; it examines the energy spectrum of the image in its entirety using 

multi-dimensional analysis techniques. There are two different methods which use this 

approach: holospectral imaging and constrained factor analysis. 

Holospectral imaging [94 - 98] represents each pixel of each projection as an energy 

space vector. Principal component analysis is used to find the two primary axes of the 

space, corresponding to the unscattered photons and the Compton scattered photons. 

Those photons which lie further away from the unscattered photon axis than can be 

accounted for by statistical variations are designated as Compton scattered photons and 

are eliminated. 

A drawback of this technique is that it requires data acquisition in 10-16 energy 

windows and all of these windows must be unbiased (corrected for different efficiencies 

and for uniformity at different energies). A method of correcting camera bias is described 

in [95], but this technique also slightly reduces spatial resolution. 

Constrained factor analysis [99] is based on factor analysis [100, 101] of the energy 
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spectra of the data. The energy spectra are represented in a factor space whose bases 

are found from the decomposition of the covariance matrix for the data. Constrained 

factor analysis uses a modified version of FAMIS (Factor Analysis of Medical Image 

Sequences) and restricts the factor space to two dimensions. Similar to holospectral 

imaging, eigenvectors of this space can be found which correspond to scattered and 

unscattered photons. 

The restriction of the space to two dimensions (one for primary photons and one for 

scatter) results in a stationary scatter spectrum and thus these techniques have associated 

with them the problems of a spatially invariant scatter estimate [1, 99]. An alternate 

method called "target apex seeking" [102] has also been proposed which uses a prior 

estimate of the scatter free spectrum and searches the factor space for the spectrum 

most similar to the expected one. This results in a spatially variant estimate of the 

scatter spectrum as it is no longer restricted to one dimension [1]. The advantage of this 

approach is that the unscattered and scattered spectra do not need to be known a priori 

but are determined from the experimental data and thus will adapt for different camera 

features and object geometries. However, this technique still requires that the energy 

response of the camera is spatially uniform which is not necessarily the case [72]. 

With all of the global energy spectrum analysis techniques, there is the problem 

of high statistical noise in the data acquired in each energy window. To mitigate the 

problems of noisy data, most of these methods suggest first grouping together the data 

into bins comprised of several pixels. This reduces noise but introduces different errors 

due to the summing together of energy spectra which have different shapes. 
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2 . 3 P H E N O M E N O L O G I C A L L Y B A S E D R E P R O J E C T O R S 

One of the difficulties associated with using energy information to estimate the scatter 

is that the techniques often require data to be acquired simultaneously in several en-

ergy windows which may not be possible with some, especially older, SPECT cameras. 

Also energy based methods cannot correct for Rayleigh scatter. An alternate class of 

methods uses extrapolation of empirical observations of scatter from test cases to esti-

mate scatter distributions. These techniques typically convolve an estimate of the source 

distribution with either a model of the point spread function (PSF) which can be decom-

posed into scattered and unscattered components or a direct model of the scatter PSF. 

This approach is usually called convolution subtraction (CS) as the scatter estimate is 

normally just subtracted from the actual data. The PSF model can also be used in 

projector-reprojector iterative methods as in [103, 104]. One can also attempt to use the 

information in the scattered photons by correctly repositioning them by deconvolving the 

PSF with the original data such as in [105]—[107]. These empirical methods differ in how 

they estimate the PSF. 

2.3.1 SPATIALLY INVARIANT P S F 

Experimental data shows that the wings of a PSF, which correspond to scattered photons, 

have a linear slope in a semi-log plot. For this reason, a popular function used to describe 

scatter from a point source is the mono-exponential [62, 65, 105, 108 - 112]. It can be 

determined by fitting a mono-exponential to the wings of experimental data from line 

(or point) sources [109]. Other, somewhat more complicated functions have also been 

suggested [63, 113 - 115]. The underlying assumption of the existence of a stationary 

convolution function is, however, incorrect [116, 117]. The shape and size of the scatter 

convolution function is dependent on the source position and the object geometry. 
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Figure 2.2: Convolution Subtraction Method. This method estimates the scatter in an 

experimentally acquired PSF by fitting exponential functions to the scatter wings of the 

PSF. This approach does not accurately model the shape of the scatter distribution and 

tends to underestimate the number of counts in the peak. Data is based on the Monte 

Carlo simulation of a point source on-axis in a 10cm radius water cylinder. 

An additional problem with the choice of an exponential function is that it does not 

accurately model the scatter in the central high count region of the distribution. This 

is shown in Figure 2.2 which is based on data from a Monte Carlo simulation of a point 

source on-axis in a 10cm radius water cylinder. 

Modifications to the PSF model have incorporated some corrections for the position 

of the source within the patient. For example, the iterative convolution subtraction (ICS) 

technique [63, 113], uses a convolution kernel whose scaling is based on scatter fractions 

determined using depth dependent build-up functions [35]. The method is, however, still 

based upon a mono-exponential spatially invariant kernel. 

A different modification uses the weighted sum of convolutions in several different 
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energy windows to determine the scatter [64]. This approach combines the use of energy 

information into convolution subtraction. While it takes into account some of the spatial 

variation of the convolution function with changing energy, it still does not account for 

variations due to source position or geometry. 

A final approach of this type uses a convolution function which is dependent on the 

source-collimator distance [97] but this method incorrectly assumes that the convolution 

function is radially symmetric and invariant to translation in the plane parallel to the 

collimator surface. 

2.3.2 S L A B DERIVED SCATTER ESTIMATION 

Perhaps the most promising of the PSF based scatter estimators is slab derived scatter 

estimation (SDSE) developed in [103, 118 - 122] and concurrently in [104, 123, 124]. 

This approach is based upon a database of experimentally acquired, camera specific, 

line spread functions (LSFs) which is used to generate object dependent LSFs (and 

PSFs) as necessary. The database is generated using measurements of a line source 

in a homogeneous water phantom at different depths in the phantom and at different 

distances from the collimator surface. These measurements can be performed quickly 

using a triangular phantom [125]. The estimated depth of the source within the object, 

the geometrical shape of the object, and the distance of the object from the collimator 

are then used to generate an object specific LSF (or PSF). Although initially developed 

for homogeneous media which are invariant in the axial (z-) direction, the technique has 

since been extended generate 3D PSFs [104]. 

A drawback of this approach is that, because the technique is based upon the empirical 

measurements in homogeneous material, it is hard to generalize to non-homogeneous 

materials. Effort has been made to use water equivalent depths to extend this technique 

to non-homogeneous media [121] but the accuracy of this approach is limited. There 
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remains a 10% error in the estimated scatter. 

2.4 T H E O R E T I C A L C A L C U L A T I O N S 

An alternative to the experimentally based scatter estimation methods is to use a theo-

retically based calculation of the scattered photon distribution. The physics behind the 

interactions of photons with matter (both in the patient and in the Nal camera) are 

well known and formulae exist which describe these phenomena. It is possible, there-

fore, to take an estimate of the source distribution and accurately calculate the scatter 

distribution which corresponds to it. The difficulty with this type of approach is that 

realistic modelling of photon propagation from the point of emission to the point of de-

tection results in a complex equation that does not have a simple analytical solution. 

One approach, at this stage, is to resort to approximations which do permit an analytical 

solution. Another approach is to reduce the complexity of the equation through applica-

tion of physically reasonable approximations and then solve it in one of two ways: either 

by Monte Carlo or numerical evaluation techniques. 

2.4.1 MONTE CARLO 

Monte Carlo simulators stochastically propagate photons through a system and track 

what happens to them. The probabilities of a photon travelling a certain distance, of 

it interacting with the attenuating/scattering medium, and of it being detected can all 

be determined. At each step along the way, "dice are rolled" (random numbers are 

generated by the computer) and the fate of that individual photon is determined. Does 

it get absorbed? Does it scatter? If so, in which direction does it now travel? Does 

it reach the detector, does it pass through the collimator, is it detected with an energy 

within the energy window and so on? This technique derives its name from the fact that 
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all of these questions are answered using random numbers and probabilities. 

By propagating enough photons through this type of simulator, one acquires a sta-

tistical sampling of all possible photon paths, the "true image". The main drawback of 

Monte Carlo simulation is that, because there are a large number of possible paths, it 

requires a large number of photons to be propagated before the statistical error in the 

result is low. In consequence, it takes a very long computational time to acquire "good" 

(low statistical noise) images with this technique. 

The advantages of it, however, are many. Because one has complete control over what 

happens to the photon, it is possible to turn on and off different effects such as scattering, 

energy resolution, and the intrinsic spatial resolution of the camera. This allows for the 

testing of techniques in simplified and controlled environments. Also, because one knows 

exactly what is happening to the photon, it is possible, for example, to have perfect 

knowledge of which photons have scattered and how often. This makes Monte Carlo an 

attractive technique for testing correction techniques. 

Consequently, Monte Carlo is used extensively to evaluate the performance of scatter 

correction techniques [45, 39, 40, 60, 62, 76, 89, 92, 93, 99, 105, 122, 126]-[132] and more 

and more aspects of gamma camera imaging systems are being taken into account by 

the simulators [96, 133 - 135]. Monte Carlo is becoming capable of producing simulated 

data that are closer and closer to the actual reality, but, the major drawback of Monte 

Carlo simulators still remains, namely that they are slow and the more one builds into 

them, the slower they get. 

A lot of work has gone into trying to improve the performance of Monte Carlo sim-

ulators. One major field of advancement has been in the use of variance reduction, for 

example [3, 129, 133, 135]—[137]. With variance reduction, the photon is forced to travel 

along a path that results in it being detected. The photon is then weighted based on the 

probability that it would have travelled along that path. The weight given to the photon 
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determines how much it contributes to the final image. 

Variance reduction can be divided into three different categories [3]: forced detection, 

forced non-absorption, and stratification. Forced detection means that the photon is 

forced to travel or scatter in directions towards the detector and forced to remain within 

the acceptance angle of the camera collimator. With forced non-absorption, the photon 

is not permitted to undergo an interaction with the medium which results in it being 

completely absorbed or in it dropping below the energy threshold for detection. Also, 

when a photon has an opportunity to undergo several different types of interactions, 

the photon history is split and all possible paths are followed. Stratification affects 

the starting location of the photon. The initial starting point is not chosen completely 

randomly, but instead those locations which are more likely to result in useful data are 

chosen preferentially. 

Another avenue which has been explored to shorten the time required for executing 

Monte Carlo code is the use of multiprocessing [133,138,139]. Multiprocessing makes use 

of the ability of multiple CPUs to operate in parallel on independent pieces of data and 

consequently generate final results much faster. Monte Carlo simulation can benefit from 

this type of approach because most of the calculations performed in order to determine 

a photon history are independent, as is each individual photon history. For example, 

a simulation can be run on several computers simultaneously and the results simply 

combined afterwards. Vectorization is a variant of multiprocessing in which a set of 

CPUs in a single machine execute the same commands in unison on an array of data. 

Pipelining is another multiprocessing technique which speeds up calculations by setting 

up a series of processors as an assembly line along which the data is passed. The use 

of multiple processors is not specific to Monte Carlo codes and can be applied to any 

computer code involving many independent calculations. 

Unfortunately, even with the use of both variance reduction and multiprocessing, the 
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simulation of low statistical noise results still typically requires many hours of computa-

tion for small sources and even days for more complex situations. 

The direct application of Monte Carlo as a reprojector in an iterative correction 

method was investigated by Floyd et al in 1985 [131, 140]. This technique produces 

an accurate estimate of the scatter distribution but is extremely slow and computer 

intensive, making it impractical for use in a clinical environment. 

It is possible to precompute the photon transport matrix required for this technique 

but, because of the non-sparse nature of matrix once scatter is included, approximations 

are needed to reduce the calculation time and storage requirements down to a reasonable 

level [130]. 

2.4.2 C O M P L E T E ANALYTICAL CALCULATIONS 

With the recent improvements in computer technology, direct evaluation of the photon 

propagation equations has become possible. Because it models the same processes as 

does MC simulation, an analytical evaluation of the photon transport equation can re-

tain the MC code's accuracy, but may be able to improve on the calculation time as it is 

no longer necessary to use stochastic techniques to produce results. The use of analyti-

cal calculations to estimate scatter has been explored in positron emission tomography 

(PET) [141, 142] and also to some extent in SPECT itself [143 - 151]. Many of the "an-

alytical" techniques proposed for SPECT have begun with an analytical approach but 

then, part way through the development of the method, switched over to very simplified 

models or Monte Carlo calculations. There are some methods in SPECT which do per-

form a complete analytical calculation but, to date, these have either been restricted to 

simplified cases (first order Compton scatter in homogeneous media) or still require long 

computation times to include even second order Compton scatter. 

For example, Walrand et al begin with an analytical expression for the first order 
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Compton scatter but then account for higher orders of scatter by means of a build-up 

function [143]. Nuyts et al, through the use of several approximations, develop a pa-

rameterized model which calculates the complete scatter PSF in homogeneous materials 

[144]. The parameters of the model are determined by a combination of Monte Carlo 

simulation and experimental measurements with water phantoms. This model, though 

based on physical arguments, does not attempt to evaluate the equations which actually 

describe the probabilities of photon interactions. The method in [145] uses Monte Carlo 

evaluation of sources in homogeneous models to fit a simple Gaussian function to the 

scatter distribution. Although this permits a fast evaluation of the scatter, this model 

does not accurately describe the shape of the distribution and has problems accounting 

for inhomogeneities in the scattering medium. The approach suggested in [146] uses a 

complete analytical evaluation of the scatter from the last scatter site. The fraction 

of the number of photons emitted from the source which reach the last scatter site, is 

determined by referencing a table of Monte Carlo results. This allows for the effective 

inclusion of higher order scatters which may have occurred before the last scatter site. 

However, the MC results were obtained in homogeneous media and extension of the table 

to include all possible inhomogeneous cases is impractical. Extrapolation on the table 

using water-equivalent depths would likely produce inaccuracies. 

Techniques such as [147, 148] do evaluate an analytical expression of the photon 

interaction probabilities, but greatly simplify the problem. Their solutions are restricted 

to first order Compton scatter and the method in [147] is evaluated only for line sources 

in homogeneous media (ie the 2D LSF is calculated, not the full 3D PSF). 

The only technique, to date, which does attempt a complete evaluation of the exact 

photon propagation probability is that proposed in [149 - 151]. This method is applicable 

to inhomogeneous media. It calculates the full 3D PSF "on the fly" using direct numerical 

integration of the photon transport equations. The technique computes the primary 
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photon distribution and is capable of calculating all orders of Compton scatter. This 

approach, however, still requires very long calculation times for PSFs which include 

higher than first order Compton scatter. This can be a problem as it has been shown 

that second order Compton contributes a significant percentage of the detected scatter 

even in the photopeak window [45, 149, 152, 153]. To generate results in a reasonable 

time, one is also forced to restrict the accuracy of the numerical integration. Additionally, 

Rayleigh scatter is not included in this technique, although in principle the technique 

could be extended to do so. 

2 . 5 C O N C L U S I O N 

Although most of the methods discussed in this chapter do improve the image quality 

to one extent or another, none is both fast enough for use clinically and also sufficiently 

accurate for quantitative correction of scatter in non-homogeneous media. The ideal is, 

therefore, to create a method of scatter correction which is both quick to execute and 

yet provides accurate estimates of the scatter distribution even in the case of complex 

inhomogeneous media. 

Our work has focused on the aspect of accurately determining the PSF. It falls into 

the category of an analytically based reprojector for SPECT which models both primary 

and scattered photon distributions. The technique is based upon a theoretical calculation 

of the scatter similar to those methods discussed in section 2.4. The aim of the work has 

been to develop a fast method of accurately calculating photon (scatter) distributions. 



C H A P T E R 3 

T H E M E T H O D 

Our method of determining the scatter distribution in SPECT projections is to numeri-

cally evaluate the analytical transport equations which describe the photon propagation 

from the source position, through the patient tissues, and to the detector. Direct numer-

ical evaluation of these multi-dimensional integrals is accurate but very slow. However, 

many components of these equations are independent of the parameters in the system 

which change from one clinical study to the next: the patient tissue distribution and the 

activity distribution within the patient. By precalculating the patient independent pa-

rameters, it is possible to improve the calculation times while maintaining the accuracy 

of the original expressions. 

Our technique uses an estimate of the source distribution, a patient specific atten-

uation map, and a precalculated lookup table [154]. It computes the primary photon 

distribution as well as that due to first and second order Compton scatter and first order 

Rayleigh scatter. The method can be extended to calculate higher order scatter but this 

is not necessary for
 9 9 m

T c photopeak imaging. The technique does not have any free 

fitting parameters and so the photon distributions produced are completely determined 

by the characteristics of the SPECT camera system, the energy of the emitted photon, 

and the selected energy window. 

52 
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The first three sections in this chapter deal with the approach we have taken to 

calculating the primary photon, Compton scatter, and Rayleigh scatter distributions 

respectively. The equations describing these distributions as well as the approximations 

we have used to decrease computation times are presented and discussed. 

An extended source can be treated as a sum (integral) of several point sources and, 

therefore, in sections 3.1-3.3 we have concentrated on determining only the projections 

for a point source. The application of this technique to larger, more realistic sources, is 

discussed in section 3.4. 

3 . 1 P R I M A R Y P H O T O N D I S T R I B U T I O N 

The primary (unscattered) photon distribution for a point source is calculated by evaluat-

ing a two dimensional numerical integration over the detector surface. Unlike the scatter 

calculations, determining this distribution does not require an integration over the scat-

tering medium and thus proceeds comparatively quickly. As a result, this distribution 

can be produced without resorting to extensive precalculations. 

The probability that a photon is emitted from the point s, passes through the patient 

without scattering, and is detected at a point n (Figure 3.1, thin solid line) can initially 

be expressed as continuous function of s and n. However, the SPECT projection data, 

the reconstructed estimate of the source distribution, and also the attenuation map
1

 are 

discrete sets of information. It is more meaningful, therefore, to bin this continuous 

, probability and acquire the total probability that a photon is emitted from the point s 

and is detected within the pixel centred at nc. 

1

In simulated studies, like Monte Carlo simulations (Chapter 4) and phantom experiments (Chap-

ter 5), the attenuation map is known exactly and so a continuous distribution of the tissue densities could 

be determined. However, in the case of real data, such as that from a patient study, the attenuation 

map would be reconstructed from a transmission scan and hence it would also be discretized. 
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The discrete primary photon distribution function, PDF(s, nc), for photons emitted 

from point s and detected within a pixel centred at the point nc is obtained by inte-

grating the continuous probability function over the pixel (equation (3.1)). To speed up 

the calculation, the attenuation path of the photons is approximated as the path going 

directly from J* to nc. 

PDF(5-,nc) = QPE(0)ex?(-£
C

p(y)dy^JA d
2

n F ( 0 ^ , (3.1) 

where 

Q is the source strength (the number of photons emitted from the source 

during the time of acquisition of the projection), 

A c is the area of a pixel centred at nc on the detector surface, 

F(£) is the probability that a photon reaching the collimator surface at an 

angle £ with respect to the detector normal will pass through the 

collimator and be detected, 

PE(0) is the probability that an unscattered photon will be recorded within 

a 20% energy window centred at the peak energy of the emitted 

photons, 

vns is the distance between two points n and s, 

cos(c") 19 is the solid angle of a sphere centred at s and subtended by the detector 

n s

 pixel element d
2

n, and 

p(y) is the attenuation coefficient at position y along the path travelled by 

the photon. 

The collimator acceptance function F(£) is approximated as the probability of photon 

detection averaged over the entire surface of the detector. This function can be calcu-

lated theoretically (as is done in Chapter 4) or determined experimentally (as is done in 

Chapter 5). As an example of a simple theoretical formulation, one can model a parallel 
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Figure 3.1: Photon paths. The unscattered photon path goes directly from the source at 

s to the detector at n (thin solid line). The thick solid line depicts a photon path which 

scatters once at t. A photon which scatters twice originates at the source s, scatters at 

u and t, and is detected at n (thick dotted line). The detector normal is denoted by D. 

hole collimator as an array of cylindrical holes with no septal penetration and express 

the acceptance function as: 

F(£) = A f c o / e.E(0(l - exp(-/ / N a i£)) . (3.2) 

Here, the fractional area, Ahoiesi 1 S the average density of holes on the collimator surface. 

Similar to [149, 155], E(£) is the area of apparent intersection between the front end 

and the back end of the collimator hole when the front end is viewed from an angle 

of £. The function E(£) is normalized to one when £ is zero. Finally, the last term 

in equation (3.2) gives the probability that the incident photon will interact in a Nal 

crystal with thickness L . We note that this formula for F(£) is independent of the 

photon energy (as was assumed by the MC codes used in Chapter 4). However, crystal 

efficiency is energy dependent [153] and a more accurate modelling of the detector would 

require a more complete formulation of F(£). 

We also note that our acceptance function implicitly assumes a rotational symmetry 
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about the detector normal and averages out the variation of F(£) over the detector sur-

face. Real collimators more typically have hexagonal holes and this rotational symmetry 

effectively approximates these hexagons by circles
2

. The average acceptance function 

was chosen over a more exact, spatially varying representation in order to increase the 

symmetry in the geometry of the imaging situation and thus reduce the size of the lookup 

tables required for the scatter calculations in sections 3.2 and 3.3. The errors introduced 

by this choice are mitigated by the image blurring caused by the intrinsic spatial reso-

lution of the SPECT camera. Additionally, the extended nature of realistic sources, as 

opposed to mathematical point sources, serves to effectively average the source over a 

larger area, further reducing the effects of this approximation. 

For example, Figure 3.2 shows the difference between the exact collimator acceptance 

function and the average theoretical acceptance function calculated using equation (3.2). 

Shown in this figure is the probability that a photon, emitted from a point source 10cm 

above one of the collimator holes (0.0255cm from the hole centre), will reach the detector 

crystal. The collimator simulated was a hexagonally arrayed circular hole collimator 

with a hole diameter of 0.14cm, a collimator thickness of 3.28cm (the acceptance angle is 

2.44°), and a minimum septal thickness of 0.0152cm. No septal penetration was allowed. 

Although the average acceptance function is quite different from the exact acceptance 

function, once convolution with the intrinsic spatial resolution is taken into account this 

difference is diminished. The discrepancy shown at angles less than 1° in Figure 3.2 is 

caused by the point source being positioned over a collimator hole. 

The value P#(0) from equation (3.1) is a special case of PE(0), the probability that a 

photon which has Compton scattered through an angle $ will be detected in the chosen 

energy window of the detector. The general form of PE(#) is discussed in association 

2

The collimators in the MC simulations used in Chapter 4 have circular holes and so, in this case, 

the approximation is exact. 
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Figure 3.2: The average acceptance function F(£). Shown here are acceptance func-

tions for a point source located 10cm above a collimator surface. The collimator is an 

hexagonally arrayed circular hole collimator with an acceptance angle of 2.44°. There is 

assumed to be no septal penetration. The curve exact corresponds to the exact collima-

tor acceptance function, and theoretical to the average collimator acceptance function as 

determined theoretically as per equation (3.2). These two functions are also shown after 

convolution with the intrinsic spatial resolution (a Gaussian function of 3.8mm FWHM). 
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with equation 3.3. For unscattered
 9 9 m

T c photons, P£;(0)=0.9815. 

The PDF as written in equation (3.1) is valid for a camera with perfect intrinsic 

spatial resolution
3

. To account for the intrinsic spatial resolution of a realistic camera, 

one convolves the PDF with a function, G<f, which describes the true resolution [119, 

123, 144, 155]. The convolution can be done after the calculation of the PDF with no 

significant increase in the overall computation time. Note that the distance dependence 

of the camera spatial resolution (collimator blurring) is incorporated into our calculation 

of the PDF through our modelling of the collimator, F(£). 

3 .2 C O M P T O N S C A T T E R D I S T R I B U T I O N 

The Compton scatter distribution function (SDF) is calculated by evaluating the proba-

bility that a photon starting at a given point in the medium will scatter one or more times 

within the object and then be detected at a given point on the detector surface. The 

probability is based on the Klein-Nishina cross-section for Compton scattering. The SDF 

is obtained by integrating the probability over all points within the scattering medium 

and then scaling the result by the number of photons emitted during the acquisition of 

the projection. 

A large portion of the SDF calculation depends only on the characteristics of the 

camera, the initial energy of the photons emitted from the radioactive source, the chosen 

energy window, and on the positions of the source, the scattering point(s), and the 

detector and it is, therefore, possible to precalculate this portion and store its values in 

a reference table. The use of reference tables leads to a substantial decrease in the time 

required to generate photon distributions. 

3

Perfect intrinsic spatial resolution means that the position recorded by the camera for a photon is 

exactly the position at which it entered the crystal. 
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The techniques we have used to calculate the first and second order Compton scatter 

distributions are described in detail in sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 respectively. Our method 

can, however, be extended to calculate third and higher order Compton scatter as well 

(section 3.2.3) if this is desired. «� 

3.2.1 FIRST ORDER COMPTON SCATTER 

In order to determine the first order scatter distribution function (SDFi), we consider 

photons that travel along the path shown in Figure 3.1 (thick solid line). The photon is 

emitted from the source located at the point s and propagates through the medium to 

a scattering point t. After scattering, it travels to the boundary of the medium, leaves, 

and arrives at the detector at the point n. The angle at which the photon enters the 

detector with respect to the detector normal D is denoted by 

The probability of detecting a photon is initially expressed as a continuous function of 

the positions s, t, and n. However, as was done with the primary distribution (PDF), the 

continuous function is discretized and the total probability is determined for a photon 

which is emitted from the point s, scatters anywhere in the voxel centred at t{ and 

is detected within the pixel centred at nc. The discrete first order Compton scatter 

distribution function SDF^i*, t{, nc), is obtained by integrating the continuous function 

SDFi(5, f, ft) over the area, A c, of a pixel on the detector surface centred at nc and also 

integrating over the volume, V,-, of the voxel centred at 

SDFi(s 

(3.3) 

where 
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d(7/g \ is the Klein-Nishina scattering cross-section (equation 1.5), 

df? ' 

pe(t) is the electron density at position t, 

9 is the Compton scattering angle, 

[i(y,0) is the attenuation coefficient at position y for a photon which has scat-

tered through an angle 0 (p(y,0) = p(y))4, 

a is the energy of the photon divided by the rest mass of the electron. 

The remaining symbols in equation (3.3) are as defined in equation (3.1). 

PJE(0) describes the probability that a photon which has Compton scattered through 

an angle 0 will be detected in the chosen energy window of the detector. For a 20% 

symmetric energy window centred at 140keV (
9 9 m

Tc), this probability is expressed as: 

p»(«) = \ Erf ( 1 5 4 - E n W ) - Erf M~M<f)\ (3.4) 

where 

1 + MS(1 - «*(*)) 

A19) = En(g) .
 0 - 1

 =. 

>/81og(2) 

This form of A(#) is the same as in [10, 92] and was chosen to match the energy resolution 

of the Monte Carlo simulators used in Chapter 4. Other forms of A(#), such as those in 

[118, 149], could equally well have been used. The Erf(Z) function is the error function 

as defined in, for example, [156] which evaluates to the area under a Gaussian curve 

between — Z and -|-Z. 

The energy dependent attenuation coefficients, fi(y, 0), are stored as a one dimensional 

4

More precisely, fi depends on the path length (y) and the energy of the photon. However, the energy 

depends on the scattering angle (equation (1.6)) and so for notational convenience we have denoted this 

dependence as fi(y,9). 
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array for each different type of attenuating material. The attenuation coefficients used 

in the calculation are determined by linear interpolation on these arrays. 

As with the P D F , equation (3.1), SDFi is also convolved with a function to account 

for a realistic camera intrinsic spatial resolution. The function, G^, is independent of the 

attenuation map and the source distribution and could, therefore, be included in the 

precalculation. This would avoid the need to perform the convolution after the real-time 

calculation and also allow one to account for the energy dependence of G^. This was 

not done because it would increase the size of the reference table without decreasing the 

speed of the real-time calculation and because the M C codes we used (Chapter 4) did 

not model G^ energy dependence. 

The function G^ is not exactly the same as intrinsic spatial resolution function, G<j, 

used for the unscattered distribution. The difference is an effect of the extra binning used 

to discretize the continuous scatter function and create our lookup table. The binning 

operation does not commute with convolution and thus the extra binning must be undone 

before G^ can be applied. The "unbinning operator" is incorporated into G^ to create 

G'd-

Equation (3.3) calculates the number of photons recorded in a detector pixel which 

have scattered within a single voxel. However, the scattered photons recorded in a SPECT 

projection are the photons which come from scattering events occurring throughout the 

entire medium, not just those within one voxel. Therefore, to obtain the actual discrete 

scatter distribution in a S P E C T projection, SDFi(J*, n c ) , we sum over all of the scattering 

voxels. 

SDFi(a,n c ) = ^ S D F x ^ , ^ , ^ ) (3.5) 

where I is the total number of voxels which contain scattering material. 

As the attenuation map of the scattering object is discrete, so too is the map of the 
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electron density distribution. Therefore, the electron density is constant over each voxel 

and we can rewrite pe(i) as pe{ti) for all t within the voxel. We now approximate the 

path of the photon as that travelling through the centre of the scattering voxel to the 

centre of the detector pixel. 

exp ^ - Jg ri(y)dy - j£ fi(y, 6)dy^J « exp ^ - fi{y)dy - fi(y, Oic)dy^J (3.6) 

where 0jc is the angle between the vectors — s) and (nc — £,�). 

Equations (3.3) and (3.5) are combined and rewritten as 

SDFi(5,nc) = QY^pe(ti)Kstincexp^-fi(y)dy - fi(y, Oic)dyj , (3.7) 

where 

The factor Kstinc is independent of the patient and is precalculated using Romberg's 

method of numerical integration [157]. The numerical integrations are evaluated to within 

2% of their true values. This error could be decreased by increasing the accuracy of the 

integration, but this also increases the time required to generate the look-up table. 

The attenuation coefficient, n(y,6ic), is determined by adjusting the value from the 

attenuation map, fi(y), based on interpolation in a one dimensional array which specifies 

the change in the attenuation coefficient as a function of photon energy. A different 

array is stored for each different type of attenuating material. The final SDF, equa-

tion (3.7), is evaluated in real-time and incorporates the specifics of the patient, namely 

the attenuation map and the source distribution. 

The memory required to store our look-up table, for a scattering domain of 64x64x64 

voxels, is only 25 Mbytes. To store a separate value for each combination of 64
3

 possible 

source positions, 64
3

 possible scattering sites, and 64
2

 possible detector pixels would 

require many terabytes of memory. However, by removing the patient dependencies, 
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Figure 3.3: Parameterization of the five dimensional look-up table. The parameters are 

four distances (a-d) and one angle (e). The detector normal is in the direction of the 

z-axis while the detector plane is parallel with the x-y plane. 

one finds that the majority of these values are redundant and that it is possible to 

parameterize all possible combinations with four distances and one angle. 

As shown in Figure 3.3, the distances are those from the centre of the detector pixel 

to the centre of the last scattering voxel both parallel (a) and perpendicular (b) to the 

detector normal (z-axis) and the distance from the source to the centre of the scattering 

voxel both parallel (c) and perpendicular (d) to the detector normal. The angle (e) is 

that between the vector from the scattering point to the detector point and the vector 

from the scattering point to the source point projected into the plane perpendicular to 

the detector normal (x-y plane). 

These parameters span the range of values (attainable in the limits of the scattering 

space) which result in non-zero table entries. Interpolation between entries in the table 
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is used during the real-time calculation if the required entry is not explicitly available. 

The voxelized grid of the scattering space remains constant with respect to the detector 

surface and so the attenuation map is recalculated for each different projection angle. 

The detector-scatter distances thus form a fixed discrete set of values which reduces 

the amount of interpolation required during the real-time evaluation of the SDF. Our 

parameterization of the look-up table implies rotational symmetry about the detector 

normal which is violated by a rectangular voxel(pixel)ization. This is corrected for, 

however, by using the correlation between the scatter voxel-detector pixel distances and 

the voxel-pixel orientation. 

The time required to generate this look-up table is still quite long, 10 weeks on a 

single Sun SparclO with 32 Mbytes of internal memory, because each of the more than six 

million entries requires the numerical evaluation of a five-dimensional integral. However, 

the calculation of this table need only be done once for each camera system and initial 

photon energy and it is readily adaptable to multiple processors. For example, our tables 

were actually generated in 1.75 weeks by running the code on six different machines: two 

SparclOs, a Sparc2, a Sparc Classic, a Pentium Pro (200MHz) and a Pentium (120MHz), 

and concatenating the results. 

It should be noted that equation (3.7) does not include the incoherent scattering func-

tions, S(x,Z). The Klein-Nishina formula for the Compton cross-section assumes that 

the electron off of which the photon scatters is a free electron. This is not, of course, true 

for the majority of electrons in biological materials. To account for the electrons being 

bound to atoms and not free, one needs to include the incoherent scattering function. 

The incoherent scattering functions, S(x, Z), multiply the integrand in equation 3.3. 

They depend on Z, the effective atomic number of the scattering material, and the 

parameter x which is proportional to the momentum transferred to the electron from the 
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photon when it scatters. The parameter x is related to the scattering angle 9 by: 

where A is the wavelength of the incident scatter photon. 

Although the functions, <S(x, -Z), depend on the scattering material, it is possible to 

include an approximation for them in the precalculation (equation (3.8)). This is an 

accurate approximation because the incoherent scattering functions are very similar for 

different biological materials (Figure 3.4). For example, the difference between bone and 

water, two of the more dissimilar materials, is greatest at 7°
5

 and corresponds to a 5% 

percent deviation from the water value for 140keV photons (
9 9 m

Tc ). One also notes that 

the energy dependence of S(x,Z) is small (Figure 3.5). For photons in water with an 

energy of 126keV, the product of S(x, Z) with the Klein Nishina differential cross-section 

differs most from 140keV photons at 11° where it deviates by 1.3%. Therefore, to include 

the incoherent scattering functions into the precalculation, S(x, Z) is approximated as 

that for water at the unscattered photon energy (140keV for
 9 9 m

T c ). The overall effect of 

the incoherent scattering functions on the acquired photon distribution is small (< 3%) 

and consequently, the error introduced by this approximation is less than 0.2%. 

The incoherent scattering functions were not included in the comparisons of our tech-

nique with Monte Carlo simulations (Chapter 4) because the SIMSET simulator did not 

use them. For the comparison with the experimental results (Chapter 5), the incoherent 

scattering functions were included approximately and incorporated into the precalcula-

tion of the lookup tables. The functions, S(x, Z), used to estimate the error introduced 

by our approximation (and also incorporated into the lookup tables used for the ex-

perimental work in Chapter 5) are those tabulated in [25]. Although these scattering 

5

This difference takes into account the angular distribution of the Klein-Nishina differential cross 

section dcr/d6. 

(3.9) 
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Figure 3.4: Incoherent scattering functions for different biological materials. The scat-

tering functions are calculated from the data in [25]. 

functions do not include the effects of coherent-incoherent interference, this effect does 

not significantly change them, it primarily effects only the Rayleigh form factors [28]. 

3.2.2 SECOND ORDER COMPTON SCATTER 

Second order Compton scatter should be included in the photon distribution calculation 

as it can amount to 12% of the total scattered photons [45, 152] detected in the photo-

peak window. The calculation of the second order scatter, if done exactly, takes much 

longer than that of the first order scatter as it requires an additional 3D integration over 

the scattering space. Therefore, some approximations are made which allow for many of 

the additional calculations required for second order scatter to be included in the precal-

culated lookup table. The resultant table is the same size as the first order lookup table 

and including second order scatter only increases the calculation time by approximately 
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Figure 3.5: Incoherent scattering functions for water with different energies of incident 

photon. The scattering functions are calculated from the data in [25]. 

50% over the first order scatter calculation. 

The second order scatter distribution function ( S D F 2 ( s , u, t, ft)) is calculated for those 

photons that travel along the paths such as that shown in Figure 3.1 (thick dotted line). 

The photon on this path is emitted from 5*, travels through the medium and scatters at 

u through an angle ip and then at t through an angle <j>. Finally, it exits the scattering 

medium and reaches the detector at the point ft. 

Analogous to equation (3.3), the equation which gives the number of photons which 

scatter twice, in voxels centred at Uj and t{, before being detected in a pixel centred at 

ftc, is given by 
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S D F ^ . i U ) - Q / £ n / / « / v ^ ( ^ ) ( ^ ) (3.10 

where P.E(I/>, is defined similar to equation (3.4) but with En(0) replaced by 

T? ( I A\ — 11? 
{ X P , < P ) ~ l + {g (2-COs ( t f ) -«» (> ) ) 

and the remaining symbols are as defined in equation (3.3). The second Compton scat-

tering cross-section term depends on which is the energy of the photon, in units of 

the rest mass of an electron, after it has scattered through an angle xjj. 

The second order projection is then given by the summation 

SDF2(a,nc) = £ £ SDF2(s, uh tu nc) (3.11) 

i=l j=l 

where i and j are scatter voxel indices and / is defined as in equation (3.5). 

As was done during the first order calculation, we approximate the electron density in 

a voxel as a constant and the attenuation path to be through the centre of the scattering 

voxels and detector pixel. We also compute the Klein-Nishina cross-section at the second 

scattering point assuming that the photon energy was unchanged during the first scatter. 

Because its energy must fall within the primary photopeak energy window in order for a 

photon to be detected, the majority of detected twice-scattered photons have first scatter 

angles less than 30° and this approximation to the Klein-Nishina cross-section introduces 

an error of less than 0.5% in 95% of detected twice-scattered events (Figure 3.6). These 

three approximations are summarized as follows 

/ dcr( ,̂av,)^ 1 - /dg^ap)^ 1 

exp ̂ - [i(y, ip)dy - jf fi(y, 0 , (/>)dyj w exp ̂ - jf (i(y, fa)dy - jf p(y, fa, </>j)dyj , 
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dn ) p E ( < ^ ) 

d<r(il>i,ao)\ PE (^,^,C) 

an y p s ( ^ - c ) ' 

where 

<f>3 = <t> evaluated at u = Uj (4>j still depends on t and n), 

evaluated at t = U (0; depends on u), 

evaluated at u = Uj (ipj depends on t), 

evaluated t = U and n = nc (<f>ic depends on u), and 

is the unscattered photon energy in units of the rest mass of the electron. 

<f>ic = <i> 

With some additional algebraic rearrangements of the attenuation term, equations 

(3.10) and (3.11) are rewritten as 

where K U j < t „ c is the same factor as Kstinc (equation (3.8)) but with the source position 

moved from s to Uj. 

In order to precalculate the j summation, we approximate pe(u) as the average elec-

tron density along the path directly connecting the source point, s, and the centre of 

the second scattering voxel, t{. We then note that the ratio of the electron density of 

water to that of other biological materials is approximately the same as the ratio of their 

attenuation coefficients
6

. We use this fact to express the average electron density as the 

ratio of the average attenuation coefficient to the coefficient for water, /J,W, times the 

6

For example, at 140 keV, the percentage differences between these two ratios for bone, lung, and 

muscle tissues are 3.55%, 0.06%, and 0.06% respectively [158]. 

/ I 

SDF2(3, nc) =Q Pe(U) K U j t i „ c exp 
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Figure 3.6: Angular distribution of detected twice scattered photons. . This figure 

shows the effect of the photon energy approximation on the Klein-Nishina cross-section. 

KN-exact refers to the product j^(0,E(O)) * |§(0',E(0)) * PE(E(0,0')) where ^ is the 

Klein-Nishina differential cross section. The function PE is the energy detection probabil-

ity for the standard 20%
 9 9 m

T c photopeak energy window (equation 3.1). The function 

E(9) gives the energy of a photon which has scattered through the angle 9, E(0,0') is 

the energy if the photon has scattered through 9 and 9'. KN-approx is the approximate 

relation used in our calculations: ^ (0 ,E(O)) * ̂ (0',E(O) * PE(E(0,0')). %Diff-KN gives 

the percent difference between KN-exact and KN-approx. 
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electron density of water, pw. 

|Oe(uj « (3.13) 

The attenuation of the twice-scattered photon is taken to be the attenuation along 

the path directly connecting the source, s, to the second scatter site, plus a correc-

tion factor; the second exponential term in equation (3.12). This correction factor is 

approximated as 

exp ^ l*(y)dy - p(y)dy - n{y,ipi)Ay^ « exp (jiw (vsti - rus - ru,,)^ . 

The effect of this attenuation approximation for a source in water is shown in Figure 3.7. 

It introduces an error of less than 2.4% in 95% of detectable twice scattered photons. 

These attenuation and electron density approximations may seem to be poor approxi-

mations in regions such as the chest where lung density is significantly different than that 

of water, but this is not so. For example consider the extreme case where the source, the 

second scattering site, and the path connecting them are all in water, but are located on 

the border of a lung. For a connecting path length of 10cm, our approximations result in 

errors of less than 23% for 95% of the scattered photons (Figure 3.8). The average error 

for all of the detectable twice-scattered photons is 17%. However, second order scatter 

is only 12% of the total scatter and so this is only an error of 2% in the overall detected 

scatter. Additionally, each projection pixel contains the sum of contributions from all 

possible scatter sites, not just this one, and the majority of the second scatter sites are 

not on the water/lung boundary and so would contain even less error, further reducing 

the influence of our approximations on the final projection. An example of this 'worst 

case' scenario is presented in our simulation of a point source next to a lung wall in a 

simplified small chest model (section 4.2, case 2). 

Additionally, we approximate p(y, tpj, </>j) as p{y, 0,-c) (0,-c defined as in equation (3.6)) 

over the segment of the path between U and nc. That is, we calculate the attenuation 
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Figure 3.7: The energy-attenuation approximation. This figure shows the effect of as-

suming no energy is lost by the photon when computing the attenuation factor from 

source point to the second scatter site. Energy-exact is the KN-exact line from Figure 3.6 

attenuated using attenuation coefficients which are exactly adjusted for the change in 

energy of the scattered photon. Energy-approx is the KN-approx line from Figure 3.6 

attenuated using the attenuation approximation discussed in the text. %-Diff-Energy is 

the percent difference between Energy-exact and Energy-approx. 
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First Scatter Angle (degrees) 

Figure 3.8: Angular distribution of twice scattered photons. This figure shows the relative 

number of detected twice scattered photons as a function of the first scattering angle for 

a "worst case" scenario. These curves are for a source point and second scattering site 

both located in water but positioned on the boundary of a lung. The two points are 10cm 

apart. The first scattering site is assumed to be always in the lung. The Lung-exact curve 

is the KN-exact line from Figure 3.6 scaled by the electron density for lung tissue and 

exactly corrected for the attenuation along the path through the first scattering site to 

the second. The Lung-approx curve is the KN-approx line from Figure 3.6 scaled by the 

electron density for water (as would be determined by our electron density approximation) 

and attenuated using the attenuation approximation discussed in the text. %-Diff-Lung 

is the percent difference between Lung-exact and Lung-approx. 
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coefficient at the energy of a photon which has scattered through the angle 6{c instead of 

at the energy of a photon which has scattered through angles ipj and <f>j. For detectable 

twice-scattered photons, the average error that this approximation introduces in the 

attenuation coefficients for lung tissues and water is less than 1%. The error this produces 

in the attenuation factor varies approximately linearly with the depth of the last scatter 

point in the tissues and is 1.5% for 10cm of water. Again, this is the error in the number 

of twice-scattered photons; the error in the total number of scattered photons would be 

0.18%. 

Finally, we assume that all potential second order scattering sites do contribute, that 

is we run the summation over j from 1 to J, the total number of voxels, instead of to 

/ , the total number of voxels which actually contain scattering material. This is done 

because, a priori, we do not know which of the voxels will contain scattering material. 

However, some of the possible positions for u could be outside of the scattering body 

and would not, therefore, contribute to the scatter. This type of error is most significant 

when both s and t are near the edge of the body. For example, if the body edge was 

flat, this approximation would falsely double the number of second-order scatter events. 

However, human bodies are generally convex, and most detectable second-order scatter 

events have a first scatter angle of less than 30° (95% have a first scatter angle less than 

60°), and thus most of the significant u positions will be inside of the body and will, 

therefore, contribute to the scatter. This argument is similar to that used in [119, 123]. 

A source near the edge of the scattering medium is one of the cases examined in Chapter 4 

(case 1 (ii)). 

Equation (3.12) may now be rewritten as 

SDF2(J*,nc) = 

QJ2Pe(U)KUnc ^%(y)d^exp^%(2/)dy -^ n V(y,^)dyj , (3.14) 
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where 

The second order lookup table is the same size as that of the first order table; 

25 Mbytes. The additional time required to calculate the second order table, once the 

first order table has been generated, is 5.75 weeks on a single Sun SparclO workstation. 

3 . 2 . 3 H IGHER O R D E R COMPTON SCATTER 

The technique used for the calculation of the second order Compton scatter distribution 

can be extended to calculate the third and higher orders as well. This extension is 

incorporated by writing the complete Compton scatter distribution function as 

SDF(s,nc) = Qj2pe{ti)Ksttncexp ^ - j f p(y)dy - j£ p,(y, 6ie)dyj , (3.15) 

where 
C O 

m = 0 

,(0) 

/ A*(y)dy 

In this equation, = Kstinc (equation (3.8)) and, for m> 0, K(^lc is defined recur-

sively as 

j 
K ( m ) _ PW / J 3 . . m f

/ M ^ m » Q 0 ) \ 1 ? E{4>° , <t>\-, <T) 

exp ^rŝ  — r„m s — r um t i j^ 

where w
p

 is the scatter site which is p sites before the last scatter site and <f>p is the 

Compton scatter angle of the photon at site u
p

. The angle (f>p

 is measured using the 

centres of the voxels at u
p _ 1

, u
p

, and u
p+1

 where u
m+1

 = s, u° = il, and u
_ 1

 = nc. 

For isotopes with energies similar to "
T O

Tc, such as
 1 2 3

I (159keV), higher order Comp-

ton scatter does not contribute significantly to the photopeak window data. For exam-

ple, in the case of a small
 9 9 m

T c line source deep in a homogeneous water medium, the 
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Compton-scattered photons detected in the photopeak window are primarily those which 

scattered once (87%) or twice (12%) [45, 152] with third and higher orders only contribut-

ing 1%. If one wanted to use this method for the calculation of scatter in a lower energy 

window, such as for down scatter from
 9 9 m

T c into the primary
 2 0 1

T1 window (70keV), the 

higher order scatter events would play a greater role. In this case it would be necessary 

to reassess the effect of our approximations. 

The determination of the distribution for each different order of scatter requires a 

separate calculation and consequently, significantly increases the total computation time. 

Because the third and higher order scatter events constitute a very small fraction of the 

scatter in the photopeak window of
 9 9 m

Tc, in the comparisons of our calculated results 

with Monte Carlo and experimental data (Chapters 4 and 5), they are included as a 

simple rescaling. 

Although the fraction of the detected scatter events which are attributable to third 

and higher order scattering will depend on the source depth and the configuration of the 

scattering medium, we originally chose to approximate this fraction roughly as a constant 

(1%) and correct for higher order scatter by scaling the first and second order scatter by 

100/99. The complete Compton scatter distribution function is, therefore, written in a 

simplified form by modifying K in equation (3.15) as 

(3.16) 

This approximation was used for the work done in Chapters 4 and 5. 

This approximation was not, however, used in Chapter 6. The shape of the higher 

order scatter contribution in the photopeak energy window more closely resembles that 

of the second order scatter distribution alone, rather than the sum of the first and second 

order distributions [45]. In light of this, for the work done in Chapter 6, the approximation 

for the higher order scatter contribution was altered. Instead of scaling the sum of the first 
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and second order distributions by 100/99, the first order distribution was left unsealed 

and the second order scatter distribution was scaled by a factor of 13/12. The work in 

Chapters 4 and 5 was not re-analyzed using this improved approximation as this would 

not significantly alter the results and conclusions of those chapters. 

3 . 3 R A Y L E I G H S C A T T E R 

The total cross-section for Rayleigh scattering is only a small fraction of that for Comp-

ton scattering (1.6). However, because Rayleigh scattering occurs preferentially for low 

scatter angles and because the collimator has a small but finite acceptance angle, there is 

a question as to whether the effect of Rayleigh scattering might in fact still be significant. 

We briefly investigated this question by considering the case of a point source posi-

tioned on the axis of a homogeneous water cylinder with a radius of 10cm. We considered 

the radial distribution of photons in a projection with and without Rayleigh scattering 

where the attenuation coefficients are adjusted accordingly. The experimentally verified 

Monte Carlo code, EGS4 [2, 159], was used to obtain the data. 

Our version of EGS4 does not incorporate the effects of Compton-Rayleigh interfer-

ence [28] on the form factors for coherent scattering. However, for 140 keV photons 

scattering in water at angles greater than 5°, the effects of interference do not alter the 

form factors [160]. In this range, the results of our comparison, Figure 3.9, show that 

the magnitude of Rayleigh scatter is the same as that for second order Compton scatter. 

Therefore, for accurate calculations, Rayleigh scattering should be included. 

The calculation of the first order Rayleigh scatter is very similar to that of the first 

order Compton scatter. The probability of detecting a photon is initially expressed as 

a continuous function of the positions s, t, and n (Figure 3.1). The discrete Rayleigh 

scatter distribution function RDFi(s,U,nc), is obtained by integrating the continuous 
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Figure 3.9: The Rayleigh scatter contribution. This figure shows the angular distri-

bution of photons from an on-axis point source in a 10cm radius water cylinder. The 

Rayleigh Effect line is the absolute value of the difference between MC simulations which 

do not include Rayleigh scattering and those which do. The Unscattered and Compton 

lines are for the case where Rayleigh scattering is not included. Compton 1st refers to the 

first order Compton scattering events whereas Compton 2nd refers to the second order 

events. The angle measured is between the detector normal and a line from the source 

to the detector point being considered. 
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function RDFi(s, t, n) both over the area, A c, of a pixel on the detector surface centred 

at nc and also over the volume, V;, of the voxel centred at t{. 

RDFx^ iUc) = QJfnJdhpatom(?)^^eR)f(x,Z)2 (3.17) 

F(nP£(0)^f|-exp (- fpWv- fp(y)dy 

where 

Patom (^} 

do~coh 
(OR) 

is the atomic density of the material at point (i), 

is the coherent or Rayleigh scattering cross-section (Chapter 1), 

dO 

OR 

T{x,Z) 

is the Rayleigh scattering angle, 

is the form factor for coherent scattering, 

x is described by equation 3.9 with 9 replaced by 9R, 

Z is the effective atomic number of the scattering material, 

and the remaining symbols are as defined in equation (3.3). 

Equation (3.17) and equation (3.3) are very similar in form to each other and by 

following the same procedure as described in section 3.2.1, it is possible to rewrite equa-

tion (3.17) in the form of equation (3.7) with the factor Kstinc for Compton scattering 

replaced by K?t.nc. 

RDFi(5, nc) = Q £ Patom(U) F{xie, Z)2 K * n c exp (- jT' p(y)dy - j T /x(y)dy), (3.18) 

where x,c is evaluated at 9R = 9{c with 9{c as defined in equation (3.6) and 

r
2

 ' 
(3.19) 

Although the Rayleigh scattering contribution can be computed separately using 

equation (3.18), this increases the total calculation time by approximately 35%. Alter-

natively, one can avoid this increase in calculation time by including Rayleigh scattering 
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Figure 3.10: Coherent (Rayleigh) form factors divided by the effective atomic number 

for biological materials at 140keV (
9 9 m

Tc ). Data is from [27]. 

through a modification of the precalculated lookup table for first order Compton scatter. 

This is accomplished in the following manner. First, it is noted that 

Patom{U) H^Zf =
 P

-M ^ ( g | ' Z ^ V (3.20) 

Second, we observe that ^(xic, Z)/Z has very similar functional behavior for most biolog-

ical materials near those energies used in SPECT imaging (Figure 3.10). Our observations 

are based on the form factors tabulated in [27]. 

The material which deviates most from the water line in Figure 3.10 is bone. The 

greatest difference between bone and water occurs at 6R equal to 7° where it deviates 

by 18%. The average percent deviation, weighted by the detection probability, would be 

considerably less. Finally, we note that the ratio of the effective atomic numbers for water 

and other biological materials is also close to 1 for many different materials (Table 3.1). 

It does, however, deviate from 1 by 28% for bone and by 16% for fat. 
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Table 3.1: Effective Atomic Number Ratios. The effective atomic numbers are the 

weighted average of the atomic numbers of the constituent atoms of the material. The 

material compositions used are from [24]. The effective atomic number for different 

biological materials is compared to that of water and the percent difference is given. 

Material Z Z 

Zmo 

Difference (%) 

Water 7.22 1.00 0.0 

Lung 7.12 0.99 1.4 

Muscle 7.10 0.98 1.7 

Bone 9.25 1.28 28.1 

Fat 6.06 0.84 16.0 

With these observations in mind, we first approximate 

f ^ ) ' ^ , « ( ^ ' ^ X z ^ , (3.21) 
\ -̂ Mat / \ ^ H 2 0 / 

where Zuat and Z H 2 0 are the effective atomic numbers of the scattering material and of 

water, respectively, and where the form factors for water include the effects of coherent-

incoherent interference. 

Secondly, we approximate the attenuation coefficient in equation (3.17) as the atten-

uation coefficient for the same material but evaluated at an energy equal to the energy of 

a photon which has Compton scattered through 9R degrees. In other words, the second 

component of the attenuation factor in equation (3.17) is approximated as 

(3.22) 

This introduces an error as the energy of a Rayleigh scattered photon does not decrease 

when it scatters. This error could be quite large, for example, in water, /<(140keV) = 0.154 

whereas /x(126keV) = 0.160, a difference of 3.9%. However, for
 9 9 m

T c photons, 85% of 

Rayleigh scattering events occur at angles less than 15°. A 140keV photon which has 
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Compton scattered through 15° has an energy of 138.7keV which corresponds to an error 

in the attenuation coefficient of only 0.3%. 

With these approximations, RDFi can be added to SDFi creating a single lookup 

table for both first order Compton and first order Rayleigh scattering. While this does 

increase the calculation time for the lookup tables themselves, it causes no decrease in 

the speed of the real-time evaluation of the photon distributions. 

For our comparisons with the Monte Carlo simulators in Chapter 4, we do not in-

clude Rayleigh scattering because the SIMSET code does not yet model it. For these 

comparisons we adjusted our total attenuation coefficients to also not include coherent 

scattering. For the comparison of the results of our analytical photon (AP) calculation 

with those acquired from phantom experiments (Chapter 5), Rayleigh scattering has 

been included, using the approximations discussed, as a modification of the first order 

Compton scatter lookup table. 

3.4 E X T E N D E D S O U R C E S 

In sections 3.1 - 3.3 we have concentrated on a description of the AP calculation for point 

sources. Although useful for evaluating against Monte Carlo simulations, point sources 

are not realistic and for clinical situations, one needs to be able to generate projections 

for larger source distributions. 

As we indicated at the start of this chapter, a finite source can be described as a sum 

(integral) of point sources. The simplest way to extend our calculations to larger sources 

is, therefore, to express the larger source as a discrete sum of small sources (eg voxelize 

the source). The total photon distribution function is then the sum of point distributions 

where each voxel in the source distribution is treated as a separate point-like source. 

This approach, while easy to implement, is quite slow to execute because of the 
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possibly huge number of source voxels in a distributed source. For example, a 10cm radius 

cylinder 20cm long which is filled with activity (Case 4, Chapter 4) contains 55000 active 

voxels. Independent computation of all 55000 photon distributions would involve many 

redundant calculations such as the calculation of the attenuation along photon paths. 

Code which avoided these redundancies would greatly improve the calculation time for 

larger sources. The development of this extended source code is beyond the scope of this 

thesis, but is a topic for future investigation. In a similar manner, symmetries in the 

attenuating medium can also be used to greatly reduce total calculation times. 

3.5 C O N C L U S I O N S 

The development of this method of computing photon distributions in SPECT projections 

has required a large number of approximations. Though each of these approximations is 

physically reasonable and individually constitutes only a small inaccuracy in the calcula-

tion, the cumulative sum of these approximations could be devastating. One of the goals 

of this project was to create an accurate method of estimating scatter and, therefore, it 

is necessary to check the accuracy of our calculated projections against other, more es-

tablished techniques. For this reason, the next two chapters are devoted to a comparison 

of the accuracy of our technique with respect to Monte Carlo simulation and phantom 

experiments. 

The second goal of this work was to improve on the calculation times of currently 

available similar approaches. A time comparison has, therefore, been done between 

our codes and Monte Carlo simulations and also between our codes and the analytical 

approach of Riauka and Gortel [149]. The results of both of these comparisons are 

provided in Chapter 4, section 4.4. 



C H A P T E R 4 

M O N T E C A R L O VALIDATION 

Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is a well established technique in medical imaging research. 

It is possible with this technique to completely control the modelling of the interactions 

of the photons with the attenuating/scattering medium. Monte Carlo also permits the 

classification of photons as to the number of times they have scattered (and what type(s) 

of scatter they have undergone) before being detected and in particular allows a separa-

tion of scattered and unscattered events. Unlike with phantom experiments, it is possible 

with MC simulations to know the correct result (within the context of the chosen math-

ematical model). Consequently, MC is a very useful and stable platform on which to test 

different methods of scatter estimation and correction. 

We decided to use Monte Carlo to test the accuracy of our method of determining 

photon distributions [154]. It was used to assist in the debugging of the algorithms and 

also to assess the cumulative effect of our various approximations (discussed in Chapter 3) 

on the resultant projections. We also compared the time needed to compute projections 

using our technique to the time required to generate projections of "equivalent" accuracy 

using MC simulation. 

This chapter consists of five sections. First, the two Monte Carlo simulators which 

we used for our tests are briefly described. This is followed by a description of the 

84 
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simulations we performed. The third section is devoted to a study of the accuracy of our 

technique when compared to the two MC simulators and the fourth compares the required 

calculation times for the different methods. The fifth and final section summarizes the 

results of our comparisons. 

4.1 T H E M O N T E C A R L O S I M U L A T O R S 

In our Monte Carlo validation studies we used two different simulators, the first of which 

was the EGS4 (Electron Gamma Shower 4) MC code [2], This simulator was chosen 

because it has been in use for many years, has been verified experimentally [159], and 

because it uses a simple algorithm for tracking photon histories (no variance reduction 

or vectorization). The absence of variance reduction makes it easier to determine the 

statistical error in the projections and consequently easier to determine if our results lie 

within this error. The EGS4 code faithfully reproduces the magnitude of the acquired 

projection for a given number of photons emitted from the source and thus allows us to 

check the absolute quantitative accuracy of our calculation. 

The second simulator we chose was the variance reduced code called the SIMSET 

PHG (Simulator from Seattle Photon History Generator) [3]. It was chosen in order 

to compare our approach to a state-of-the-art MC simulator. The variance reduction 

options in SIMSET, forced detection, forced non-absorption and stratification (with an 

initial stratification run of 50000 photons), were all used. The SIMSET projections were 

each scaled uniformly to contain the same total number of counts as the corresponding 

result from EGS4. It was hoped that the SIMSET code would provide an accurate 

estimate of the current speed capabilities of Monte Carlo simulators. 

It is possible to further improve upon the calculation times of variance reduced codes 

by using vectorization. A vector processing machine performs the same operation on 
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different pieces of data simultaneously using multiple processors. Vectorization can im-

prove MC computation times by a factor of 2-4 [138, 139]. Vectorization is a general 

technique, however, that can be applied to any computer algorithm. Our code, like that 

of the Monte Carlo simulators, involves a large number of independent and/or repetitive 

operations and would thus also benefit greatly from vectorization. As we do not have 

ready access to vector processing machines, we have not compared vectorized forms of 

our code and MC simulators. 

In both the analytical photon (AP) calculation and the MC codes, the energy re-

sponse and intrinsic spatial resolution of the camera's detector as well as the geometry 

of its collimator were chosen to be the same. The energy response of the camera was 

modelled as a Gaussian with a FWHM equal to 10% of the incident photon energy. The 

intrinsic spatial resolution was taken to be a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 0.5cm. 

The collimator was modelled as a parallel hole collimator with no septal penetration, a 

minimum septal thickness of 0.015cm, circular holes of diameter 0.14cm, and a collimator 

thickness of 3.28cm, yielding an acceptance angle of 2.44 degrees. The efficiency of the 

detector crystal was assumed to be 1.0. 

The EGS4 code uses an analytical description of the scattering body. In an effort to 

obtain results which were equivalent to those produced by EGS4's analytical description 

of the phantom, we used a relatively fine voxelization (129x129x129 0.25x0.25x0.25cm
3

) 

in the SIMSET code. The efficiency of SIMSET could be increased by a factor of two 

by using a much coarser voxelization but this noticeably reduces the accuracy of the 

resultant projections. Our code uses a 64x64x64 (0.5x0.5x0.5cm
3

) voxelization. All three 

techniques generated 64x64 projections with 0.5x0.5cm pixels. 

Rayleigh scattering was not simulated by either the EGS4 or AP codes in order to 

compare them with the SIMSET code, which does not model Rayleigh scattering. 

Our code used the electron density and linear attenuation coefficients from Picard et. 
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al. [158]. 

4 . 2 T H E S I M U L A T I O N S 

It is impossible with any finite number of phantom configurations to completely cover 

all possible situations which might be encountered in a clinical setting. However, with 

our selection of four different configurations, we have tried to consider a representative 

sample of the different types of situations one might encounter. 

In all of the cases modelled, the scattering/attenuation media were 20cm in length 

and centred within the camera's field of view. The cross-section of each medium, per-

pendicular to the axis of rotation of the camera (z-axis), was invariant along the length 

of the medium. The source, in cases 1 and 2, was located halfway along the z-axis of the 

medium, that is 10cm from either end. The four cases considered were: 

1. A homogeneous water-filled cylinder 10cm in radius centred on the camera's axis 

of rotation. The source was a point source located in two different positions: (i) on 

the axis of rotation, and (ii) 9cm off of the axis of rotation along the y-axis of the 

medium. 

2. A non-homogeneous small chest model (as shown in Figure 4.1) whose cross-section 

consisted of two lungs and a spinal column in a water-filled ellipse. Each lung had 

semi-major and -minor axes of 5cm and 4.5cm respectively. The spinal column 

was circular with a radius of 1.25cm. The enclosing water ellipse had a semi-major 

axis of 15cm and a semi-minor axis of 11cm. The mass density of the lungs, spinal 

column, and water body were 0.26, 1.65, and 1.00 g/cm
3

 respectively. A point 

source was positioned 2.5cm away from the axis of rotation along the positive y-

axis of the model. The origin of the chest model and the axis of rotation of the 

camera coincided. 
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3. The chest model with an extended source of activity (Figure 4.1). The source 

consisted of an hollow cylinder 8.0cm long with an inner radius of 1.5cm and an 

outer radius of 2.0cm (roughly modelling a heart wall). Its axis of rotation was 

parallel to that of the camera and displaced by 1.0cm along the positive y-axis. 

The source was positioned centrally and thus began 6.0cm above the lower end of 

scattering medium. This source corresponded to 800 active voxels. 

4. A 10cm radius water cylinder filled uniformly with activity. This source corre-

sponded to 55000 active voxels. 

The first phantom configuration, case l(i), was chosen as a simple first example. The 

symmetry of the source position and the attenuating medium allowed highly accurate 

X 
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Figure 4.1: A cross-section of the chest model used for cases 2 and 3. The model consists 

of a bone cylinder (a spinal column) and two elliptical lung cylinders within an elliptical 

water cylinder. The asterisk indicates the point source location for case 2 and the shaded 

ring indicates the source position for case 3. The solid bars show the detector positions 

for 0° and 90° projections. The axes are marked in centimeters 
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Monte Carlo simulations to be obtained fairly rapidly. This was possible because the 

projections from the MC simulations were all equivalent and could thus be summed 

together, improving count statistics. The high number of counts attained for this case 

allowed an accurate comparison of the separate components of the photon distribution 

and especially of the second order scatter which consists of much lower count levels than 

the unscattered or first order Compton scatter distributions. 

Phantom configuration case 1 (ii) was chosen to study the effect of positioning the 

source in an extremely asymmetric position and also to consider the effect of having a 

source very close to the edge of the attenuating body. 

The second configuration, case 2, was chosen to ascertain the effects of inhomo-

geneities on the accuracy of the projection. The chest represents a commonly imaged 

region in the body which contains a large degree of variation in the tissue density dis-

tribution. The point source was positioned off-centre to reduce the symmetry of the 

situation and was placed near the lung wall to study the influence of boundaries on our 

accuracy. 

The third case was chosen to represent a more realistic source distribution in the 

non-homogeneous medium. This configuration loosely models cardiac studies where the 

myocardial walls are the main source of radiation in the image. 

The last configuration, case 4, was chosen in order to consider a very extended source 

distribution. Often in medical imaging, the background is active or one is interested 

in the cold spots in an extended hot region. It is necessary, therefore, to be able to 

simulate warm background regions. A simple scattering medium was chosen to reduce 

the necessary simulation times. 

In cases l(ii), 2, and 3, the projections are labelled according to the angle which the 

collimator normal makes with the positive x-axis of the scattering medium. The positive 

y-axis of the phantom points towards the 90° projection. Examples of the positions which 
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Table 4.1: Effective number of simulated photons and estimated statistical error in the 

peak pixel of the MC projections. The quoted accuracies were attained by summing 

together all 64 acquired projections from cases 1 and 4 and the central seven transaxial 

slices in cases 3 and 4 (as discussed in section 4.3). 

Case Photons Simulated Error in Peak 

(counts xlO
6

) 

EGS4 SIMSET EGS4 

(%) 

SIMSET 

i ( 0 12800 1280 0.42 0.50 

l(ii) 0° 
1000 120 

0.97 1.71 

90° 
1000 120 

0.58 1.18 

2 0° 1.42 1.60 

45° 1270 120 1.06 1.56 

90° 0.91 1.47 

180° 1.42 1.61 

3 0° 1.82 1.79 

45° 17605 1680 1.42 1.81 

90° 1.45 1.82 

180° 1.85 1.81 

4 324800 26880 1.05 1.46 

the detector would be at for the acquisition of the 0° and 90° projections are shown in 

Figure 4.1. 

The MC simulations were run until the estimated statistical error in the peak value 

(the single pixel containing the highest count) of each projection was less than 2%. The 

accuracies in the projections were comparable for the two MC simulations as is shown in 

Table 4.1. 

4.3 R E S U L T S : T H E M O N T E C A R L O A C C U R A C Y C O M P A R I S O N 

An example of the type of data that was obtained in this study is shown in Figure 4.2. 

The images shown in this figure are those for 180° projection of the point source in the 

chest medium (case 2). The EGS4 and AP images are the projections obtained using the 
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EGS4 MC and AP codes respectively. The Difference image shows the absolute value 

of the difference of the EGS4 a n

d AP projections and in Normalized Difference, this 

difference is divided by the standard deviation of the counts in the corresponding pixel of 

the EGS4 image. If the differences between the two images is due to random statistical 

errors in the MC, the Normalized Difference image would appear simply as white noise. 

The lack of structure in the Normalized Difference image indicates that there is a good 

agreement throughout between our results and those of the Monte Carlo simulation. 

The two dimensional projections such as are shown in Figure 4.2 are difficult to read 

and so, for the remainder to this work, we will present horizontal profiles through the 

peak of the projections. For example, the line A in Figure 4.2 indicates the position of 

one such profile through the EGS4 and AP projections. The profiles for case 2 are shown 

in Figure 4.6. 

Examples of profiles through the projections which were acquired during the simula-

tions of the four cases outlined in section 4.2 are presented in Figures 4.3-4.8. In these 

figures, the EGS4 results are depicted by dashed lines marked by diamonds, the SIMSET 

results are shown using dotted lines, and the AP results are presented using solid lines. 

Tables 4.2-4.3 contain the results of our quantitative comparison of the projections. In 

all of the figures and tables, EGS4 refers to the EGS4 MC, SIM to the SIMSET MC, and 

AP to our analytical photon distribution calculations. 

The profiles shown in Figures 4.3-4.6 are transaxial (perpendicular to the z-axis) and 

correspond to the sum of seven adjacent rows in the projection centred on the peak of the 

photon distribution, that is over a span of 3.5cm in the z-direction. The summation was 

done in order to reduce the statistical noise in the off-peak regions of the Monte Carlo 

results. 

Figure 4.3 shows semi-logarithmic transaxial profiles through the projection from 

case 1. In this figure we have separated the unscattered and the first and second order 
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EGS4 AP 
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'Wk' 

Difference Normalized Difference 
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Figure 4.2: The M C (EGS4) and A P (AP) calculated projections for the chest model 

(180° projection) as well as the corresponding absolute difference (Difference) and normal-

ized difference {Normalized Difference) images. The lack of structure in the normalized 

difference image indicates that there are no systematic deviations between our results and 

the M C ones. It also indicates that the differences between the EGS4 and A P images 

are consistent with the differences one would expect from the statistical fluctuations in 

the M C data. The line A indicates the position of a horizontal profile through the peak 

of the M C and A P projections. 
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Compton scattered photons distributions from one another. These three distributions 

are calculated with three distinct computations (equations (3.1), (3.7), and (3.14) from 

Chapter 3). The distributions are compared separately in order to determine if each is 

being modelled accurately and that there are not fortuitous error cancellations when the 

three distributions are summed together. 

Figure 4.3 is shown with a logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. This is done to 

show the scatter distribution more clearly. The same figure can be shown on a linear 

scale (Figure 4.4) but the structure of the scattered photon distribution is not as readily 

apparent as with the semi-log plots. For this reason, the remainder of the figures in this 

thesis are shown with a logarithmic scale on the vertical axis. 

Additionally, in all of the remaining figures, only the total photon distribution is 

shown. The AP distribution corresponds to the sum of the results of the unscattered, 
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Figure 4.3: Profiles for an on-axis point source in a water cylinder, case l(i). The 

unscattered distribution as well as the first and second order scatter distributions are 

separated and labelled Oth, 1st, and 2nd respectively. EGS4 refers to the EGS4 MC 

simulation results, SIM to the SIMSET MC simulation results, and AP to our results. 
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first order Compton scattered, and second order Compton scattered AP calculations, 

with higher order scatter being included as a linear scaling of the first and second order 

scatter distributions. The EGS4 and SIMSET distributions include unscattered photons 

and the first five orders of Compton scatter. 

Figures 4.5-4.8 show transaxial profiles through phantoms (l(ii))-(4). As shown by 

these figures, our method matches the Monte Carlo results very well in all cases. The 

profiles shown for the extended sources (Figures 4.7 and 4.8) were generated using an 

interpolation modification to our method which will be discussed in section 4.4.2. 

Table 4.2 shows the percent differences between the, total number of photons in the 

projections as determined by EGS4 and by our method. Because there are no arbitrary 

scaling factors in the AP technique, these numbers give an indication of its global quan-

titative accuracy. Also shown in this table are the average percent differences between 
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Figure 4.4: On-axis point source in a water cylinder with a linear vertical scale. This fig-

ure is identical to Figure 4.3 except that the vertical scale is linear instead of logarithmic. 
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20 30 40 50 60 70 
Pixel 

Figure 4.5: The 0° and 90° profiles for a point source 9cm along the positive y-axis in 

a 10cm radius water cylinder, case 1 (ii) - The number in brackets after the legend label 

indicates the projection angle. For example, EGS4(0) corresponds to the EGS4 MC 

simulation results for the 0° projection. 
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Figure 4.6: Transaxial profiles for a point source 2.5cm off axis in the thoracic phantom, 

case 2. Profiles are shown for projections at 0°, 45°, 90°, and 180°. 
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Figure 4.7: Transaxial profiles for a hollow cylindrical source centred 1.0cm off axis 

(y-direction) in the thoracic phantom, case 3. Profiles are shown for projections at 0°, 

45°, 90°, and 180°. 
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the results from the three different techniques. This average is taken over all of those 

pixels for which the MC codes had an estimated statistical error of less than 2%. The 

AP results agree as well with the two MC results as the MC results agree with each other 

at the two percent error level. Although the average percentage difference between our 

technique and the Monte Carlo simulators did become quite large in some instances (for 

example, the 12.6% error between EGS4 and AP for case 1 (ii) (90°)), the error between 

the two Monte Carlo codes is equally large. These differences are likely due to different 

approaches to modelling the photon transport and describing the attenuating medium 

(pixelization versus analytical descriptions). Which Monte Carlo code better approxi-

mates reality can only be determined through experiments and this is one of the reasons 

we have also performed experimental validation of the accuracy of our method (Chap-

ter 5). 

The profiles in Figures 4.3-4.8 demonstrate the match between our method and the 

Figure 4.8: A transaxial profile through the centre of a 10cm radius water cylinder filled 

uniformly with activity, case 4. 
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Table 4.2: Percentage Differences between Simulations. Total Diff. refers to the percent-

age difference, between EGS4 and our method, in the total number of photon counts in 

the projection. Average percentage difference is the absolute percentage difference on a 

pixel by pixel basis averaged over all pixels in which the EGS4 values have an estimated 

statistical error less than two percent. 

Case Total 

Diff. 

Average Percentage Difference 

EGS4-AP SIM-AP EGS4-SIM 

(%) (%) (%) (%) 

-0.03 6.12 0.68 5.64 

l(ii) 0° 0.16 2.26 7.78 8.59 

90° 0.43 12.60 0.74 11.95 

2 0° -0.16 1.75 0.59 1.90 

45° 2.18 1.69 3.25 3.16 

90° -0.01 3.24 0.61 3.14 

180° -0.54 2.84 1.11 2.83 

3 0° 1.13 1.95 2.45 3.21 

45° 0.65 2.93 1.88 2.86 

90° -0.66 2.49 2.39 2.25 

180° 2.14 1.45 2.55 3.46 

4 -0.75 1.27 1.31 1.44 

Monte Carlo results on a narrow section of the projection. They do not, however, give 

a quantitative value of the goodness of fit over the entire projection. A better indicator 

of this is the normalized mean squared difference (NMSD) between the projections given 

by 

1 N / A _ o \ 2 

NMSD = i g ( ^ ) <*�!> 

where Ai is the number of counts recorded in the i
t h

 pixel of an image, Bi is the number 

of counts in the corresponding pixel in the second image, and N is the total number of 

pixels used. The error 0{ is given by the statistical error in the Monte Carlo when either 

EGS4 or SIMSET is being compared to the AP calculation, or 
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Table 4.3: Normalized mean squared differences between the simulations as defined in 

equation 4.1. The last column, EGS4-SIM, is the NMSD value for the difference between 

the two MC simulators calculated with crt- = CTEGSA-

Case Normalized Mean Squared Difference 

EGS4-AP SIM-AP EGS4-SIM EGS4-SIM* 

1.60 0.46 0.81 2.21 

1 (ii) 0° 1.26 0.46 0.50 2.87 

90° 44.98 0.66 8.98 39.17 

2 0° 1.07 0.45 0.53 1.94 

45° 1.54 0.42 0.64 2.48 

90° 1.84 0.42 0.76 2.47 

180° 1.33 0.49 0.58 2.38 

3 0° 1.51 1.05 0.78 2.47 

45° 1.56 0.81 0.76 2.26 

90° 1.56 1.25 0.73 2.02 

180° 1.42 1.01 0.70 1.92 

4 5.62 1.25 0.92 3.21 

when the two MC projections are being compared to each other. Table 4.3 shows the 

NMSD values for the four different phantom configurations. The NMSD values computed 

for the AP results assume no error in the AP values. To aid in comparing the values, 

the column, EGS4SIM, has been added to Table 4.3 which gives the NMSD value for 

the difference between the two Monte Carlo simulators with cr; in equation (4.1) equal 

to just crEGSA� This is equivalent to assuming no error in the SIMSET results and allows 

direct comparison of the values in the last column to those in the second (EGS4-AP). For 

reference, a random (Gaussian) distribution of differences would yield an NMSD value 

of 1. 

In the cases simulated, there are often large portions of the projections which contain 

no detected counts either in the AP calculated or the MC simulated results. In these 

regions there is no data to compare and so these pixels are not included in the NMSD 
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estimation. In areas of the projection which have low numbers of counts, there are often 

pixels for which the MC simulation produced no counts but the AP calculation gave a 

non-zero result. For these situations, the error, (TEGS4,i is assumed to be one. Finally, in 

the case of the SIMSET simulation, the variance in a given pixel is sometimes inconsistent 

with the variance in neighboring pixels. When this occurred, the pixel in question was 

not included in the NMSD calculation. 

In almost all cases, the NMSD values indicate good agreement over the entire pro-

jection (within the statistical error of the Monte Carlo simulations) between the AP and 

MC codes. It may be noted that there is a trend towards better agreement with the 

SIMSET results than with the EGS4 results. We believe this is due to the nature of 

the modelling of the attenuation/ scattering media. Both the SIMSET and AP calcula-

tions use a voxelized description of the attenuating media whereas the EGS4 MC uses 

an analytical representation. The effects of voxelization will be most noticeable at the 

boundaries of objects and this, we believe, accounts for the NMSD value of 5.62 between 

EGS4 and the AP results in case 4. This value is caused by errors at the edges of the 

cylinder in the projection. If the edge pixels are not included in the calculation of the 

NMSD value, it drops to 1.76, a value much more in line with those seen in the other 

projections. The difference between the EGS4 and SIMSET projections for case 4 is 

similarly more pronounced at the edges of the cylinder, though the error is not as great 

because we used a finer voxelization with SIMSET (each SIMSET voxel was one eighth 

the volume of an AP voxel). The NMSD value between the two MC results drops from 

0.92 to 0.73 if the edge region is omitted from the NMSD calculation. It is possible to use 

a finer voxelization with the AP calculation; however, this causes a significant increase 

in computation time. 

We believe that this voxelization effect is also the cause of the large difference between 

the SIMSET and AP results when compared to the EGS4 results in case l(ii)-90°. 
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4.4 R E S U L T S : T I M E C O M P A R I S O N S 

Our investigation of the relative speed of the AP calculation consists of two compo-

nents. The first is a comparison with a similar analytical technique. This technique 

was developed by Riauka and Gortel [149] and, as mentioned previously (Chapter 2, 

section 2.4), computes the photon distribution by direct numerical integration of the 

multi-dimensional integrals describing the photon detection probabilities. The second 

component is a comparison of the times required for our calculations as compared with 

those of the two Monte Carlo simulators used in the accuracy comparison of section 4.3. 

4.4 .1 T H E A N A L Y T I C A L T E C H N I Q U E OF R IAUKA AND G O R T E L 

The times required by Riauka and Gortel for calculating photon distributions increase 

dramatically when second order scatter distributions are included. Our technique, through 

the use of look-up tables, generates photon distributions containing second order Comp-

ton scatter events 40-60 times faster. 

A comparison of the two methods is given in Table 4.4. The times quoted in this table 

correspond to the calculation of a single 64x64 projection on a Sun Sparc2 workstation 

with 48Mbytes internal memory. The times to calculate the first order Compton scattered 

photon distributions as well as the first plus second order distributions are both provided. 

The times given for Riauka and Gortel's method (R.G.) are from the doctoral thesis of 

Riauka [150]. The results using our approach are listed in the AP columns of the table. 

Projections in this table are calculated for a point source in a 11.2cm radius water 

cylinder. The front collimator face is located 13.2cm from the rotational axis of the 

cylinder. Here, configuration A is for the point source positioned on the axis of rotation 

of the cylinder, configurations B and C refer to the point source 5.6cm away from the axis 

of rotation in the positive x- and positive y-directions respectively (where the positive 
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Table 4.4: Time comparison of Riauka and Gortel's method to our method. Times are 

for the calculation, on a Sun Sparc2, of a single 64x64 projection including first or first 

and second order scatter. 

Configuration R.G. R.G. AP AP 

1st order order 1+2 1st order order 1+2 

(sec) (sec) (sec) (sec) 

A 49.85 5452.24 49.2 89.0 

B 24.36 1774.18 21.2 43.0 

C 50.50 5273.92 48.8 89.9 

x-axis is again directed towards the detector). The pixel size used in this simulation was 

0.6x0.6cm. 

4.4.2 MONTE CARLO SIMULATORS 

In comparing the two different MC simulators with our method, we considered the time 

needed to generate a single 64x64 projection by each of the different techniques using a 

Sun SparclO workstation with 32Mbytes internal memory. A summary of the calculation 

times is given in Table 4.5. The times quoted for the Monte Carlo simulations are the 

times required to generate the projections to an accuracy of 1.5% in the peak value of 

the projection. This corresponds approximately to the accuracy attained in the majority 

of the MC simulations. Because the accuracy in each projection was not exactly 1.5%, 

the times for each projection have been adjusted accordingly. Also, although SIMSET 

cannot generate a single projection, a variance reduced code could, in principle, force all 

of the photons to be detected in just one projection. For this reason we determined the 

time required to generate'64 projections and then quote this number divided by 64 to 

give the time for only one projection. This procedure was applied to the times of both 

EGS4 and SIMSET. 
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Table 4.5: Summary of the times required, on a Sun SparclO workstation, to generate a 

single 64x64 projection. Monte Carlo times are corrected to correspond to an accuracy 

of 1.5% in the peak of the projection. 

Case AP EGS4 SIM fEGS4\ /SIM\ 
(min) (min) (min) I AP ) I AP J 

l(i) 1.25 116 183 92.8 146 

l(ii) 0° 1.25 27.3 108 21.8 86.4 

90° 0.10 9.74 50.9 97.4 509 

2 0° 1.98 142 163 71.7 82.3 

45° 2.58 79.4 155 30.8 60.1 

90° 1.38 58.5 137 42.4 99.3 

180° 2.05 142 165 69.5 80.4 

3 0° 1654 3523 2978 2.1 1.8 

45° 1385 2145 3045 1.5 2.2 

90° 1775 2236 3078 1.3 1.7 

180° 1636 3640 3044 2.2 1.9 

4 82888 13212 21990 0.16 0.27 

As an example, consider the point source on-axis in the homogeneous water cylin-

der (case l(i)). The time to generate the EGS4 results was 1479min. Because all 64 

projections were summed together, the time needed to generate an equivalent number 

of counts, without summation, is 64xl479min. This time yielded a peak accuracy of 

0.42%. To correct to 1.5%, we multiply by a factor of (0.42/1.5)
2

. This number is then 

divided by 64 to get the time for a single projection. The final time for comparison with 

our technique is 

/0.42\
2

 1 
1479min x 64 x I —— ] x — = 116min 

V 1.5 / 64 

The AP calculation times for cases 3 and 4 in Table 4.5 are an estimate of the time 

that would be required for a direct application of the method to generating extended 

source projections. This approach calculates a separate point source projection for each 

voxel in the extended source distribution and then sums together these contributions in 
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order to obtain the projection for the extended source. The AP projections shown in 

this thesis were not, however, generated in this manner. Instead, the symmetries in the 

z-direction of both the attenuating medium and the source distributions allowed us to 

reduce the actual time required by a factor of 6 for case 3 and 30 for case 4. The time 

was reduced by calculating the projections for three cross-sectional planes (of constant z) 

through the source distribution and then interpolated linearly between them to obtain the 

full projection. Each plane was one pixel wide and the three planes were located at the 

centre of the source distribution, at one end of the distribution, and at a z-position 75% 

of the distance away from the centre towards the end. Because of reflection symmetry 

across the x-y plane, we were able to acquire very accurate projections for the extended 

source without explicitly calculating the projection from every voxel. The times given in 

Table 4.5 are an extrapolation of the time required to generate these three planes. 

We should note that symmetries can also be used to reduce the MC calculation times. 

For example the z-translation symmetry in the extended sources allowed us to sum the 

central- seven slices of the MC projections and thus acquire the accuracy indicated in one 

seventh of the time. Also MC can further reduce the calculation time by using a coarser 

voxelization of the source distribution and attenuating medium. This can, however, affect 

the accuracy of results. For example, using a voxelization of 5
3

 instead of 129
3

 to describe 

the attenuating medium in the case of a point source on-axis in a homogeneous water 

cylinder, decreases the time by approximately a factor of two for an equal number of 

simulated photons but has a noticeable effect on the projection profile as is shown in 

Figure 4.9. 

Because different symmetries can be used to decrease the computation times of both 

AP and MC codes, to remain as unbiased as possible in comparing times we have quoted 

all times as those required without the use of symmetries. 

For the point sources, we have a speed improvement of 20-150 times over the MC 
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simulations. One should note, however, that the error in our calculations depends on 

the effect of the approximations that we have made and the accuracy to which we have 

evaluated our numerical integrations. As such, our errors will be consistent throughout 

the projection. In contrast, the MC error in each pixel is dependent on the number of 

photons acquired in that pixel. In the scatter wings of the projections, the count level is 

often orders of magnitude less than the count level in the peak. In the projections shown 

in this thesis, there is a factor of 100 difference in the peak count compared to the scatter 

wings. For the MC codes to acquire a 2% error level in the scatter wings would thus 

require roughly 100 times as many simulated photons, or 100 times as much simulation 

time. 

The AP calculation time for the hollow cylindrical source (case 3) is comparable to 

that of the MC, and the AP time for the cylinder uniformly filled with activity (case 4) is 
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Figure 4.9: The effect of coarse pixelization on the projection profile. A transaxial profiles 

for an on-axis point source in a homogeneous, 10cm radius water cylinder is shown. SIM-1 

is the profile obtained using a fine pixelization (0.25cm/pixel) while SIM-2 is the profile 

obtained using a much coarser pixelization (6.4cm/pixel). For comparison, the EGS4 

data is also shown (EGS4)-
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approximately five times longer. The nature of the errors in these projections is the same 

as for cases 1 and 2 and, if low errors in the scatter region of the profile are desired, then 

the MC will require much longer run times. Additionally, no attempt has been made 

to optimize the AP method for extended sources. There are, however, many redundant 

calculations made when the projections from each individual source voxel are calculated 

independently. The removal of these redundancies would improve the calculation time 

for the larger sources. 

4.5 C O N C L U S I O N S 

In this chapter we have demonstrated that the AP method does accurately reproduce the 

results of Monte Carlo simulations. At a two percent accuracy level, it is as consistent 

with the MC simulators as they are with each other. The only area where the AP 

technique appears to have problems is near the edge of the scattering objects where 

pixelization becomes an issue. This problem is not specific to the AP calculations as it 

was also seen to a lesser extent with the SIMSET simulations. The significance of this 

effect can be reduced through the use of finer pixelization. 

We have also shown that the AP technique offers a significant speed increase over a 

similar analytical calculation technique in the calculation of second order scatter distri-

butions. When compared to MC simulators, it offers a time reduction for small sources 

although this reduction drops off as the source size increases. For sources of about 800 

voxels the calculation times are comparable but for larger sources, the AP calculations 

take longer. There is, however, a large amount of room for optimization of extended 

source AP calculations. 

There are two limitations to our technique, when compared with Monte Carlo simu-

lations. The first is that our method has a fixed calculation time. Monte Carlo is able 
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to obtain noisy data faster by running fewer photon histories. A rough indication of the 

photon distributions can, therefore, be obtained faster than with our technique. Ad-

ditionally, because Monte Carlo continues to give data with lower and lower statistical 

noise the longer that it is run, it is possible to eventually obtain more accurate data 

with Monte Carlo than is possible with our method. The accuracy of our calculations 

can improve through the use of more accurate lookup tables but we will eventually be 

limited by the accuracy of our approximations. 

The second limitation of our technique is the time required to generate the look-up 

tables. The calculation of the look-up tables used in these simulations took sixteen weeks 

on a Sun SparclO workstation. This limitation is mitigated, however, by the fact that 

the tables need to be generated only once. Also, the algorithm for generating these 

tables contains many independent calculations and would greatly benefit from the use of 

multiple processors or vector machines for their one time generation. 

Our AP method is in good agreement with Monte Carlo, and MC simulations provide 

a good approximation of the data acquired in SPECT. However, it is also necessary 

to directly check the agreement of our calculated results with experimentally acquired 

projections. 



C H A P T E R 5 

E X P E R I M E N T A L VALIDATION 

Monte Carlo simulation is a useful technique for studying photon propagation in a fully 

controlled setting. However, with Monte Carlo you only get out what you put in. That 

is, only those effects which were programmed into the code affect the results and they do 

so in exactly the manner in which they were programmed to. Often our understanding 

of the processes which govern photon propagation from the point of emission to the 

point of acquisition is incomplete. Therefore, the equations and parameters used to 

describe the process may not be perfectly accurate. Additionally, the complexity of the 

real world is such that it is impractical if not impossible to include a perfect model of 

photon propagation in a Monte Carlo simulation. In consequence, an approximate model 

is frequently used (for example SIMSET doesn't model Rayleigh scatter and the version 

of EGS4 which we used did not take into account the effects of interference between 

Rayleigh and Compton scatter). Although it is assumed that the approximations do not 

significantly affect the outcome of the simulation, this cannot be known for certain unless 

actual experiments are performed. For these reasons, in addition to the Monte Carlo 

validations which were described in Chapter 4, we also performed accuracy validation 

studies using experimentally acquired data. 

We first determined the characteristics of the Siemens MS3 SPECT camera system 

109 
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which was used for these studies. These characteristics are required for the generation of 

our lookup tables and were obtained by analyzing data acquired using four point sources 

suspended in air above one of the camera's detectors. We then acquired projections 

from a
 9 9 m

T c point source (2mm in diameter) within a homogeneous water bath, a small 

spherical
 9 9 m

T c source (1cm in diameter) within a homogeneous water cylinder, the small 

spherical source within a non-homogeneous medium consisting of air and water, and the 

small spherical source together with a larger spherical source (2.8cm in diameter) in a 

non-homogeneous air and water medium. 

The remainder of this chapter discusses these experiments and is divided into three 

sections. The first section details our measurements of the camera characteristics for the 

MS3 system. The next section describes the four phantom validation experiments and 

the corresponding results. A summary of our experimental work is given in the third and 

last section. This work has been presented in part in the journal IEEE Transactions on 

Nuclear Science [161]. 

5.1 T H E C A M E R A C H A R A C T E R I S T I C S 

As mentioned previously, our method relies upon pregenerated look-up tables of the 

patient-independent parameters of the system as well as on an estimate of the patient-

specific activity distribution and map of the attenuation coefficients for the scattering 

medium. The patient-independent parameters include the energy of the gamma rays 

emitted by the source, the collimator geometry, the detector efficiency, and the intrinsic 

spatial resolution of the camera. These parameters can be estimated theoretically or 

determined experimentally and need only be determined once for each camera-collimator-

isotope combination. A theoretical estimation of these parameters suffers from the same 

difficulties as does MC simulation and in order to generate camera specific reference 
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tables and also incorporate effects such as septal penetration which are difficult to include 

theoretically, we elected to determine the parameters experimentally. 

The specific functions which are required to describe the camera characteristics were 

presented in detail in Chapter 3. They are the normalized collimator acceptance function 

E(£) (describing the probability that a photon, incident on the collimator surface at an 

angle £ with respect to the collimator normal, is recorded by the camera), a function 

describing the intrinsic spatial resolution, Gj, and a scaling factor which accounts for the 

intrinsic efficiency of the camera. 

We determined these functions from data acquired through experiments with no at-

tenuating medium. Four point sources were positioned in air above a camera head at nine 

different distances using two different methods: Styrofoam supports (collimator-source 

distances of 5cm, 10cm, 15cm, 20cm, 31cm, and 42cm) and suspension from the camera 

gantry (distances of 43cm, 50cm, and 60cm). Data was acquired with only this camera 

head and it remained in a fixed position throughout the experiments. The point-like 

sources used in these experiments were constructed by injecting activity into a capillary 

tube with an internal diameter of 1.1mm and a wall thickness of 0.2mm. The length of 

activity within the tube was restricted to l-2mm. The activities of the point sources 

were 17.8, 18.6, 21.8, and 24.3 MBq, determined at the beginning of the experiment. To 

generate projections with low statistical noise, data was acquired until a total of ~ 10
6 

photons were recorded in each (four source) image. This required 20-30min for each 

projection. 

A Low Energy Ultra High Resolution (LEUHR) parallel hole collimator was used. 

This collimator is 35.6mm thick and contains an array of hexagonal holes with a diameter 

of 1.16mm and a septal thickness of 0.13mm. The collimator was chosen to provide the 

highest possible spatial resolution for comparison with our calculations. The projections 

were acquired using a 1024x1024 array which corresponds to a pixel size of 0.045cm. In 
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all cases the isotope used was
 9 9 m

T c and the energy window chosen was the standard 

20% symmetric window centred at 140keV. 

5.1.1 T H E COLLIMATOR ACCEPTANCE FUNCTION, E ( £ ) 

The point spread functions (PSF) measured at 60cm were used to obtain a radially sym-

metric collimator acceptance function, E(£). The 60cm data was chosen as it provides 

the greatest angular resolution (in £). The PSFs were deconvolved with the source size 

(a 1.12mm diameter radial step function corresponding to the external diameter of the 

enclosing capillary tube) and an initial estimate of the intrinsic spatial resolution of the 

camera (a Gaussian function with a FWHM of 3.8mm as given by the manufacturer's 

specifications for the Siemens MS3 camera and as confirmed by quality control tests per-

formed on the camera). A seventh order polynomial was then fit to the data to obtain 

E(£) (Figure 5.1). The seventh order polynomial was chosen as it was the lowest order 

fit which provided both a good fit to the data and also agreement with the theoreti-

cal calculation at low angles. The theoretical curve was found assuming circular holes 

instead of hexagonal ones and also assuming no septal penetration. Deviation of the 

experimental curve from the theoretical one at angles between 1° and 2° was suspected 

to be due principally to differences in the shape of the holes and to septal penetration 

of the collimator. The experimental fit to the data was the one used in our calculations 

as it is a better representation of the actual acceptance function than is the theoretical 

curve. 

5.1.2 T H E INTRINSIC SPATIAL RESOLUTION 

Approximating the intrinsic spatial resolution of the camera as a simple Gaussian function 

proved to be insufficient for the reconstruction of the PSFs from our experiments. A more 

accurate intrinsic spatial resolution function was, therefore, acquired by determining the 
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Figure 5.1: The collimator acceptance function E(£) is obtained by a seventh order 

polynomial fit (Fit) to the experimental data (Exp) from a point source in air 60cm from 

the collimator surface. A theoretical acceptance function (with no septal penetration) is 

also shown (Theory). 

radially symmetric convolution kernel which was best able to convert a calculation of 

the unscattered image into the experimental images obtained with the sources 10cm 

from the collimator surface. The convolution kernel was calculated using the iterative 

least squares procedure described in [19]. The data at 10cm was chosen in order to 

minimize the influence of geometric blurring caused by distance from the collimator. 

This increased the dominance of the intrinsic spatial resolution of the camera on the 

shape of the acquired PSF. The data at 5cm was not. considered adequate because at 

this distance the influence of distinct collimator holes may be important and because the 

number of data points available in the 1024x1024 array was not sufficient. A cross-section 

through the peak of our convolution function is shown in Figure 5.2. For comparison, we 

have also shown a Gaussian function with a 3.8mm FWHM. 
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Figure 5.2: The intrinsic spatial resolution function. An AP calculation of the unscattered 

PSF for a point source 10cm from the collimator surface was performed assuming perfect 

intrinsic spatial resolution. The radially symmetric convolution kernel that best converts 

the AP calculated PSF into the corresponding experimentally acquired data was then 

computed. The kernel (Convolution Kernel) was found by an iterative least squares 

technique. Also shown is a Gaussian function with FWHM=3.8mm (Gaussian 3.8mm) 

which is the manufacturer's specification for the intrinsic spatial resolution. Each pixel 

is 0.045x0.045cm
2

. The bump in the kernel seen for example at pixel 40 is caused by a 

ringing artifact in the computed fit. These features would be smoothed out if the kernel 

was collapsed into the 0.72x0.72cm
2

 pixel size used in AP calculations. 
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The convolution kernel shown in Figure 5.2 is for a pixel size of 0.045x0.045cm cor-

responding to the 1024x1024 array. Before it can be applied to the 64x64 projections 

normally produced by our AP technique, this kernel must be compressed. However, 

because the binning function does not commute with the convolution operation, one can-

not simply rebin the 1024x1024 kernel (add together 16x16 pixels from the 1024x1024 

kernel to form a single pixel of the 64x64 kernel). Instead, the kernel is applied to a 

1024x1024 image (in this case, one of the experimental images acquired at a collimator-

source distance of 60cm was used). Both this convolved image and the original image 

are then rebinned into 64x64 arrays. The convolution kernel for the 64x64 image size is 

determined as before using least squares fitting. 

5.1.3 T H E INTRINSIC EFFICIENCY 

The intrinsic efficiency of the camera (the efficiency of the crystal coupled with the 

electronics) was estimated based on the total number of counts recorded by the camera 

(with the collimator present) as compared to the total number of counts computed with 

the AP calculation based on our calibration of the source activities. The effects of 

collimator size and acceptance angle on the camera efficiency are not included in this 

parameter as they have already been taken into account in our calculations. 

The scaling factor required to match the total number of counts recorded in the 

experimental data with the total number computed by our method was first obtained for 

the point sources in air at each distance in an effort to determine the effective intrinsic 

efficiency of the camera. The average efficiencies obtained from the point sources in air 

experiments (as shown in Table 5.1) ranged from 58% for the 24.3MBq source to 65% for 

the 17.8MBq source. As can be seen from the table, there seems to be a systematic error 
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Table 5.1: Intrinsic camera efficiencies for point sources in air. 

Distance 

(cm) 

Source Strength (MBq) 

17.8 18.6 21.8 24.3 

5 0.672 0.657 0.638 0.594 

10 0.650 0.658 0.642 0.595 

15 0.659 0.654 0.641 0.588 

20 0.656 0.646 0.644 0.583 

31 0.651 0.645 0.632 0.584 

42 0.621 0.621 0.610 0.563 

43 0.657 0.637 0.617 0.579 

50 0.656 0.634 0.616 0.577 

60 0.653 0.632 0.615 0.577 

average 0.653 0.642 0.628 0.582 

correlated with the strength of the source which we believe was caused by deadtime
1

 in 

the camera. Although the total count rate of the source did not exceed the recommended 

system limits, we believe that, because of the use of tightly defined point sources, the 

local deadtime did become significant. The higher activity sources will lose more counts 

due to deadtime which will result in a correspondingly lower detector efficiency. Because 

of the variation in the observed efficiencies, we were unable to use this calibration for 

the experiments discussed in section 5.2. Instead, each AP projection was scaled such 

that the number of counts in the peak of the image (the nine pixels centred around the 

image pixel containing the largest number of counts) approximately matched those in 

the experimental image. Additional experiments were later performed to calibrate the 

efficiency of the camera and these are discussed in detail in section 5.3. 

A brief discussion of deadtime is given in section 1.7.3. 
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5.1.4 CONFIRMATION OF C A M E R A CHARACTERISTICS 

The point sources in air at distances other than 10cm and 60cm were used to check the 

consistency of our determination of the functions describing the camera characteristics. 

As an example, Figure 5.3 shows the profiles in both the horizontal and vertical directions 

through the peak of a projection obtained from a point source positioned 20cm above 

the collimator surface. 

Here, and also in Figures 5.5-5.9, the profile is the sum of the central three rows of the 

projection. This summation was done to reduce noise in the wings of the experimental 

data. The figures demonstrate good agreement between the experiments and our calcu-

lations indicating that we have correctly determined the collimator acceptance function 

E(£) and the intrinsic spatial resolution function for the camera. 

5 .2 P H A N T O M M E A S U R E M E N T S OF P H O T O N D I S T R I B U T I O N S 

Once the camera characteristics had been determined and our lookup tables generated, 

we executed a series of phantom experiments designed to test the accuracy of our AP 

calculations in a more realistic situation. Data was acquired as a 1024x1024 array but 

subsequently collapsed into a 64x64 array in order to compare it with the projections 

produced by our calculations. Each pixel in the 64x64 projection is 0.72cm on a side. 

As with the camera characteristics experiments, a LEUHR collimator was used. In order 

to obtain good statistics, the data acquisition was run until 20-40 million photons were 

recorded in each image. In all cases, planar images (single SPECT projections) were 

acquired. 

The AP calculations included unscattered photons, first and second order Compton 

scatter (including the incoherent scattering functions) and an estimate of the Rayleigh 

scatter (the form factors for which include the effects of coherent-incoherent interference). 
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Figure 5.3: Semi-log plots of the profiles through the peak of a projection in which 

the source was 20cm away from the collimator surface with no attenuating medium. 

Horizontal (A) and vertical (B) profiles are shown for the experimental data (Exp) and 

for our calculations (AP). The pixel size is 0.045cm. Deviations of the experimental data 

from the AP calculated results occur in the noisy region of the experimental projection 

(for example near pixel 20 of image (B)). 
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The Rayleigh scatter was included as an adjustment to the first order Compton scatter 

lookup table as discussed in Chapter 3. 

The AP technique requires an estimate of the source distribution and the tissue den-

sity distribution (attenuation map). In principle, the source distribution estimate can be 

obtained by filtered back-projection of (uncorrected) SPECT data while the attenuation 

map can be obtained from a transmission scan. In our phantom experiments, however, 

the back-projection and the transmission scan were unnecessary as both the source and 

material density distributions were known a priori. The source activity was calibrated 

before each experiment and the source was positioned at a known location within the 

phantom. The position and distribution of the attenuating/scattering material was care-

fully measured and values for the attenuation coefficients and electron densities were 

taken from the literature [25, 27, 24, 158]. As mentioned in section 5.1.3, each AP 

calculation was scaled to match the counts in the peak of the experimental projection. 

5.2.1 T H E PHANTOM CONFIGURATIONS 

The sources we considered were a point source, similar to that used to determine the 

camera characteristics, and two spherical sources which were 0.46cm and 1.4cm in radius 

and filled uniformly with activity. 

The following cases were considered. 

1. The point source positioned 9.35cm below the water surface in a large water filled 

cylinder. The cylinder was 25cm in diameter, 25cm high, and filled to a depth of 

15cm. The camera head was positioned directly above the open end of the cylinder 

so that the surface of the collimator was 10cm above the water surface. The axis 

of rotation of the water cylinder was oriented parallel to the collimator surface 

normal. The source was positioned 2cm off the axis of rotation of the cylinder. 
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2. The small sphere was positioned at location 1, shown in Figure 5.4A, inside a 

homogeneous water cylinder 22.2cm in diameter. The axis of rotation of the cylinder 

was perpendicular to the collimator surface normal and parallel to the axis of 

rotation of the camera. 

3. The small sphere was positioned at location 1 (as in case 2) and an air cylinder 

(6cm in diameter) was inserted at location 2. The axis of rotation of the air insert 

was parallel to that of the enclosing water cylinder. 

4. Two spherical sources were placed in the 22.2cm diameter water cylinder and the 

relative position of the air insert was changed (Figure 5.4B). The small sphere 

(0.46cm radius) was fixed at location 3 while the larger sphere (1.4cm radius) was 

placed at location 4. The ratio of the total activity in the small sphere to that 

in the large sphere was 1.85:1.
2

 The air cylinder (6cm in diameter) was moved to 

location 5 but its axis of rotation remained parallel to that of the water cylinder. 

The point source in a water bath (case 1) was chosen because it represents the simplest 

configuration we could devise. The camera head was positioned directly above the open 

water container in order to avoid complications due to scattering and attenuation within 

the container walls. 

The remaining three experiments gradually increase the complexity of the imaging 

situation. In case 2, the source size is increased and it is moved into a closed container, 

the Jaszczak phantom. In case 3, an inhomogeneity is added to the phantom in an 

asymmetric position. Finally, in case 4, the source is moved to an asymmetrical position 

in the phantom and an additional source with a different activity is added. 

2

The ratio of the activity concentrations of the two spheres was 50:1. 
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Camera 

Figure 5.4: The phantom configurations for cases 2 and 3 (A) as well as for case 4 (B). 

Point 1 is at (0,23.6) with respect to the collimator surface, point 2 is at (-1.5,20.5), 

point 3 is at (-4.94,20.75), point 4 is at (4.94,20.75), and point 5 is at (-3.0,17.9). All 

distances are in centimeters. 
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5 . 2 . 2 RESULTS: POINT SOURCE IN A W A T E R B A T H 

Figure 5.5 shows semi-log profiles of the point source in the water bath. One can see 

from this figure that a good match is obtained across the entire projection although the 

wings of the logarithmic profile are slightly underestimated. This discrepancy is believed 

to be caused by the absence of accurately calculated distributions for the 3rd and higher 

order scatter events and also by the effect of deadtime. The influence of deadtime will 

be most significant in the peak of the image where the count rate was the highest and 

will result in a lower effective count rate. Therefore, because the A P projection is fit to 

the peak of the experimental image, the A P calculation will underestimate the counts in 

the wings of the image where deadtime effects are less prominent. 

In most of the experimental profiles presented in this chapter, there can be seen an 

abrupt truncation of the experimental data which occurs at the edge of the camera's field 

of view. In the profile shown in Figure 5 . 5 B , this is seen at pixels 8 and 5 0 . The results 

of the A P calculations have not been correspondingly truncated. 

It will also be noted that the A P calculated profile levels out at a non-zero value to-

wards the edges of the image. This flat region represents the background activity present 

during the experimental acquisition. The background can be seen, for example, in the 

experimental data of Figure 5 . 5 A between pixels 6 - 1 4 and 5 2 - 6 1 . This is not, however, 

seen in most of the experimental profiles because of truncation at the edge of the field of 

view of the camera or because it has been masked by back-scatter (section 5.2.3). The 

background activity was measured for 15 minutes at the beginning of each experiment. 

The average background level was adjusted for the experimental acquisition time and 

added uniformly to all pixels in the A P projection. 
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Figure 5.5: Semi-log plots of the horizontal (A) and vertical (B) profiles through the peak 

of a projection in which the source was 9.35cm beneath the surface of a water bath whose 

surface was 10cm from the collimator. Pixel size is 0.72cm. Shown are the experimental 

data (Exp) and our calculations (AP). 
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Figure 5.6: Semi-log plots of the profiles through the peak of a projection in which the 

source was located at position 1 in the homogeneous water cylinder. Pixel size is 0.72cm. 

Shown are horizontal (A) and vertical (B) profiles of the experimental data (Exp) and 

our calculations (AP). 
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5.2.3 RESULTS: S M A L L SPHERE IN A W A T E R CYLINDER 

Figure 5.6 shows semi-log profiles of the small spherical source in the water cylinder. The 

0.46cm radius sphere was modelled in 3D as seven point sources: one source with 80% 

of the activity centrally located and symmetrically surrounded by six additional sources 

in which the remaining 20% of activity was evenly distributed. To obtain the final 

projection for this source, a projection was independently generated for each of the seven 

sources and these seven projections were later summed together. The final projection 

was then blurred by a 2D Gaussian function of 0.4cm FWHM to account for the even 

distribution of the activity throughout the voxels. (The width of the Gaussian function 

was chosen such that 95% of the counts are retained in the width of one voxel, 0.72cm.) 

The projection was further convolved with the intrinsic spatial resolution function and 

then compared to the experimental data. 

The shape of the calculated distribution agrees well with the experimental data. There 

is a good match across the majority of the profile, although the wings are again slightly 

underestimated. This is believed to be caused by the absence of calculated distributions 

for the 3rd and higher order scatter events, by the effect of deadtime on the image peak, 

and also possibly by slight differences in the attenuation coefficients and electron densities 

of water compared to the plastic in the phantom. The phantom was modelled as pure 

water with no differentiation between the water-equivalent plastic of the walls and the 

true water within the container. 

The calculated distribution does, however, deviate significantly from the experimental 

data in the extreme wings of the profile. This is seen in Figure 5.6A in pixels 1-15 and 

pixels 49-56. We hypothesized that these events were caused by back-scatter outside of 

the cylinder, possibly from other parts of the camera such as the gantry or the other two 

camera heads. Scatter events from outside of the water cylinder were not modelled in 
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our simulations. 

To test this possibility we repeated this experiment with the addition of a lead apron. 

The apron was placed beneath the cylindrical phantom and extended away from it on 

the left side at roughly the same angle as the retracted collimator head. The apron was 

only inserted on the left side of the phantom such that the right side of the phantom 

configuration was unaltered and remained the same as in case 2. The projection acquired 

with this configuration was then examined for left-right asymmetries. A semi-log profile 

with the left side folded over onto the right is shown in Figure 5.7. 

The presence of the apron results in a strong increase in the amount of scatter detected 

in the extreme wings of the projection (outside of the region corresponding to scatter 

from the water cylinder). This supports our hypothesis that the photons detected in 

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
P i x e l 

Figure 5.7: The influence of back-scatter from the camera heads. Shown is a horizontal 

profile for a small sphere placed symmetrically in a homogeneous water cylinder. This 

profile shows the effect of a lead apron placed close to the cylinder on the left hand side 

(Left). There is no apron on the right hand side (Right). 
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the extreme wings are caused by scatter off objects outside the water cylinder such as 

the lead collimators on the other two camera heads. As these were not modelled in 

our simulations, these counts are not seen in the AP calculations. Back-scatter from 

the camera heads is also not seen in clinical imaging situations. The distribution in the 

extreme wings is two orders of magnitude lower than that due to scatter in the cylinder 

and three or more orders lower than the unscattered distribution. Thus, with clinically 

relevant activity levels and scan times, the back-scatter, while present, is dominated by 

the statistical noise in the data. 

5.2.4 RESULTS: SMALL SPHERE IN A NON-HOMOGENEOUS CYLINDER 

The profiles for the small spherical source in a water cylinder containing an air insert 

(case 3) are shown in Figure 5.8. The abrupt truncation of the experimental data in 

Figure 5.8B at pixel 44 is another example of the truncation mentioned in section 5.2.2. 

It is caused by the scatter extending beyond the active field of view of the camera head. 

The AP profile has not been correspondingly truncated. 

Once again, there is a good agreement to the general shape of the profile with a slight 

underestimation of the wings. The alterations in the profile caused by the air insert 

are faithfully reproduced by our calculations. The scatter seen in the extreme wings of 

Figure 5.6 is also seen in this figure and we believe has the same source. 

5.2.5 RESULTS: TWO SPHERES IN A NON-HOMOGENEOUS CYLINDER 

Finally, we considered our most complex case of a small spherical source together with 

a larger spherical source and an air insert in the water cylinder (case 4). The semi-log 

profiles for this situation are shown in Figure 5.9. Figure 5.9A is the horizontal profile 

through both peaks while Figures 5.9B and 5.9C are vertical profiles through each of the 

two spheres. 
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Figure 5.8: Semi-log plots of the profiles through the peak of a projection from a spherical 

source placed at position 1 (Figure 5.4A) in a water cylinder with a cylindrical air insert, 

3cm in diameter, at position 2. Shown are horizontal (A) and vertical (B) profiles of the 

experimental data (Exp) and our calculations (AP). The pixel size is 0.72cm. 
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Figure 5.9: Semi-log plots of profiles through the peaks in a projection obtained with 

two spherical sources placed in a water cylinder containing a 3cm diameter cylindrical 

air insert, (Figure 5.4B). The small sphere is at position 3, the larger sphere at position 4 

and the air insert is at position 5. The ratio of the total activity in the small source to 

that in the large is 1.85:1. Shown is a horizontal profile through the two spheres (A) and 

vertical profiles through the small (B) and large (C) spheres. The experimental data is 

denoted Exp while our calculations are labelled AP. The pixel size is 0.72cm. 
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There is an excellent match in the general shape of the profile between the experiment 

and our results. The alterations in the profile caused by the air insert are again faithfully 

reproduced. A single scaling factor was used for the entire image (corresponding to an 

efficiency of 64%). This one scale factor resulted in an accurate reproduction of the 

relative sizes of the two peaks (corresponding to a ratio in total activity of 1.85:1). The 

scatter from objects outside of the region modelled is also seen in the extreme wings of 

this figure. 

5.3 E F F I C I E N C Y E X P E R I M E N T S 

To accurately calibrate the intrinsic efficiency of the camera system, we repeated the 

experiments using the phantom configurations described in case 1 and case 2. The source 

strengths were greatly reduced in order to avoid the effects of deadtime. (Clinically, 

deadtime should not be an issue as the activity concentrations normally used for patient 

studies are much lower than those originally used in these experiments.) To acquire good 

statistics in the projections, the acquisition times were also increased. 

For case 1, a 0.87 MBq source was imaged for 13 hours and for case 2 a 108 MBq 

(0.5ml) source was imaged for 21 hours. Semi-logarithmic profiles for these experiments 

are shown in Figures 5.10 and 5.11. 

One can see from Figure 5.10 that a good match is obtained across the entire profile. 

By making a uniform correction for the background activity and then scaling our data 

so that the total number of counts in the experimental and calculated projections was 

the same, we obtained a value of 68.3% for the intrinsic camera efficiency. 

An efficiency of 68% is used to generate Figure 5.11 which shows profiles through the 

projection acquired with the small sphere in the homogeneous medium (case 2). Using 

this value for the intrinsic efficiency of the camera results in less than 2% error in the 
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Figure 5.10: Efficiency experiment for a point source in a water bath. The experiment 

was set-up in the same manner as in Figure 5.5 but with a weaker 0.87 MBq source. The 

efficiency of the camera determined from this experiment was 68.3%. 
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Figure 5.11: Efficiency experiment for a small sphere in a water cylinder. The figure 

contains semi-log plots of the profiles through the peak of a projection in which the 

source was located at position one in the homogeneous water cylinder. Pixel size is 

0.72cm. Shown are horizontal (A) and vertical (B) profiles of the experimental data 

(Exp) and our calculations (AP). 
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total number of counts recorded for this projection. 

The back-scatter effect seen in Figure 5.6 is still present in Figure 5.11 but its appear-

ance is masked by the relative increase in the background levels as caused by the increased 

acquisition time. In order to determine the intrinsic efficiency from this projection, an 

average back-scatter level was also added uniformly to the image as an approximate cor-

rection. The back-scatter contribution was determined by averaging those values in the 

experimental image for which the AP calculation predicts no recorded counts. The scale 

factor required to match the total counts in this image is 69.1%. 

Averaging the results of these two experiments yields an intrinsic efficiency of 68.7±0.4% 

for the camera. This value agrees with the efficiency of the Nal crystal (70 — 75%) at 

140keV as given in [10]. 

Concern regarding the consistency of the detector efficiency over time prompted us 

to perform one additional experiment. A 50/fCi Co-57 source was placed at a fixed posi-

tion approximately equidistant from all three camera heads. Images with all heads were 

acquired for 20min. This experiment was repeated four additional times over the follow-

ing 10 days. The total number of counts recorded by each head was then background 

corrected and plotted as a function of the day it was acquired. For comparison, this 

experiment was also performed on a dual head camera made by a different manufacturer 

(Sopha) using a high resolution collimator. The results of this experiment are shown in 

Figure 5.12. 

The camera heads were mispositioned by 180° for the data acquired on day 6 with the 

MS3 camera. As camera head one was normally positioned directly above the source, the 

180° mispositioning most significantly affected this data point. With the exception of the 

data for head 1 on day 6, the efficiencies of the three MS3 camera heads are consistent 

over a period of eleven days to within 3%. If higher accuracy than this is desired, it 

would be necessary to calibrate the camera on a more frequent (daily) basis. 
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Figure 5.12: Efficiency consistency check of the Siemens MS3 Cardiac camera MS3C and 

the Sopha DST dual head SPECT camera DST. The camera heads are referred to by 

number. Note that a mispositioning of the camera heads on Day 6 may have distorted 

the data for the MS3 camera. 

The variation in the data acquired with the Sopha DST camera (3.5%) is slightly 

higher than in the MS3 data but also quite consistent. These results indicate that, al-

though one needs to be careful of deadtime issues when calibrating the camera, consistent 

intrinsic efficiencies can be obtained for modern gamma cameras. 

5.4 S U M M A R Y 

It was possible to determine the camera specific characteristics used in the evaluation 

of our lookup tables using a set of point-source-in-air measurements. It was found that 

the experimentally acquired acceptance function deviates from the theoretical calcula-

tion and this deviation is thought to be caused primarily by septal penetration. The 

intrinsic spatial resolution of the camera was found to be inadequately modelled by a 
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Gaussian function with a FWHM of 3.8mm. A more accurate resolution function was 

determined by a least squares fitting as the convolution kernel which converted the AP 

calculated projection into the corresponding experimentally acquired projection. The 

intrinsic efficiency of the camera was found to be 68 ± 1%. 

The AP calculations accurately reproduced the shape of the experimental projections 

for small sources, including the deviations caused by inhomogeneities in the attenuating 

medium. The quantitative accuracy of our calculations was assessed in the case of a 

point source in a water bath and a small spherical source in a water cylinder. We found 

that an intrinsic efficiency of 68% produced agreement to within 2% between the total 

number of counts recorded in AP calculated and experimentally acquired projections. 

The technique also resulted in good relative quantitation for the case of the two
 9 9 m

T c 

sources in the inhomogeneous medium, reproducing the total activity ratio of 1.85:1. 

The results of these experiments coupled with those from the Monte Carlo compar-

isons show that the AP calculation method that we have developed is capable of accu-

rately reproducing the true distribution of photons which would be acquired in SPECT 

projections. Discretization of an extended source distribution into a collection of point 

sources allows for the calculation of the larger source projections as the sum of point 

source projections. The AP technique provides an accurate way to separate primary and 

scattered photons in the projection. This capability has many potential applications one 

of which is the correction for cross-talk in dual-isotope studies. 



C H A P T E R 6 

DU A L ISOTOPE CR O S S -TA L K 

CO R R E C T I O N 

Dual-isotope SPECT studies use two radiopharmaceuticals, each of which has been la-

belled with a different isotope. The purpose of using two different tracers is to examine 

two different aspects of a single physiological parameter or to view two different phys-

iological parameters at the same time. One of the major uses of dual-isotope imaging 

in SPECT is for determining myocardial ischemia using
 2 0 1

T1 and
 99m

Tc-sestamibi (for 

example [162, 163]). Many other uses, however, have also been suggested. For example, 

ventilation-perfusion studies of the lungs [164] can be performed using
 8 1 m

K r gas to show 

open air passages and
 99m

Tc-labelled microspheres to show blood perfusion. Additionally, 

regional cerebral blood flow has been examined using a combination of
 9 9 m

Tc-HMPA0
1 

and
 123

I-IMP
2

 (for example [165]) and a
 1 2 3

I-
2 0 1

T1 combination has been used to deter-

mine parathyroid pathology [166]. 

One major advantage of dual isotope studies is that they can reduce the time required 

to perform a diagnostic scan. With stress-rest heart studies, for instance, it is possible 

1

 Hexamethylpropylene amine oxime 
2

Iodoamphetamine 

136 
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to perform the scan using only
 99m

Tc-sestamibi. A lengthy time is required, however, 

for the isotope used in the first injection to wash out and/or decay before the second 

acquisition is performed. Ideally, the time suggested for this study is two days, but, as 

this is often impractical, alternative single isotope protocols have been developed which 

have shortened the time between scans by varying the dose given in each injection [167]. 

Another possibility, though, is to use two isotopes. Because the gamma rays emitted 

by the two isotopes have different energies, it is possible to distinguish between them 

using appropriately chosen energy windows. Dual isotope procedures can greatly reduce 

the time required to do the diagnostic test because it is not necessary to wait until one 

isotope has disappeared from the patient before doing the second scan. 

Some dual isotope protocols suggest sequential acquisition of the two images [167]. 

The contribution of photons emitted by
 2 0 1

T1 into the
 9 9 m

T c window is small (< 2.9%). 

Therefore, one can acquire a rest image with
 2 0 1

T1 and following this inject the patient 

with
 99m

Tc-sestamibi during stress. The stress image is acquired with a second separate 

SPECT scan. The entire procedure requires approximately two hours. 

Alternatively, the images can be acquired simultaneously. This is a major advantage 

of dual isotope imaging because it provides automatic image co-registration. However, 

while appealing, simultaneous imaging is not in widespread use because it suffers from 

the problem of cross-talk. Cross-talk refers to contamination of the image produced by 

one isotope caused by detection of photons emitted by the second isotope in the energy 

window of the first. A major source of cross-talk is the photons emitted from the higher 

energy isotope which down-scatter into the energy range of the second isotope. The closer 

the energies of the photons emitted by the two isotopes are, the worse is the cross-talk 

contamination. 
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We have chosen to investigate the possibility of correcting for cross-talk in simultane-

ous dual-isotope
 1 2 3

l_
9 9 m

Xc brain imaging. These isotopes can be used for the measure-

ment of regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF). Measurement of rCBF in SPECT has been 

used on patients with cerebrovascular disease (for example [168, 169]) and can provide 

information about at-risk patients suffering from transient ischemic attacks [170]—[172]. 

It is also useful in determining vasodilatory reserve which can indicate a need for sur-

gical interventions such as extracranial-intracranial bypass [173] or evaluate a patient's 

tolerance for permanent vessel sacrifice [174]. One method of measuring vasodilatory 

reserve is to use
 1 3 3

Xe -gas with a dilating agent such as acetazolamide. However, as 

1 3 3

Xe is most commonly delivered as a gas, its availability is limited. An alternative 

is dual-isotope brain "stress-rest" test such as is proposed in [165, 172, 174, 175]. Two 

isotopes suggested for this are
 9 9 m

Tc-HMPAO and
 123

I-IMP (or
 123

I-HIPDM) [172]. 

We have chosen this type of study because it represents a situation in which there 

is a large degree of cross-talk in both directions between the two isotopes which can 

greatly degrade image quality [176, 177]. Because
 1 2 3

I and
 9 9 m

T c emit photons with very 

similar energies (159keV and 140keV respectively), the photopeaks of the two isotopes 

overlap (assuming a typical camera energy resolution of about 10%) even before the 

issue of scatter is considered. This makes it extremely difficult to remove cross-talk 

contamination. 

Different methods have been suggested to correct for cross-talk. One solution [177, 

178] is to determine cross-talk fractions. Similar to scatter fractions, these values indicate 

the ratio between the number of photons detected in the two energy windows. Cross-talk 

is corrected for by scaling the photopeak data by the appropriate fraction and subtracting 

this from the data for the second energy window. It has been shown, however, that the 

spatial distributions of photons from a single isotope in different energy windows are 

different [62] and so this approach is not accurate. A second approach is to use offset 
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windows [172, 174, 179]. For example, [172] uses two 10% asymmetric windows. The 

9 9 m

T c window extends from 126keV-140keV and the
 1 2 3

I window from 159keV-175keV. 

One problem with this approach is that there is a range between the two chosen windows 

in which no data is acquired (in the above example, this excluded region extends from 

140keV-159keV) which greatly reduces the sensitivity of the acquisition; fully half of the 

photopeak of each isotope is not used. 

Other cross-talk correction techniques have been suggested for use with
 2 0 1

 Tl -
9 9 m

T c 

heart imaging: multiple energy window based methods such as TEW (2.2.4) [162, 180, 

181] and subtraction of a filtered version of the
 99m

Tc-image [182]. These approaches 

have not, however, been tested with regards to
 9 9 m

Xc-
1 2 3

I imaging and may be difficult 

to apply due to the similarity of the primary energies of these two isotopes. 

Our approach to this problem is to accurately compute the cross-talk photon distri-

bution for each of the two isotopes. With an accurate estimate of the contamination, 

the cross-talk can be subtracted from the images. This would allow the use of abutting 

energy windows and reduce the loss in sensitivity caused by offset windows. 

With this method, an initial estimate of the source distributions of each isotope is 

made using the uncorrected data in each energy window. Using the spatial information 

about the source distribution but ignoring apparent intensities, the projections for the 

photopeak and cross-talk windows are generated for each of these two estimated source 

distributions. Our method of analytically determining photon distributions is used to 

generate these projections. Employing a technique such as orthogonal distance regres-

sion, the projections are then scaled to fit the experimental data. Once fit, the cross talk 

component can be removed, allowing a corrected image to be reconstructed. Quantita-

tively accurate estimates of the activity of the two sources can also be determined. 

The remainder of this chapter explores the feasibility of this approach and is divided 

into three sections. The first section describes the experiments which we performed. This 
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is followed by a presentation of the results which are analyzed in order to determine the 

absolute activity of the sources. Our conclusions regarding this study are given in the 

third and last section. 

6.1 T H E E X P E R I M E N T S 

The experiments performed in this chapter were all done on two identical Siemens triple 

head SPECT (MS3) cameras. In all cases a low energy ultra high resolution collimator 

(LEUHR) was used. The camera used in the non-homogeneous experiment is the same 

one as was used in Chapter 5 for which the characteristics had already been determined 

(section 5.1). The acceptance function and intrinsic spatial resolution of the second MS3 

camera were assumed to be the same. 

We chose to acquire data in two abutting energy windows. The first was a 14% 

symmetric energy centred on
 9 9 m

Tc. This window extended from 130 keV to 150 keV. 

The width of this window was chosen so that the upper energy limit was approximately 

half way between the energies of the two isotopes (
123

I emits photons with 159keV). The 

second energy window extended from 150 keV to 175 keV. This window was chosen to be 

approximately the same size as the lower energy window with a slight extension on the 

high energy end in order to improve the sensitivity for
 1 2 3

I. The increase in sensitivity 

for
 1 2 3

I was desired because typically the activity of
 1 2 3

I in a brain scan is lower than the 

9 9 m

T c activity. The ratio of
 9 9 m

T c to
 1 2 3

I activity is normally between 3:1 and 7:1 [177]. 

The choice of windows selected for this study is very similar to those in [174] but with 

each window widened to increase sensitivity. 

The three phantom configurations used in these experiments are shown in Figure 6.1. 

The cases we considered were: 

1. Two small spherical sources were placed in a homogeneous water cylinder with 
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a radius of 11.1cm and a height of 21cm. The first sphere (0.46cm radius) was 

filled with 19.4 MBq of
 1 2 3

I and placed at position 1, 5.8cm off-axis in the water 

cylinder as shown in Figure 6.1 A. The second sphere (0.64cm radius) was filled 

with 70.2 MBq of
 9 9 m

T c and placed at position 2, 5.8cm off-axis. 

2. Three spherical sources were placed in the same homogeneous water cylinder. 

Spheres 1 (0.46cm radius) and 3 (0.72cm radius) were filled with
 1 2 3

I to a total 

activity of 19.4 MBq and 26.45 MBq respectively. They were placed at positions 1 

and 3 in Figure 6.1B. Sphere 2 (0.64cm radius) contained 70.2 MBq of
 9 9 m

T c and 

was located at position 2 (Figure 6.IB). The remainder of the phantom was filled 

uniformly with
 9 9 m

T c at an activity concentration of 0.106 MBq/ml for a total 

activity of 679 MBq. 

3. The configuration was the same as in case 2 but with an air bottle (3.5cm radius) 

inserted on one side of the phantom (Position 4 in Figure 6.IB). Spheres 1 and 3 

were filled with 10.1 MBq and 9.8 MBq of
 1 2 3

I respectively while sphere 2 with filled 

with 35.2 MBq of
 9 9 m

Tc. The background activity concentration was 0.051 MBq/ml 

of
 99m

Tc(total activity of 330 MBq). 

The first two experiments (cases 1 and 2) were run sequentially and the sources 

were calibrated at the start of the first experiment. The third experiment (case 3) was 

performed separately. 

In order to obtain good statistics, data was acquired for two hours in cases 1 and 2 

and for a total of four hours in case 3. In all cases, projections were acquired at ±30° 

and ±90° (the locations of the detector for the —30° and —90° projections are shown on 

Figure 6.1. 

In all cases the data in two projections was acquired simultaneously using two of the 

three camera heads. The third head was retracted as far as possible in order to reduce 
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Water 

Water 
Cylinder 

Figure 6.1: The phantom configurations for case 1 (A) and for cases 2 and 3 (B). In 

figure (B), the air cylinder insert is present for case 3 but not for case 2. The air cylinder 

is centred 7.05cm off-axis from the water cylinder placing it against the wall of the 

enclosing cylinder. The air cylinder has a radius of 3.5cm, a length of 10.6cm, touches 

the
 1 2 3

I source (sphere 1), and is centred 35° clockwise from sphere 2. Spheres 1 and 3 

are positioned 60° and 180° clockwise respectively from sphere 2. 
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back-scatter. Data was not acquired with the third head because of the interference of 

the patient bed (the bed was not modelled in the AP calculations) which was used to 

support the phantom during the scan. Each projection was initially acquired in a 512x512 

array but later collapsed to a 64x64 array for comparison with the AP calculations. Each 

pixel in the 64x64 array is 0.72x0.72cm
2

. 

6 .2 A N A L Y S I S 

For this study, the spatial distribution of the sources and the distribution of the attenu-

ation/scattering materials are assumed to be known. In a clinical situation, the spatial 

distribution of the sources would be estimated from a reconstruction of the complete 

SPECT scan with the assumption that cross-talk does not significantly alter the images. 

The map of the attenuating material would be obtained from a preferably simultaneous 

transmission scan or, in the case of brain imaging, it may be sufficient to use a generic 

model of the medium. 

The projections are generated for each source distribution. For each source, the pho-

ton distribution is determined in both energy windows. When calibrating the efficiencies 

of the camera heads, the calculated projections are then scaled by the number of photons 

emitted by the source during the data acquisition. When determining the activity of the 

sources, the projections are scaled by the camera head efficiencies. 

As discussed in Chapter 5, back-scatter from the other camera heads is also detected 

and should be corrected for in order to obtain quantitatively accurate values. We correct 

for the back-scatter in these experiments by fitting a log-linear slope to the extreme wings 

of the profiles (the region of the profile which is beyond the boundaries of the water 

cylinder). The back-scatter within the cylinder is approximated by linearly interpolating 

between the back-scatter levels at the edges of the cylinder and then applying a small 
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correction factor which is fit by the computer. In all of the remaining figures in this 

chapter, the A P profiles are shown both with and without back-scatter correction. 

To fit our calculations to the experimental data, we used the code O D R P A C K (Ver-

sion 2 .01) which is a Fortran based software package for weighted orthogonal distance 

regression. It minimizes the sum of the squared weighted orthogonal distance between a 

set of observations and the surface determined by the fitting parameters. The package is 

described in [183]. The algorithm it uses is presented in detail in [184, 185] and reviewed 

in [186]. 

It was necessary to calibrate the intrinsic efficiencies of the camera heads for the 

two cameras used in these experiments. Therefore, experiment one (case 1) was used to 

calibrate the camera for experiment two (case 2 ) . For experiment three (case 3 ) , the data 

was acquired in two independent sets at each camera head position. The first set was 

used to calibrate the camera head efficiencies and the second to assess quantitatively the 

estimated source activities. 

6 . 2 . 1 Two SPHERE CALIBRATION 

The first experiment was performed using a homogeneous water phantom with one
 1 2 3

I 

source and one
 9 9 m

T c source in a cold background (case 1). This experiment was used to 

calibrate the efficiencies of the camera heads. The efficiencies were determined using each 

projection individually and also by simultaneously fitting all projections corresponding 

to a single camera head. 

The results of the efficiency fits are shown in Table 6.1. For this experiment the data 

at + 3 0 ° and — 9 0 ° were acquired for two hours. The camera was then repositioned and 

the — 3 0 ° and + 9 0 ° projection data were also acquired for two hours. The camera was 

then returned to the first position for an additional half hour acquisition. The efficiency 

factors determined from this last half hour acquisition are consistent with the earlier two 
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Table 6.1:
 1 2 3

I_
9 9 m

Tc cross-talk efficiency factors for two spheres in a cold homogene-

ous background. The parameters k// and k/xc are the efficiency factors for
 1 2 3

I photons 

being detected in the higher (150-175keV)
 1 2 3

I and lower (130-150keV)
 9 9 m

T c energy 

windows respectively while kxd and kxcXc are the corresponding factors for
 9 9 m

T c pho-

tons. The second set of +30°/ — 90° projections, acquired during the last half hour scan, 

are superscripted with a '+'. 

Projection Head k// k/Tc 

-30° 1 0.952±0.019 0.60±0.15 1.38±0.03 0.654±0.01 

+30° 1 0.977±0.015 0.86±0.097 1.34±0.037 0.642±0.01 

-90° 3 0.97±0.02 1.4±0.07 0.849±0.079 0.599±0.012 

+90° 2 0.954±0.015 0.631±0.035 1.30±0.064 0.627±0.013 

+30
ot 

1 0.957±0.015 0.552±0.099 1.495±0.037 0.647±0.012 

-90
o t 

3 0.965±0.024 1.57±0.089 0.787±0.08 0.593±0.013 

Simultaneous 1 0.966±0.016 0.734±0.099 1.41±0.033 0.651±0.011 

Simultaneous 3 0.968±0.024 1.418±0.075 0.860±0.078 0.600±0.013 

hour acquisition indicating stability of the camera over the duration of the experiment. 

The values in Table 6.1 corresponding to acquisition of the photopeak window data, 

kjj and kxcTc, are more consistent than the efficiencies determined for the non-photopeak 

windows where the statistics from the cross-talk distributions are much lower. Also, many 

of the values in Table 6.1 differ significantly from the expected value of 70-75%. There 

are a couple of possible sources for these discrepancies. 

One source is the energy calibration of the camera. With the cameras we were using, 

it was not possible to calibrate the two energy windows simultaneously and consequently 

one or both of the windows may have been positioned incorrectly. Erroneously positioned 

windows would cause the ranges of photon energies recorded in the two windows during 

the experimental acquisitions to be shifted slightly from the ranges used for the AP 

calculations. This may have caused the discrepencies seen in Table 6.1 between our 

measured values and the expected efficiencies. 
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A second possibility is related to the method of calculation used to determine the 

photon distributions. Our calculations assume that the detected photon energy is dis-

tributed normally about the true energy with a F W H M of 1 0 % . The true distribution 

is not exactly Gaussian. A deviation from the normal distribution will cause changes in 

the apparent efficiency which will be more noticeable with the windows positioned off 

the photopeak. 

It will also be noted that the efficiencies for the camera heads differ significantly from 

one another (note for instance the cross-talk efficiencies for heads 1 and 3 ) . This is due in 

part to differences in camera characteristics but also possibly related to the fact that the 

Siemens cameras calibrate the positions of the energy peaks for each detector separately. 

Examples of the fits acquired using these factors are shown in Figure 6.2. This figure 

shows the horizontal, semi-log profile through the + 3 0 ° projection. To reduce the noise 

in the wings of the experimental data, the three rows centred on the peaks were summed 

together. 

6 . 2 . 2 HOMOGENEOUS PHANTOM 

Using the mean efficiency factors determined in section 6 .2.1 , the absolute source activi-

ties for the homogeneous phantom with three sources in a warm background (case 2) were 

evaluated. This experiment was performed immediately following the efficiency calibra-

tion experiment. Table 6.2 contains the true activities of the sources used, as determined 

with a well counter and corrected for decay and acquisition times. These activities are 

given as billions ( 1 0 9 ) of photons emitted by the source during the acquisition and have 

been decay corrected. 

The A P calculations were fit to the experimental data using the efficiency factors from 

the simultaneous fits of camera heads 1 and 3 and the fit for camera head 2 (Table 6.1). 

Each of the four projections was first fit individually. Secondly, the — 3 0 ° and + 9 0 ° 
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Figure 6.2: Profiles of the +30° projection for the two sphere dual-isotope calibration 

experiment. Shown are the profiles in both the high (HI) and low (LO) energy windows. 

The experimental results are labelled with Exp and the AP calculations with AP. The 

AP calculation corrected for the back-scatter of photons off the other camera heads is 

shown by the APback line. 
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Table 6.2: True number of photons (xlO
9

) emitted by the
 1 2 3

I and
 9 9 m

T c sources during 

the experiment using the phantom configuration in case 2. The numbers have been 

decay corrected and adjusted for the acquisition time. Two scans were performed and 

data acquired first at -30° and +90° and then at +30° and -90°. 

Projection 

Angle 

123J 

Sphere 1 

99m r£ 

Sphere 2 

123J 

Sphere 3 

99m >j\ 
Background 

-30° / +90° 96.30 226.12 131.53 2206.54 

+30° / -90° 85.79 176.27 117.18 1720.08 

Table 6.3: Estimated number of photons (xlO
9

) emitted by the
 1 2 3

I and
 9 9 m

T c sources 

during the experiment using the phantom configuration in case 2 as determined by the 

ODRPACK fitting routine (see text). 

Projection 

Angle 

123J 

Sphere 1 

99m r£ 

Sphere 2 

123J 

Sphere 3 

99m 

Background 

-30° 98.7±2.5 248.8±6.4 120.9±9.8 2244.6±54.7 

+90° 97.2±3.5 257.2±13.4 127.7±4.2 2225.6±130.6 

+30° 87.9±1.9 182.5±5.4 117.0±4.5 1800.5±59.1 

-90° 90.9±3.3 211.8±4.9 128.5±3.9 1828.3±100.1 

Scan 1 96.4±2.9 234.6±7.5 127.7±4.0 2194.4±89.1 

Scan 2 86.7±2.4 186.5±5.2 120.2±4.2 1881.4±74.5 

All 97.1±2.8 236.5±7.5 129.5±4.3 2255.6±75.4 

projections were fit simultaneously as were the +30° and —90° projections. Finally, all 

four projections were simultaneously fit. In this last fit, the activities for the second 

scan are adjusted to bring them into accordance with the activities of the first scan. 

For example, the fit parameter for Sphere 1 is scaled by 96.30/85.79 so that a result of 

96.30xl0
9

 photons corresponds to 85.79xl0
9

 emitted photons. The results of these fits 

are given in Table 6.3. 

As can be seen from this table the accuracy of the determined activities improves 

as more of the projections are taken into account. Although the fits to the individual 
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Table 6.4: Percentage differences and the difference in standard deviations (s.d.) be-

tween the calculated and the true number of emitted photons for the fit using all four 

projections. 

123J 

Sphere 1 

99m IJ\ 

Sphere 2 

123J 

Sphere 3 Background 

Percent Difference 0.83 4.59 -1.54 2.22 

Difference (s.d.) 0.286 1.384 -0.472 0.651 

projections are roughly correct, they contain differences from the true values of up to 

14%. However, the fit which was done using all four projections simultaneously is accurate 

within 4.6% of the true values. For this fit, the true activities all lie within 1.4 standard 

deviations of the fitted values. Table 6.4 summarizes the differences between these final 

fitted values and the true number of emitted photons. 

Using the fitted activities from the simultaneous fit of all four projections and the 

corresponding efficiencies from Table 6.1, a final projection was created for each of the four 

experimentally acquired projections. Horizontal profiles through each of these four are 

shown in Figures 6.3-6.6. In each of the figures, the three rows centred on the peak have 

been summed to reduce noise in the wings of the experimental data. Each image shows 

the experimental data, the calculated projection, the estimate of the back-scatter, and 

the calculated projection corrected for the back-scatter. All of these images demonstrate 

excellent agreement between the results of our calculations and the experimental data. 

Once it is possible to accurately predict the number and distribution of cross-talk 

photons in a projection, they can be corrected for. A simple method of doing this is to 

subtract them, either from the original data or the calculated data. One difficulty with 

subtraction is that it increases the noise in the image. An alternative to subtraction 

is, therefore, to simply use the fitted projections, without the cross-talk component in 

performing the image reconstruction. In either case, it is possible to produce a cross-talk 
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Figure 6.3: Profiles of the —30° projection for the three sources within an active homo-

geneous background (case 2). Shown are the profiles in both the high (HI) and low (LO) 

energy windows. The experimental results are labelled with Exp and the AP calcula-

tions with AP. The AP calculation corrected for the back-scatter of photons off the other 

camera heads is shown by the APback line. 
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Figure 6.4: The +30° projections from the three spheres in a warm homogeneous back-
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free image. 

As an example, Figure 6.7 shows the profile through the projection at +30°. The 

original projection is shown, as is the original projection with the cross-talk subtracted, 

and the calculated projection without the cross-talk component. 

6 . 2 . 3 NON-HOMOGENEOUS PHANTOM 

The experiment with the non-homogeneous phantom (case 3) was performed on a different 

camera than the experiments with the homogeneous phantom. It was necessary, therefore, 

to recalibrate the efficiencies for the different camera heads. This was done by performing 

the data acquisition in two steps at each camera position. Four projections were again 

acquired at ±30° and ±90° by using two of the detectors at each of two different camera 

positions. 

The data at —30° and +90° was acquired first for one hour and then for three hours 

and the data at +30° and —90° was acquired in two two hour blocks. The first data 

sets acquired at each position were used to calibrate the efficiency of the camera heads 

while the second data sets were used to determine the source activity. Table 6.5 gives the 

camera efficiencies determined using each projection separately and also by simultaneous 

fitting of all data associated with each head. 

This camera is the same one as was used for the experiments in Chapter 5. We 

note that the efficiencies for the
 9 9 m

T c photons being detected in the
 9 9 m

T c photopeak 

window, kxcTc, agree very well with the efficiency previously determined for the camera 

(68.7%) despite the differences in the width of the energy window. 

It can also be noted that the efficiencies determined for heads 1 and 2, while similar 

to those found for heads 1 and 2 on the camera used in the homogeneous experiment, are 

sufficiently different that it would not be possible to use the previous values to analyse 

this data. This is as expected, given that the individual heads on a single camera also 
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Figure 6.7: Cross-talk correction. Semi-log profiles through the +30° projection for case 2 

are shown. The Exp line shows the original experimental data while the AP calculation 

of the projection without the cross-talk components is shown with the AP-NoXtalk line. 

The experimental data with the AP calculated cross-talk subtracted off is shown with 

the Exp-NoXtalk line. Profiles are given for both the high energy (HI) and low energy 

(LO) windows. 
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Table 6.5:
 1 2 3

I-
9 9

™Tc cross-talk efficiency factors for the non-homogeneous phantom 

experiment (case 3). 

Projection Head k/ / k j c / k/Tc kjcTc 

-30° 1 0.785±0.021 0.588±0.127 1.354±0.093 0.627±0.010 

+30° 2 0.913±0.015 0.662±0.034 1.313±0.185 0.661±0.015 

-90° 1 0.820±0.012 0.543±0.042 1.309±0.097 0.663±0.009 

+90° 2 0.862±0.019 0.846±0.124 1.162±0.084 0.659±0.012 

Simultaneous 1 0.802±0.017 0.514±0.085 1.374±0.083 0.653±0.010 

Simultaneous 2 0.893±0.017 0.696±0.056 1.286±0.135 0.668±0.014 

Table 6.6: True number of photons (xlO
9

) emitted by the
 1 2 3

I and
 9 9 m

T c sources during 

the experiment using the phantom configuration in case 3. The numbers have been decay 

corrected and adjusted for the length of the acquisition. Two scans were performed and 

data acquired first at -30° and +90° and second at +30° and -90°. 

Projection 

Angle 

1 2 3 J 

Sphere 1 

99m r p c 

, Sphere 2 

1 2 3 J 

Sphere 3 

99m r p c 

Background 

-30° / +90° 86.17 , 242.01 83.48 2277.54 

+30° / -90° 39.37 82.26 38.14 774.17 

differ, and further indicates the need to properly calibrate each camera. 

The activities of the sources for the second sets of data are given in Table 6.6, ex-

pressed in terms of billions of photons emitted. Similar to the homogeneous experiment, 

the four projections were then fit to the AP calculated projections to determine source 

activity. The fits were done individually to each projection, simultaneously for the two 

projections acquired at the same time, and also simultaneously with all four projections. 

For the last simultaneous fit, the fit parameters were adjusted so that the number of 

photons emitted corresponds to the number emitted during the three hour acquisition 

(Scan 1: projections —30° and +90°). The fitted activities are given in Table 6.7. 

As with the homogeneous experiment, the fits obtained using multiple projections 
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Table 6.7: Estimated number of photons (xlO
9

) emitted by the
 1 2 3

I and "™Tc sources 

during the experiment using the non-homogeneous phantom configuration (case 3) as 

determined by the ODRPACK fitting routine (see text). 

Projection Head 123j 99m rjip 123j 99m'ji^, 

Angle Sphere 1 Sphere 2 Sphere 3 Background 

-30° 1 94.53± 2.35 245.34± 5.87 110.25±10.00 2275.22±98.16 

+90° 1 95.05± 3.72 281.68±11.62 96.45± 4.02 2334.18±148.93 

+30° 2 41.49± 1.56 84.22± 2.33 41.36± 3.18 817.90±51.87 

-90° 2 36.80± 0.96 86.83± 2.02 36.31± 1.64 731.21±27.67 

Scan 1 1 89.81± 2.95 249.36± 8.68 94.95± 5.04 2402.70±135.7 

Scan 2 2 39.15± 1.31 84.81± 2.49 38.19± 2.43 812.17±34.11 

All - 88.47± 3.04 249.37± 8.38 91.23± 5.20 2402.31±144.23 

Table 6.8: Percentage differences and the difference in standard deviations (s.d.) be-

tween the calculated and the true number of emitted photons for the fit using all four 

projections. 

123J 

Sphere 1 

99mfp c 

Sphere 2 

123J 

Sphere 3 

99m 'Jij, 

Background 

Percent Difference 2.67 3.04 9.28 5.48 

Difference (s.d.) 0.757 0.878 1.490 0.865 

tended to be more accurate than those found with a single projection. The number of 

emitted photons determined using fits to a single projection differed from the true values 

by up to 16%. Using all of the projections, however, resulted in differences no larger than 

9.3% (1.5 standard deviations). Table 6.8 summarizes these values for the fit which was 

made using all four projections. 

We also note that all of the resultant activities are slightly high, indicating that per-

haps the efficiencies determined were slightly lower than the actual values. Increasing all 

of the efficiencies by 2%, approximately one standard deviation in the k// and krcTc effi-

ciency values, improves the resultant fit to the true number of photons by approximately 
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Table 6.9: Simultaneous fit to all four non-homogeneous projections using efficiency 

values scaled by +2%. 

123J 

Sphere 1 

99m 'p£ 

Sphere 2 

123j 

Sphere 3 

99m rj\ 

Background 

Emitted photons (xlO
9

) 86.68±3.05 244.49±8.22 89.47±4.87 2355.26±141.51 
Percent Difference 0.59 1.02 7.18 3.41 

Difference (s.d.) 0.167 0.302 1.230 0.549 

2%. These adjusted results are shown in Table 6.9. 

Profiles through the four projections are shown in Figures 6.8-6.11. Each profile 

shows the experimental result, the AP calculated result, the estimate of the back-scatter, 

and the back-scatter corrected AP result. All figures demonstrate an excellent agreement 

between the experimental profiles and the AP calculated ones. 

Once again, it is possible to correct for the cross-talk contamination either by sub-

traction from the experimental data or by use of the fitted AP-calculated projections 

with the cross-talk component exactly removed. An example of this correction for the 

non-homogeneous phantom experiment is shown in Figure 6.12 using the +90° projection. 

6 . 3 S U M M A R Y 

Simultaneous dual-isotope scanning is a valuable technique for nuclear medicine diagno-

sis. It reduces the time required for diagnostic tests over sequential or single-isotope scan-

ning and consequently reduces its cost. Additionally, it produces perfectly co-registered 

images which can aid in diagnostic evaluation. In this chapter, we performed a feasibility 

study on a technique for acquiring dual-isotope images. This approach uses data acquired 

in abutted energy windows and corrected for cross-talk contamination through use of an 
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Figure 6.8: Profiles of the —30° projection for the three sources within an active inho-

mogeneous background (case 3). Shown are the profiles in both the high (HI) and low 

(LO) energy windows. The experimental results are labelled with Exp and the AP cal-

culations with AP. The AP calculation corrected for the back-scatter of photons off the 

other camera heads is shown by the APback line. 
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Figure 6.9: The +30° projections from the three spheres in a warm inhomogeneous 

background experiment (case 3). Shown are the profiles in both the high (HI) and 

low (LO) energy windows. The experimental results are labelled with Exp and the AP 

calculations with AP. The AP calculation corrected for the back-scatter of photons off 

the other camera heads is shown by the APback line. 
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Figure 6.10: The —90° projections from the three spheres in a warm inhomogeneous 

background experiment (case 3). Shown are the profiles in both the high (HI) and 

low (LO) energy windows. The experimental results are labelled with Exp and the AP 

calculations with AP. The AP calculation corrected for the back-scatter of photons off 

the other camera heads is shown by the APback line. 
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Figure 6.11: The +90° projections from the three spheres in a warm inhomogeneous 

background experiment (case 3). Shown are the profiles in both the high (HI) and 

low (LO) energy windows. The experimental results are labelled with Exp and the AP 

calculations with AP. The AP calculation corrected for the back-scatter of photons off 

the other camera heads is shown by the APback line. 
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Figure 6.12: Cross-talk correction. Semi-log profiles through the —90° projection for 

case 3 are shown. The Exp line shows the original experimental data while the AP calcu-

lation of the projection without the cross-talk components is shown with the AP-NoXtalk 

line. The experimental data with the AP calculated cross-talk subtracted off is shown 

with the Exp-NoXtalk line. Profiles are given for both the high energy (HI) and low 

energy (LO) windows. 
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accurate analytical calculation of the cross-talk photon distributions. An important ad-

vantage of this approach is that it does not reduce the camera sensitivity through the 

use of offset energy windows. 

We performed phantom experiments using multiple small sources within both a homo-

geneous and a non-homogeneous medium. We were able to accurately calculate the pho-

ton distributions and consequently correct for cross-talk either through subtraction of 

the cross-talk estimate from the experimental data or through use of the calculated pro-

jections with the cross-talk components exactly removed. The absolute activity of the 

sources within phantoms were determined to within 5 % of the true values for both the 

homogeneous and non-homogeneous cases. 



C H A P T E R 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this work, we have developed a method of analytically computing the photon distri-

bution in SPECT projections. This last chapter begins with a brief description of the 

method. The summary will be followed by a discussion of the current applicability of the 

work indicating its capabilities and limitations. A third section will outline some of the 

directions that can be explored as possible future extensions of the technique. The final 

conclusions are presented in the fourth section. 

7.1 S U M M A R Y OF W O R K 

A technique has been described (Chapter 3) which permits the analytical calculation of 

photon distributions in SPECT projections. This technique is based upon Klein-Nishina 

formula for Compton (incoherent) scatter and the Rayleigh equation with associated 

form factors for coherent scattering. It employs precalculated camera-specific reference 

tables to reduce the real-time computation time of the distributions. Through use of a 

pixelized attenuation map, it takes into account patient dependent inhomogeneities in the 

attenuating/ scattering medium. The method uses physically reasonable approximations 

165 
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to increase the speed of the higher order scatter calculations. It also makes an approx-

imate correction for the effects of Compton-Rayleigh interference on the coherent form 

factors. Though only first and second order scatter were directly computed in this work, 

the technique can be extended to calculate third and higher order scatter distributions 

if desired. 

The technique has been validated with respect to two Monte Carlo simulators (EGS4 

and SIMSET). It agreed with the Monte Carlo simulators to the same degree as the 

two Monte Carlo techniques agreed with one another (at approximately the two percent 

error level). Some small discrepancies which were observed near object boundaries are 

associated with the use of voxelized descriptions of the attenuating/scattering medium. 

The speed of the method was determined to be between 20 and 150 times faster than 

Monte Carlo simulations for small source distributions. 

Our method was also validated for accuracy with respect to phantom experiments 

performed using a Siemens MS3 triple head SPECT camera system. The camera charac-

teristics were evaluated experimentally and camera specific lookup tables were generated. 

The experimentally determined intrinsic efficiency factor of 68.7% yielded an absolute 

quantitative accuracy of 2% in the total number of counts recorded in the projection. 

The AP technique also reproduced the relative activity for a two source acquisition. 

Finally, we applied our approach of calculating photon distributions to the problem 

of cross-talk in dual-isotope SPECT scans. Using several small sources in both homogen-

eous and non-homogeneous media with warm and cold backgrounds, it was shown that 

it is possible to determine camera efficiencies which allow accurate reproduction of pho-

ton cross-talk distributions and also accurate quantitative determination of the source 

strengths. An accuracy of approximately 5% in the determination of the source activi-

ties was achieved using four projections. Our ability to accurately reproduce dual-isotope 

projections allows for the generation of cross-talk free images through techniques such as 
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subtraction of the cross-talk distributions from the experimental projections or through 

use of the calculated projections with exact removal of the cross-talk component. 

7.2 C U R R E N T A P P L I C A B I L I T Y 

At present, our technique is capable of accurately reproducing photon distributions in 

projections acquired with SPECT cameras. It has immediate application as a possible 

alternative to Monte Carlo simulation as it produces a distribution with more uniform 

noise characteristics and does so faster than Monte Carlo for small source distributions. 

The technique also has potential application as a research tool in SPECT scatter 

correction and in the correction of cross-talk contamination in dual-isotope (or multiple-

isotope) SPECT scans. Our method produces separate distributions for the scattered 

and unscattered photons and as such can provide a low-error estimate of the scatter (or 

cross-talk) in a projection. As an example of this, consider Figures 7.1-7.2. Figure 7.1 

reproduces the projection at +30° for the dual-isotope experiment using the inhomoge-

neous medium (case 3). Our calculation of this projection is broken down in Figure 7.2, 

showing the contribution of each separate component to each of the two projections. 

Figure 7.3 shows the experimental data corrected first for cross-talk and then for scat-

ter and back-scatter. Also shown on this figure is our calculation of the corresponding 

components. 

Our technique does have its limitations. Monte Carlo simulation is able to produce a 

high noise image quite quickly whereas our approach is a fixed time calculation. Monte 

Carlo does not have the overhead cost which we do, that is, the time needed for pre-

calculating the look-up tables required by our method. Thus, for investigations where 

system parameters are being frequently altered or where only a few simulations are being 

performed, Monte Carlo simulation may still be the most efficient approach to use. It 
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Figure 7.1: For the reader's convenience, Figure 6.9 has been reproduced here. The figure 

shows the agreement between the experimental results and the AP calculated results for 

the +30° projection from the inhomogeneous dual-isotope experiment. This projection 

is decomposed and corrected in Figures 7.2 and 7.3. 
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subtracted off. The AP-only curve shows the unscattered photon distribution with no 

cross-talk contamination. Although subtraction increases the noise in the image, both 

corrections markedly improve the accuracy of the projection data. 
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is when large numbers of simulations are being run on a fixed camera system, that our 

technique is most advantageous. 

Our approach also does not presently compete well with Monte Carlo for the sim-

ulation of extended source distributions. We feel that this difficulty is not, however, 

inherent to the technique. The codes used in this thesis were developed for the calcu-

lation of point-like sources. Distributed sources can be broken down into a collection 

of point sources and, therefore, photon distributions can be calculated for them by sim-

ply repeating the point-source calculation numerous times. This simple technique is the 

method used in this thesis to generate projections for large sources. This approach is, 

however, quite slow and has in no way been optimized. By independently computing 

the distributions for numerous point sources within the same attenuating medium, one 

performs many redundant calculations such as the repeated determination of the attenu-

ation of photons through a given section of the scattering/attenuating medium. A more 

efficient implementation of this technique for large sources could eliminate many of these 

redundant calculation and greatly improve calculation times. 

Finally, although the technique is currently too slow for clinical implementation in 

either scatter or cross-talk correction, it has a great deal of potential in these directions. 

In clinical protocols, the camera system is fixed and what changes from scan to scan is the 

patient tissue density distribution and the source distribution. This means that only one 

set of look-up tables would be required and possibly periodic recalibration of the camera 

efficiency (implementable as part of the regular quality control regimen). The actual 

time of calculation issue is not as serious. The implementation of the code, as discussed 

above, for large sources and multiple projections has not yet been optimized and there 

remains much room there for speed improvements. Additionally, computer technology 

is rapidly advancing and the computation speed of reasonably priced readily available 

workstations is improving steadily. The times quoted in this thesis are for calculation on 
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a Sun SparclO workstation. An Intel Pentium Pro 200MHz machine runs approximately 

three times faster than this workstation and is available for a few thousand dollars. 

7.3 F U T U R E DIRECTIONS 

The work presented in this thesis is complete. Nevertheless, there are still many avenues 

of investigation which could be followed to extend and improve upon it, reducing some 

of the limitations described in the previous section (section 7.2). Improvement in the 

calculation time required for the reference tables would greatly increase the general ap-

plicability of this method. The numerical integration techniques used to generate the 

values in our tables were fairly basic ones and as the functions that are being evaluated 

are quite smooth and regular, we feel intuitively that improvements should be possi-

ble. In the same light, optimization of the codes for extended source distributions and 

multiple projections would also increase the speed of the technique and hence its useful-

ness and even potentially render the technique clinically applicable on currently available 

computers. 

There is also more work that could be done validating the clinical usefulness of this 

technique with regards to scatter and cross-talk correction. The dual-isotope investi-

gation performed in Chapter 6 was only a feasibility study and while producing very 

encouraging results, it should also be extended. It is necessary to test the technique in 

the context of a full SPECT simulation with more clinically appropriate scan times. The 

times used in our feasibility study were chosen to acquire high statistics data in order 

to assess the accuracy of the technique. They are, however, much too long for clinical 

practice. Also, the sources used in the study were small and distinct. Overlapping ex-

tended sources should also be tested. Because of the difficulty in resolving this type of 

distribution, the ability to compute large source distributions efficiently for a full set of 
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SPECT projections may be required. 

7.4 F I N A L W O R D 

The aim of this work was to produce an accurate and fast method of generating esti-

mates of the scattered photon distribution in SPECT projections. We have succeeded 

in producing a method which is accurate to within a few percent of both Monte Carlo 

simulated results and experimentally acquired data. The technique is faster than another 

similar analytical technique and faster than Monte Carlo simulation for small source dis-

tributions. Code optimization for extended sources and multiple projections will soon 

bring the speed of this approach to a level where practical clinical application is possible. 

The method is applicable in many different areas of SPECT imaging. It can act 

as an alternative to Monte Carlo simulation for the investigation of scatter and scatter 

correction. Additionally, it calculates scatter (and photon) distributions which can be 

used in both scatter correction and dual-isotope cross-talk removal. 
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A P P E N D I X A 

T H E A P C A L C U L A T I O N C O D E S 

This appendix contains some of the computer codes which were developed to implement 

the technique discussed in this work. The code is written in the C language. 

The first code is that which generates the projections in real-time using the lookup 

tables described in Chapter 3. The second and third code are used to generate additional 

reference tables for the first code. The fourth code listed here was that used to generate 

the attenuation and electron density maps for the phantom configurations used in Chap-

ters 4-6. The last code included here is that which generated the main lookup tables for 

first order Compton scattering. The codes for generating the second order scatter and 

first order Rayleigh scatter are not included here as they are similar in structure to the 

code for generating the first order lookup table. 

A . l D U A L H X P . C 

This C code, entitled dualhxp.c generates SPECT projections in real-time. It assumes 

a point source distribution whose location specified by the user on the command line. 

The program references pregenerated lookup tables which specify the probability that a 

scattered photon is detected in the collimator. A number of parameters for the code can 
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be altered in the parameter file which is read in at the time of execution. The name of 

the parameter file is also specified on the command line. 

/* Program to compute the scatter from a point source */ 
/* Last modified April 3rd, 1997 */ 
/* program dualhxp.c */ 
/* This code encorporates the unscattered calculation with 1st and 2nd */ 
/* scatter calculation. */ 
/* Uses parameter input f i l e 'dualhxp.param' */ 
/* Does NOT do a separate Rayleigh calculation */ 
/* Is for the new format lookup - tables */ 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <math.h> 

#define DIM 64 
#define pi 3.1415927 
#define ZERO l.e-8 
#define ZEROSq l.e-12 
#define ZEROSTQ l.e-15 
#define SMALL l.e-4 

#define CODIST 4.5125 /* Effective Collimator thickness in cm */ 
/* Coll Thick + Crystal Thick */ 

#define PATHSIZE 9*DC0MAX*PATHMAX 
#define MULUNGDEF 0.03929 
#define MUBONEDEF 0.24767 
#define RHOLUNGDEF 0.0008635 
#define RH0B0NEDEF 0.0052668 
#define tanAA 0.043660943 /* tan(2.5 deg) */ 
#define SILVL l.e-4 
#define SIN 10 
#define SINCNTMAX 200001 
#define Kr 5 
#define Krm (Kr-1) 
#define LINEMAX 12 
#define StrSz 80 
#define StrSz2 30 

#define Lookup(ll,12,13,14,15) lookup[(11)*6*10*46+(13)*10*46+(14)*46+(15)] 
#define Lookup2(ll,12,13,14,15) lookup2[(ll)*6*10*46+(13)*10*46+(14)*46+(15)] 
#define Attarr(ll,12,13) attarr[(13)*DIM*DIM+(11)*DIM+(12)] 
#define Elecdens(11,12,13) elecdens[(13)*DIM*DIM+(li)*DIM+(12)] 
#define LookSz 41*6*10*46 
#define MaxCSO 41 
#define MaxCSP 46 

/* Initialization of constants and matricies and global variables*/ 

float *lookup, *lookup2, *pathlen, *enrgval; 
short *pathdir; 
float *dcs0val, *dcspval; 
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float *attarr, *elecdens; 
float Fofxi[10001]={0.}; 
double psiz[3], psizl[3]; 
double alpha,InitEner; 

float *muvals,*rhovals,mudiff,Cradrot,COLLDIST,EVALSZ, MAXENRG; 
int centx=DIM/2,centy=DIM/2,centz=DIM/2; 
int DCOMAX, PATHMAX, EFSIZE; 
int idl,id2,tag; 
int ic2,icl,ic0; 

/* Prototype a l l functions */ 
int getattarr (float **x, char * ) ; 
int getelecdens (float **x, char * ) ; 
void getnxtsum (int 12, char *adlkl); 
void getnxtsumll (int 12, char *adlk2); 
void getpathlen (char *,char *.float * * ) ; 
void getpathdir (char *,char * ) ; 
void getenrgval (char *,char *,float * * ) ; 
void getFofxi(char * ) ; 
void initdcsOval (void); 
int dcs0_2ind(float val); 
void initdcspval (void); 
int dcsp_2ind(float val); 
void wrtatslice (int,int * ) ; 
double lef f d i s t (int I[3],double in[3].double fnl[3].double Ener); 
double meffdist (int I[3],double in[3].double fnl[3].double Ener); 
double neffdist (int I[3].double in[3].double fnl[3].double *,double Ener); 
double interp(double a,double fa,double b,double fb,double c 

.double fc.double x); 
double quadinterp(double a,double fa,double b,double fb,double c 

.double fc,double x); 
double findmu(float attval,double Enrg); 
double etalvl(int 11,int 12, int 13, double eta, int *e, 

double dcsppix, int *d); 
double etalvl2(int 11,int 12, int 13, double eta, int *e, 

double dcsppix, int *d); 
double dcsplvl(int 11,int 12, int 13, int 14, double dcsppix, int *d); 
double dcsplvl2(int 11,int 12, int 13, int 14, double dcsppix, int *d); 
double findgfact(double *,double *, double *, double *, double *,int A); 
double functn(double cs,double dc, double n i l ) ; 
double trapz (double (*func)(double aa,double bb, double cc), 

double a, double b, double s.int it,double spos, 
double dpos, int dex); 

void polint(double *xa,double *ya, int n, double x, double *y,double *dy); 
double qcom2integ(double s, double c, double d); 
double qcom3integ(double s, double c, double d); 

/* Subroutines Definitions */ 

int getattarr (float **x, char *fname) 
{ FILE *inf; 

float *xtmp,*ytmp; 
int nvals,i,res=l; 
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i f ( ( i n f = fopen(fname,"r"))H 
printf ("Reading attenuation map: '*/,s'\n" , fname ) ; 
xtmp=(float *)calloc(l,sizeof(float)); 
fread(xtmp,sizeof(float),l,inf); 
nvals=irint(*xtmp); 
free(xtmp); 
xtmp=(float *)calloc(nvals,sizeof(float)); 
fread(xtmp,sizeof(float),nvals,inf); 
if(nvals<3) { ytmp=(float *)calloc(3,sizeof(float)); 

*ytmp= *xtmp; 
if(nvals>l) *(ytmp+l)=*(xtmp+l); else *(ytmp+1)=MULUNGDEF; 
if(nvals>2) *(ytmp+2)=*(xtmp+2); else *(ytmp+2)=MUBONEDEF; 
free(xtmp); 
xtmp=ytmp;} 
mudiff= *(xtmp+2) - *(xtmp); 
printf (" */,d Values -> H20:*/.g LUNG:*/.g BONE:Xg\n", nvals, 
*(xtmp), *(xtmp+l), *(xtmp+2)); 
*x=xtmp; 
xtmp=(float *)calloc(5,sizeof(float)); 
fread(xtmp,sizeof(float),5,inf); 
for(i=0;i<3;i++) psiz[i]=*(xtmp+i); 
printf(" Psize = (,/.g,'/.g,,/.g)\n",psizCO] ,psiz[l] ,psiz[2] ); 
Cradrot = *(xtmp+3); i=irint(*(xtmp+4)); 
printf (" Collimator radius of rotation: '/.g (cm)\n" ,Cradrot); 
if(i!=DIM) printf ("ERROR: map f i l e dimension C/.d) != DIM\n",i); 
free(xtmp); 
fread(attarr,sizeof(float),DIM*DIM*DIM,inf); 
fclose(inf);} 

else{ 
printf ("ERROR: Trouble reading ''/,s' f ile\n" .fname); 
res=0;} 

return(res); 
} 

int getelecdens (float **x, char *fname) 
{ FILE *inf; 

float *xtmp,*ytmp; 
int nvals,i,res=l; 

i f ( ( i n f = fopen(fname,"r"))H 
printf ("Reading electron density map: ''/,s'\n", fname); 
xtmp=(float *)calloc(l,sizeof(float)); 
fread(xtmp,sizeof(float),l.inf); 
nvals=irint(*xtmp); 
free(xtmp); 
xtmp=(float *)calloc(nvals,sizeof(float)); 
fread(xtmp,sizeof(float),nvals,inf); 
if(nvals<3) { ytmp=(float *)calloc(3,sizeof(float)); 

*ytmp= *xtmp; 

if(nvals>l) *(ytmp+l)=*(xtmp+l); else *(ytmp+1)=RHOLUNGDEF; 
if(nvals>2) *(ytmp+2)=*(xtmp+2); else *(ytmp+2)=RHOBONEDEF; 
free(xtmp); 
xtmp=ytmp;} 

printf (" Electron Density H20:'/.g LUNG:'/.g BONE:*/.g\n", 
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*(xtmp), *(xtmp+l), *(xtmp+2)); 

*x=xtmp; 
xtmp=(float *)calloc(5,sizeof(float)); 
fread(xtmp,sizeof(float),5,inf); 
i=irint(*(xtmp+4)); 
if(i!=DIM) printf("ERROR: map f i l e dimension C/.d) != DIM\n",i); 
free(xtmp); 
fread(elecdens,sizeof(float),DIM*DIM*DIM,inf); 
fclose(inf);} 

else{ 
printf ("ERROR: Trouble reading ''/,s' file\n",fname); 
res=0;} 

return(res); 
} 

void getnxtsum (int 12, char *adlkl) 
{ FILE *redf; 

char name[80]; 
sprintf (name, "'/.s'/.d.mat'/,2.2d", adlkl, 12, tag) ; 
if((redf = fopen(name,"r"))H 

/* printf ("Reading look-up table from f i l e : ''/.s'\n" ,name) ;*/ 
fread(lookup,LookSz,sizeof(float),redf); 

fclose(redf);} 
else{ 

printf ("ERROR: Unable to read look-up table: ''/,s> f i l e . \n" ,name); 
} 

> 

void getnxtsumll (int 12, char *adlk2) 
{ FILE *redf; 

char name[80]; 
sprintf (name, '"/.s'/.d. mat7.2.2d" , adlk2,12, tag); 
if((redf = fopen(name,"r"))){ 

/* printf ("Reading look-up table from f i l e : 'V.s '\n" ,name); */ 
fread(lookup2,LookSz,sizeof(float),redf); 

fclose(redf);} 
else{ 

printf("ERROR: Unable to read look-up table: 'V.s' file.\n".name); 
} 

} 

void getpathlen (char *root, char *fname, float **plen) 
{ FILE *redf; 

char name[80]; 
float *ftmp,*x; 

ftmp=(float *)calloc(3,sizeof(float)); 
if(ftmp==NULL) printf("Can't allocate enough space!!!\n"); 
sprintf (name, '"/.s/'/.s" .root ,f name); 
if((redf = fopen(name,"r"))H 

/* printf ("Reading attenuation path lengths from: '*/,s '\n" ,name); */ 
fread(ftmp,3,sizeof(float),redf); 
DC0MAX= irint(*(ftmp)); PATHMAX= irint(*(ftmp+i)); C0LLDIST= *(ftmp+2); 
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x=(float *)calloc(PATHSIZE,sizeof(float)); 
fread(x,PATHSIZE,sizeof(float),redf); 
*plen=x; 
fclose(redf);> 

else{ 

printf ("ERROR: Unable to read path lengths f i l e : "/.s'\n" .name); 
} 

free(ftmp); 
} 

void getpathdir (char *root, char *fname) 
{ FILE *redf; 

char name [80]; 
float *ftmp; 

ftmp=(float *)calloc(3,sizeof(float)); 
sprintf (name,"'/.s/'/.s".root,fname); 
if((redf = fopen(name,"r"))){ 

/* printf ("Reading path directions from: ,,/,s'\n",name) ;*/ 
fread(ftmp,3,sizeof(float),redf); 
if((irint(*ftmp)!=DC0MAX)I|(irint(*(ftmp+l))!=PATHMAX)I I 

(*(ftmp+2)!=C0LLDIST)){ 
printf("**** ERROR: mismatch in path description headers ****\n"); 
printf (" DCOMAX: */,d ,/.d\n",DCOMAX,irint(*ftmp)); 
printf (" PATHHAX: */.d '/.d\n", 

PATHMAX,irint(*(ftmp+1))); 

printf (" COLLDIST: '/.g '/.g\n" , 
C0LLDIST,*(ftmp+2));> 

fread(pathdir,PATHSIZE,sizeof(short),redf); 
fclose(redf);} 

else< 
printf ("ERROR: Unable to read path directions f i l e : ''/.s'Nn" .name) 

> 

free(ftmp); 

void getenrgval (char *root, char *fname, float **enrptr) 
{ FILE *redf; 

char name[80]; 
float *ftmp,*x; 

ftmp=(float *)calloc(3,sizeof(float)); 
if(ftmp==NULL) printf("Can't allocate enough space!!!\n"); 
sprintf (name, '"/.s/'/.s" ,root, fname); 
if((redf = fopen(name,"r"))){ 

/* printf ("Reading energy fractions from: ,,/,s'\n",name) ;*/ 

fread(ftmp,3,sizeof(float),redf); 
EFSIZE= irint(*(ftmp)); MAXENRG= *(ftmp+l); 
EVALSZ= (*ftmp - 1.)/(MAXENRG- *(ftmp+2)); 
x=(float *)calloc(3*EFSIZE,sizeof(float)); 
fread(x,3*EFSIZE,sizeof(float),redf); 
*enrptr=x; 
fclose(redf);} 

else{ 
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printf ("ERROR: Unable to energy fractions f i l e : "/.s'\n" .name); 
} 

free(ftmp); 
} 

/* Fofxi2p5_AC0S.dat is F'( cos(xi))— F(xi)*cos(xi) */ 
void getFofxi(char *ptfnm) 
{ FILE *ptf; 

if((ptf=fopen(ptfnm,"r"))) { 
/* printf ("reading 'V.s '\n" ,ptfnm) ; */ 

fread(Fofxi,10001,sizeof(float),ptf); 
fclose(ptf);> 

else printf ("PROBLEM WITH READING "/,s'\n" .ptfnm); 
} 

/* STrat old */ 

void initdcsOval(void) 
{ int i ; 
for(i=0;KMaxCSO; i++){ 

if(i>27) dcsOval[i]=(i-27)*2.+16. 
else { 

if(i>13) dcsOval[i]=(i-ll)*l.; 
i f ( i < l l ) dcs0val[i]=(i-5)*0.2; 
if(i==ll) dcs0val[i]=1.5; 
if(i==12) dcs0val[i]=2.0; 
if(i==13) dcs0val[i]=2.5;} 
> 

int dcs0_2ind(float val) 
{ int res; 

if(val>16.) res=irint((val-16.) *0.5)+27; 
else{ 

i f (val>2.75) res=irint(val+ll.); 
else { if(val>0.9) res=irint(val*2.)+8; 

else res=irint(val*5.)+5;}} 
return(res); 

void initdcspval(void) 
{ int i ; 

for (i=0; KMaxCSP; i++) { 
if(i>40) dcspval[i]=(i-40)*2.+32.; 
else { i f (i>10) dcspval[i]=(i-8)*l.; 

else { if(i<6) dcspval[i]=i*0.2; 
else { snitch (i) { 
case 6: dcspval[i]=sqrt(2.0); break; 
case 7: dcspval[i]=sqrt(3.0); break; 
case 8: dcspval[i]=2.; break; 
case 9: dcspval[i]=sqrt(5.0); break; 
case 10: dcspval[i]=sqrt(8.0); break;}} 
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} 

} 

int dcsp_2ind(float val) 
{ int res; 

i f (val>32.) res=40+irint(val*0.5-16.); 
else { if(val>2.914214) res=irint(val)+8; 

else {if (val<0.9) res=irint(val*5.); 
else { res=4+irint(val*val); 

if(res>9) res=10;} 
}} 

return(res); 

void wrtatslice (int index, int *Sp) 
{ FILE *inf; 

char *fname; 
char name[30]; 
float slice[DIM][DIM]; 
int i , j ; 

for(i=0;i<DIM;i++){ 
for(j=0;j<DIM;j++X 

slice[i][j]=Attarr(i,j.index);}} 
slice[Sp[0]][Sp[l]]*=-1; 
if(slice[Sp[0]][Sp[l]]>-0.01) slice[Sp[0]][Sp[l]]=-0.01; 
sprintf (name, "atslice'/.d. dat", index); 
fname = name; 
printf ("writing attenuation map slice #'/.d to ''/Js '\n", index,f name); 
inf = fopen(fname,"w"); 
fwrite(slice,DIM+DIM,sizeof(float),inf); 
fclose(inf); 

/* U t i l i t y programs */ 

int normalize(double vec[3]) 
{ double len=0. ; 

int a,ans; 
len = sqrt(vec[0]*vec[0]+ vec[1]*vec[1]+ vec[2]*vec[2]); 
i f (len<ZER0) ans=0; 

else {for(a=0;a<3;a++) vec[a]= vec[a]/len; 
ans=l;} 

return(ans); 
} 

double interp(double a,double fa,double b,double fb,double c 

.double fc,double x) 
{ double A,B,C,tmplll,fll,tmp2; 

B=((fa-fb)*(b*b-c*c) - (fb-fc)*(a*a-b*b))/ 
((a-b)*(b*b-c*c) - (b-c)*(a*a-b*b)); 
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A= (fa-fb-B*(a-b))/(a*a-b*b); 

C= fa-B*a-A*a*a; 

tmp2 = A*x*x+B*x+C; 

i f (tmp2<0.) tmp2=0.; 

/* i f (tmp < 0.) {*/ 

if(x-a>0.) { if(((b-a)>0.)ftft((c-a)>0.)) { 

if((c-a)<(b-a)) {ll=c; f l i = f c ; } 

else {ll=b; fll=fb;}} 

else { if((b-a)>0.) {ll=b; f l l = f b ; } 

else {li=c; fll=fc;}}} 

else { if(((a-b)>0.)&&((a-c)>0.)) { 

if((a-c)<(a-b)) {ll=c; f l i = f c ; } 

else {ll=b; fli=fb;}} 

else { if((a-b)>0.) {ll=b; f l l = f b ; } 

else {ll=c; fll=fc;}>} 

tmp = f a + ( f l l - f a ) / ( l l - a ) * ( x - a ) ; 

/* >*/ 

i f (tmp2>tmp) tmp=tmp2; 

return(tmp); 

double quadinterp(double a,double fa,double b,double fb,double c 

.double fc,double x) 

{ double A,B,C,tmp; 

/* double I l , f l l , 1 2 , f l 2 , t m p 2 ; */ 

B=((fa-fb)*(b*b-c*c) - (fb-fc)*(a*a-b*b))/ 

((a-b)*(b*b-c*c) - (b-c)*(a*a-b*b)); 

A= (fa-fb-B*(a-b))/(a*a-b*b); 

C= fa-B*a-A*a*a; 

tmp = A*x*x+B*x+C; 

i f (tmp<0.) tmp=0.; 

/* i f (tmp < 0.) {*/ 

/* if(x-a>0.) { if(((b-a)>0.)&&((c-a)>0.)) { 

if((c-a)<(b-a)) {ll=c; f l l = f c ; } 

else {ll=b; fll=fb;}} 

else { if((b-a)>0.) {ll=b; f l l = f b ; } 

else Ul=c; fll=fc;}» 

else { if(((a-b)>0.)&ft((a-c)>0.)) { 

if((a-c)<(a-b)) {li=c; f l l = f c ; } 

else {ll=b; fll=fb;}} 

else { if((a-b)>0.) {ll=b; f l l = f b ; } 

else {ll=c; fll=fc;}}} 

tmp2 = f a + ( f l l - f a ) / ( l l - a ) * ( x - a ) ; * / 

/* >*/ 

/* i f (tmp2>tmp) tmp=tmp2;*/ 

return(tmp); 

/* Worker subroutines */ 

double n e f f d i s t ( i n t I[3].double in[3].double fnl[3].double *watmud, 

double Enrg) 
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{ double dist, sgn[3]={1.,1.,1.}; 
double v[3],phi,mud=0.; 
double 1=0.,m,dt=0.,nxtp[3]; 
double inv[3]; 
int px,nl[3],cl[3]; 
double sinth,sinphi,lengthadj=l.,costh,zerolen; 

zerolen=(Ini[0]-in[0])*(ini[0]-in[0] ); 
if(zerolen>ZER0){ 

i f ( (f abs (in[2] -fnl [2] )<SMALL)&&(f abs (in[1] -fnl [1] )<SMALL) ){ 
lengthadj=sqrt(l.+(0.16*psiz[1]*psiz[2]/zerolen)); 

> 
else if((fabs(in[2]-fnl[2])<SMALL)I I(fabs(in[l]-fnl[1])<SMALL)){ 

lengthadj =sqrt(1. + (0.08*psiz [1]*psiz[2]/zerolen)); 
}> 

dist = sqrt( zerolen + (fnl[ l]-in[ l ])*(fnl[ l]-in[ l ] ) 

+ (fnl[2]-in[2])*(fnl[2]-in[2]) ) ; 
i f (dist>ZER0){ 

•watmud = dist* findmu(*(muvals),Enrg)*lengthadj; 
nl[0]=cl[0]=l[0]; nl [1] =cl [1] =1 [1] ; nl [2] =cl [2] =1 [2] ; 
phi = atan((fnl[l]-in [ l])/(fnl[0]-in[0])); 
if(phi<0.)phi+=pi; 
if((fnl[1]-in[1])<0.)phi+=pi; 
costh = (fnl[2]-in[2])/dist; 
sinth=sqrt(l.-costh*costh); 
sinphi=sin(phi); 
v[0]=sinth*sqrt(l.-sinphi*sinphi); 
v[1]=sinth*sinphi; 
v[2]=costh; 

i f (v[0]<0.) sgn[0]=-l.; 

i f (v[l]<0.) sgn[l]=-l.; 
i f (v[2]<0.) sgn[2]=-l.; 

i f (fabs(v[0])>ZER0) inv[0]=sgn[0]*psiz[0]/v[0] ; 
else inv[0]=200.*psiz[0]; 

i f (fabs(v[l])>ZER0) inv[i]=sgn[l]*psiz[i]/v[l] ; 

else inv[l]=200.*psiz[l]; 

i f (fabs(v[2])>ZER0) inv[2]=sgn[2]*psiz[2]/v[2] ; 
else inv[2]=200.*psiz[2]; 

nxtp[0]=fabs( (I [0] *2.+sgn[0] +1.) *0.5-in[0]*psizi[0])*inv[0]; 
nxtp[1]=fabs((I[1]*2.+sgn[1]+1.)*0.5-in[1]*psizl[1])*inv[1]; 
nxtp[2]=fabs((I[2]*2.+sgn[2]+1.)*0.5-in[2]*psizl[2] )*inv[2]; 
while (dt+Kdist){ 

l=nxtp[0]-dt; px=0; 
if((m=nxtp[l]-dt)<l) {l=m; px=l;} 
if((m=nxtp[2]-dt)<l) {l=m; px=2;} 
nl[px]+=sgn[px]; nxtp[px]+=inv[px]; 
if((nI[px]>DIM-i)lI(nl[px]<0)) {nl[px]-=sgn[px];} 
if(fabs(Attarr(nI[0],nl[1],nl[2])-Attarr(cI[0],ci[1] ,ci[2])) 

>SMALL) { 

if(dt+l<dist){ 
mud += l*findmu(Attarr(cI[0],cl[i],cl[2]),Enrg); 
dt += 1; 1=0.; 
cl[0]=nl[0]; cl [ l]=nl[i]; c i [2] =nl [2] ;}} 
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} 

mud += (dist-dt)*findmu(Attarr(cI[0],cl[l],cl[2]),Enrg); 
mud=mud*lengthadj; 

} 

else {mud=psiz[0]*0.07*findmu(Attarr(I[0],I[1],1[2]),Enrg); 
*watmud = psiz[0]*0.07* findmu(*(muvals),Enrg);} 

return(mud); 
> 

double findmu2(float attval,double Enrg) 
{ double retmu.xfrac; 

if(fabs(attval- *(muvals+l))<SMALL) 
retmu=(3.4138e-7*Enrg*Enrg-l.89195e-4*Enrg+0.0595829 

+1.5*exp(-Enrg/10.))/0.03979*attval; 
else {if(attval< *(muvals)+SMALL) 
retmu=(1.32e-6*Enrg*Enrg-7.32e-4*Enrg+0.2306 
+10.*exp(-Enrg/10.) )/0.154*attval; 
else {if(attval> *(muvals+2)-SHALL) 
retmu=(5.0326e-6*Enrg*Enrg-2.28519e-3*Enrg+0.475784 

+68.*exp(-Enrg/10.))/0.25455*attval; 
else { xfrac=(attval- *(muvals))/mudiff; 

retmu=(1.32e-6*Enrg*Enrg-7.32e-4*Enrg+0.2306 
+10.*exp(-Enrg/10.))/0.154*attval*(l.-xfrac); 
retmu+=(5.0326e-6*Enrg*Enrg-2.28519e-3*Enrg+0.475784 
+68.*exp(-Enrg/10.))/0.25455*attval*xfrac;} 

}} 
return(retmu); 

} 

double findmu(float attval,double Enrg) 
{ double retmu.xfrac; 

int Eval; 

Eval=irint((MAXENRG-Enrg)*EVALSZ); 
if(fabs(attval- *(muvals+l))<SMALL) retmu= *(enrgval+EFSIZE+Eval)*attval; 
else {if(attval< *(muvals)+SMALL) retmu= *(enrgval+Eval)*attval; 
else {if(attval> *(muvals+2)-SMALL) retmu= *(enrgval+2*EFSIZE+Eval)*attval 
else { xfrac=(attval- *(muvals))/mudiff; 

retmu= *(enrgval+Eval)*attval*(l.-xfrac); 
retmu+= *(enrgval+2*EFSIZE+Eval)*attval*xfrac;} 

}} 
return(retmu); 

} 

/* using this meffdist instead of the original one yields errors of 
-0.1 to 0.1 '/, on a pixel by pixel basis and a total count di f f 
of 0.01 '/, (global diff) */ 

/* pathO = dcO - C0LLDIST -1 ; pathl = del */ 
double meffdist (int I[3].double in[3].double fnl[3],double Ener) 
{ double mud=0.,1=0.,lengthadj; 

int nl[3] ,cl[3] ,pl[3] ; 
double usemu.zerolen; 
short delx; 
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short *curdir; 
float *curlen; 
int pathO,pathl,quarter=0,matpos; 
float AttarrnI, Attarrcl; 

lengthadj=psiz[0]; 

zerolen=(fnl[0]-in[0])*(fnl[0]-in[0]); 

if(zerolen>ZERO){ 

i f ( (f abs (in [2] - f n l [2] )<SMALL)&&(fabs (in[1] -fnl [1] )<SMALL)){ 
lengthadj *=sqrt(1. + (0.16*psiz[1]*psiz[2]/zerolen)); 

else if((fabs(in[2]-fnl [2])<SMALL)||(fabs(in[1]-fnl[1])<SMALL)){ 
lengthadj *=sqrt(i.+(0.08*psiz[1]*psiz[2]/zerolen)); 

}> 

pi[0]=irint((fnl[0]-in[0]-C0LLDIST)*psizl[0]); 
path0=pl[0]-l; 
if(path0<0) mud=0.; 
else { 

pi[i]=irint((fnl[1]-in[1])*psizl[i]); 
pi[2]=irint((fnl[2]-in[2])*psizl[2]); 
if(pl[2]>0) quarter++; 
if(pl[l]>0) quarter+=2; 
pl[l]=abs(pl[i]); 
pl[2]=abs(pl[2]); 
if( PI[2]<=pI[l])-[ 

pathl=pl[1]*pl[1]+pl[2]*pl[2]; 
if(pathl==5) pathi=3; 
else { if(pathl==8) pathl=5;}} 

else { if(pl[i]==0) pathl=pI[2]+5; 
else pathl=8;} 

nl[0]=cl[0]=l[0]; nl [1] =cl [1] =1 [1] ; nl [2] =cl [2] =1 [2] ; 
AttarrcI=Attarr(cI[0],cl[l] ,cl[2]); 
AttarrnI=AttarrcI; 
matpos=(pathl*DC0MAX+path0)+PATHMAX; 
curdir = pathdir+matpos; 
curlen = pathlen+matpos; 
delx=i; 

switch (quarter){ 
case 0: 
while((delx!=0)&&(AttarrnI>=ZER0SQ)){ 

1+= *curlen; curlen++; 
delx= *curdir; curdir++; 
switch (abs(delx)) { 

case 1: if(delx==l) nl[0]++; else n l [ 0 ] ~ ; break; 
case 2: if(delx==2) nl[l]++; else n l [ l ] — ; break; 
case 3: if(delx==3) nl[2]++; else n l [ 2 ] — ; break;} 
AttarrnI=Attarr(nI[0],nl[l],nl[2]); 
if((fabs(AttarrnI-AttarrcI)>SMALL)I I(delx==0)I I(AttarrnKZEROSQ)){ 

usemu=findmu(Attarrcl,Ener); 
mud += l*usemu; 
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1=0.; 
cl[0]=nl[0]; cl [ l]=nl [ l ] ; c l [2] =nl [2] ; 
AttarrcI=AttarrnI;}} 

break; 
case 1: 
while((delx!=0)&&(AttarrnI>=ZEROSQ)){ 

1+= fcurlen; curlen++; 
delx=*curdir; curdir++; 
switch (abs(delx)) { 

case 1: if(delx==l) nl[0]++; else n l [ 0 ] ~ ; break; 
case 2: if(delx==2) nl[l]++; else n l [ i ] ~ ; break; 
case 3: if(delx==3) n l [ 2 ] ~ ; else nl[2]++; break;} 
AttarrnI=Attarr(nl[0],nl[1],nl[2]); 
if((fabs(AttarrnI-AttarrcI)>SMALL)I|(delx==0)I|(AttarrnKZEROSQ) ){ 

usemu=findmu(AttarrcI,Ener); 
mud += l*usemu; 
1=0.; 
cl[0]=nl[0]; cl [ l]=nl [ l ] ; c l [2] =nl [2] ; 
AttarrcI=AttarrnI;}} 

break; 
case 2: 

while((delx!=0)&&(AttarrnI>=ZEROSq)){ 
1+= *curlen; curlen++; 

delx=*curdir; curdir++; 
switch (abs(delx)) { 

case 1: if(delx==l) nl[0]++; else n l [ 0 ] ~ ; break; 
case 2: if(delx==2) n l [ i ] ~ ; else nl[l]++; break; 
case 3: if(delx==3) nl[2]++; else n l [ 2 ] ~ ; break;} 
AttarrnI=Attarr(nl[0],nl[i],nl[2] ); 
if((fabs(AttarrnI-AttarrcI)>SMALL)I I(delx==0)I I(AttarrnKZEROSQ)){ 

usemu=findmu(AttarrcI,Ener); 
mud += l*usemu; 
1=0.; 
cl[0]=nl[0]; cl [ l]=nl [ l ] ; cl[2]=nl[2]; 
AttarrcI=AttarrnI;}} 

break; 
case 3: 
while((delx!=0)&&(AttarrnI>=ZEROSQ)){ 

1+= *curlen; curlen++; 
delx=*curdir; curdir++; 
switch (abs(delx)) { 

case 1: if(delx==l) nl[0]++; else n l [ 0 ] ~ ; break; 
case 2: if(delx==2) nl[ l ] —; else nl[l]++; break; 
case 3: if(delx==3) n l [ 2 ] — ; else nl[2]++; break;} 
AttarrnI=Attarr(nl[0],nl[1],nl[2] ); 

if((fabs(AttarrnI-AttarrcI)>SMALL)I I(delx==0)||(AttarrnKZEROSQ)){ 
usemu=findmu(AttarrcI,Ener); 
mud += l*usemu; 
1=0.; 
cl[0]=nl[0]; cl [ l]=nl [ l ] ; cl[2]=nl[2]; 
AttarrcI=AttarrnI;}} 

break;} 
mud*=lengthadj; 
} 
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return(mud); 

double lef f d i s t (int I[3].double in[3].double fnl[3], double Enrg) 
/* same as neffdist, only no *watmud calculation */ 
•C double dist, sgn[3] ={1., 1., 1.}; 

double v[3],phi,mud=0.; 
double 1=0.,m,dt=0.,nxtp[3]; 
double inv[3]; 
int px, nl [3] , c i [3] ; 
double sinth,sinphi,lengthadj=l.,costh,zerolen; 
double f i 0 , f i l , f i 2 , f f i i , f f i 2 ; 

fi0=fnl[0]-in[0] ; 
f i l = l n l [ l ] - i n [ l ] ; 
fi2=fnl[2]-in[2]; 
f f i l = f a b s ( f i i ) ; 
ffi2=fabs(fi2); 
zerolen=fi0*fiO; 

if(zerolen>ZER0){ 
i f ( (f f i2<SMALL)&&(f f iKSMALL) ){ 

lengthadj=sqrt(i.+(0.16*psiz[l]*psiz[2]/zerolen)); 
} 

else i f ((ffi2<SMALL) I I (ffiKSMALL )X 
lengthadj =sqrt(1. + (0.08*psiz[1]*psiz[2]/zerolen)); 

}} 

dist = sqrt( zerolen + f i l * f i l + fi 2 * f i 2 ); 
i f (dist>ZER0){ 

nl[0]=cl[0]=l[0] ; nl [1] =cl [1] =1 [1] ; nl[2]=cl[2]=l[2] ; 
phi = atan(fil/fiO); 
if(phi<0.)phi+=pi; 
if(fil<0.)phi+=pi; 
costh = fi2/dist; 
sinth=sqrt(l.-costh*costh); 
sinphi=sin(phi); 
v[0]=sinth*sqrt(l.-sinphi*sinphi); 
v[1]=sinth*sinphi; 
v[2]=costh; 

i f (v[0]<0.) sgn[0]=-l.; 
i f (v[l]<0.) sgn[l]=-l.; 
i f (v[2]<0.) sgn[2]=-l.; 
i f (fabs(v[0])>ZER0) inv[0]=sgn[0]*psiz[0]/v[0]; 

else inv[0]=200.*psiz[0]; 
i f (fabs(v[l])>ZER0) inv[l]=sgn[l]*psiz[l]/v[i]; 

else inv[i]=200.*psiz[1]; 
i f (fabs(v[2])>ZER0) inv[2]=sgn[2]*psiz[2]/vC2] ; 

else inv[2]=200.*psiz [2]; 
nxtp[0]=fabs((I[0]*2.+sgn[0]+1.)*0.5-in[0]*psizl[0] )*inv[0]; 
nxtp[1]=fabs((I[1]*2.+sgn[1]+1.)*0.5-in[1]*psizl[1])*inv[1]; 
nxtp[2]=fabs((I[2]*2.+sgn[2]+1.)*0.5-in[2]*psizl[2])*inv[2]; 
while(dt+l<dist){ 

l=nxtp[0]-dt; px=0; 
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if((m=nxtp[l]-dt)<l) {l=m; px=l;} 
i f ((m=nxtp[2]-dt)<l) {l=m; px=2;> 
nl[px]+=sgn[px]; nxtp[px]+=inv[px]; 
if((nI[px]>DIM-l)|I(nl[px]<0)) {nl[px]-=sgn[px];} 
if(fabs(Attarr(nI[0],nl[l],nl[2])-Attarr(cI[0],cl[i],cl[2])) 

>SHALL) { 

i f (dt+Kdist){ 
mud += l*findmu(Attarr(cI[0],cl[l],cl[2]),Enrg); 
dt += 1; 1=0.; 
cl[0]=nl[0]; cl[l]=nl[l]; cl[2]=nl[2];}} 

} 

mud += (dist-dt)*findmu(Attarr(cI[0],cl[l],cl[2]),Enrg); 
mud=mud*lengthadj; 

} 

else mud=psiz[0]*0.07*findmu(Attarr(I[0],I[1] ,I[2]),Enrg); 
return(mud); 

double etalvl(int 11,int 12, int 13, double eta, int *e, 
double dcsppix, int *d) 

{ double res; 
double dcpl,dcp2,dcp3; 
dcpl=-l; dcp2=-l; dcp3=-l; 
if(fabs(eta- *e*l.)<SMALL){ res=dcsplvl(ll,12,13,*e,dcsppix,d); 

dcpl=res;} 
else { res= interp(*e*l.,dcsplvl(ll,12,13,*e,dcsppix,d), 

*(e+i)*l.,dcsplvl(ll,12,13,*(e+l),dcsppix,d), 
*(e+2)*l.,dcsplvl(ll,12,13,*(e+2),dcsppix,d),eta); 

dcpi=dcsplvl(11,12,13,*e,dcsppix,d); 
dcp2=dcsplvl(ll,12,13,e[l],dcsppix,d); 
dcp3=dcsplvl(ll,12,13,e[2],dcsppix,d); 

} 
return(res); 

double dcsplvl(int 11,int 12, int 13, int 14, double dcsppix, int *d) 
{ double res; 

if(fabs(dcsppix-dcspval[*d])<SMALL) 
res=Lookup(ll,12,13,14,*d); 

else { 
res= interp(dcspval[*d],Lookup(ll,12,13,14,*d), 

dcspval[*(d+l)],Lookup(ll,12,13,14,*(d+l)), 
dcspval[*(d+2)],Lookup(ll,12,13,14,*(d+2)).dcsppix); 

} 
return(res); 

double etalvl2(int 11,int 12, int 13, double eta, int *e, 
double dcsppix, int *d) 

{ double res; 
if(fabs(eta-*e*l.)<SMALL) res=dcsplvl2(ll,12,13,*e,dcsppix,d); 
else { res= interp(*e*l.,dcsplvl2(ll,12,13,*e,dcsppix,d), 

*(e+l)*l.,dcsplvl2(ll,12,13,*(e+l),dcsppix,d), 
*(e+2)*l.,dcsplvl2(ll,12,13,*(e+2),dcsppix,d),eta);} 
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return(res); 
} 

double dcsplvl2(int 11,int 12, int 13, int 14, double dcsppix, int *d) 
{ double res; 

if(fabs(dcsppix-dcspval[*d])<SMALL) 
res=Lookup2(ll,12,13,14,*d); 

else { res= interp(dcspval[*d],Lookup2(ll,12,13,14,*d), 
dcspval[*(d+l)],Lookup2(li,12,13,14,*(d+l)), 
dcspval[*(d+2)],Lookup2(ll,12,13,14,*(d+2)).dcsppix); 
> 

return(res); 
} 

double iindgfact(double spos[3].double epos[3].double dpos[3].double *thet 
double * r e s l l , int dcO) 
{ double cs[3],dc[3]; 

double distcs, distdc, eta, ddep, desp; 
int dcl,t[3] ,d[3] ,e[3] ; 
double res, tmp; 

cs[0]=cpos[0]-spos[0]; 
es [1]=cpos[1]-spos[1]; 
cs[2]=cpos[2]-spos[2] ; 

de [0]=dpos[0]-epos[0]; 
dc [1]=dpos[1]-epos[1]; 
dc[2]=dpos[2]-epos[2] ; 

distcs = sqrt(cs[0]*cs[0]+cs[l]*cs[l]+cs[2]*cs[2]); 
distdc = sqrt(dc[0]*dc[0]+dc[l]*dc[l]+dc[2]*dc[2]); 

/* i f (fabs(distcs*distdc)<ZER0) *theta =0.;*/ 
i f (distcs<SMALL) *theta =0.; 

else { 
tmp = (cs[0]*dc[0]+cs[l]*dc[l]+cs[2]*dc[2])/(distcs*distdc); 
i f (fabs(tmp-l.)<ZER0) *theta = 0.; 

else{ i f (fabs(tmp+l.)<ZER0) *theta = pi; 
else *theta = acos(tmp);}} 

/* perpendicular dc distance index */ 
/* dcO = irint(de[0]*psizl[0]); 

i f (dc0<l) printf ("Warning: dcO is out of range = '/,3d\n" ,dc0); */ 
/* parallel dc distance index */ 

ddep = sqrt(dc[l]*dc[l]*psizl[l]*psizl[l] + 
dc[2]*dc[2]*psizl[2]*psizl[2]); 

i f (fabs(ddcp-sqrt(8.))<ZER0) del = 5; 
else -Cif (fabs(ddcp-sqrt(5.))<ZER0) del = 3; 

else del = irint(ddcp*ddcp);} 

t[0]=dcs0_2ind(cs[0]*psizl[0]); 
i f (t[0]==0) t[l]=2; else t[l]=t[0]-l; 
i f (t[0]==40) t[2]=38; else t[2]=t[0]+1; 
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dcsp=sqrt( c s [ 1 ] * c s [ 1 ] * p s i z l [ 1 ] * p s i z l [ 1 ] + 

cs [ 2 ] * c s [ 2 ] * p s i z l [ 2 ] * p s i z l [ 2 ] ); 

d[0]=dcsp_2ind(dcsp); 

i f (d[0]==0) d[i]=2; else d[l]=d[0]-i; 

i f (d[0]==45) d[2]=43; else d[2]=d[0]+1; 

i f (dcsp>ZER0) { /*eta i s relevant dcsp>0 */ 

if(dci==0){ 

tmp=(cs[2]*psizl[2]/dcsp); 

if(fabs(tmp)>=i.) {eta=0.; e[0]=0;> 

else {eta=acos(tmp); 

while(eta>l.57079633) eta=eta-l.57079633; 

if(eta>0.785398163) eta=l.57079633-eta; 

eta=eta*3.81971864; 

e[0]=irint(eta);} 

if(e[0]==0) e[l]=2; else e[l]=e[0]-l; 

if(e[0]==3) e[2]=l; else e[2]=e[0]+l; } 

else{ 

tmp=(dc[1]*cs[1]*psizl[l]*psizl[1]+ 

dc[2]*cs[2]*psizl[2]*psizl[2])/(dcsp*ddcp); 

if(tmp>=l.) {eta=0.; e[0]=0;} 

else{ if(tmp<=-l.) {eta=9.; e[0]=9;> 

else {eta=acos(tmp); 

eta=eta*2.86478898; 

e[0]=irint(eta);}} 

if(e[0]==0) e[l]=2; else e[l]=e[0]-l; 

if(e[0]==9) e[2]=7; else e[2]=e[0] + l ; } 

i f ((d[0]>45)ll(t[0]>40)lI(dc0>55)||(dc0<l)|l(t[0]<0)) {res=0.; *resll=0.;} 

else {. 

if(fabs(cs[0]*psizl[0]-dcs0val[t[0]])<SMALL) { 

res=etalvl(t[0],dc0,del,eta,e,dcsp,d); 

*resll=etalvl2(t[0],dc0,dcl,eta,e,dcsp,d);} 

else{ 

res= interp(dcsOval[t[0]],etalvl(t[0],dc0,del,eta,e,dcsp,d), 

dcsOvalCt[1]],etalvl(t[l],dc0,del,eta,e,dcsp,d), 

dcsOvalCt[2]],etalvl(t[2],dcO,del,eta,e,dcsp,d), 

c s [ 0 ] * p s i z l [ 0 ] ) ; 

* r e s l l = interp(dcsOval[t[0]],etalvl2(t[0],dcO,del,eta,e,dcsp,d), 

dcsOval[t[l]],etalvl2(t[l],dcO,del,eta,e,dcsp,d), 

dcsOvalCtC2]],etalvl2(tC2],dcO,dcl,eta,e,dcsp,d), 

csCO]*psizlC0]); 
} 

} 

} 

/* otherwise eta i s not relavent and can just use eta=0 */ 

else{ eCO] = 0; 

i f ((dC0]>45)|l(tC0]>40)|I(dc0>55)I I(dcO<l)I|(tC0]<0)) 
•[res=0. ; *resll=0.;} 

else { 

if(fabs(csCO]*psizlCO]-dcsOvalCtCO]])<SMALL) { 

res=dcsplvl(tC0],dc0,dcl,eC0],dcsp,d); 
*resII=dcsplvl2(tC0],dc0,dcl,eC0],dcsp,d);} 
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else{ 

res= interp(dcsOval[t[0]],dcsplvl(t[0],dc0,dcl,e[0],dcsp,d), 
dcs0val[t[l]],dcsplvl(t[l],dc0,dcl,e[0],dcsp,d), 
dcsOvalCt[2]],dcsplvl(t[2],dcO,dcl,e[0],dcsp,d), 
cs[0]*psizl[0]); 

*resll= interp(dcsOval[t[0]],dcsplvl2(t[0],dc0,dcl,e[0],dcsp,d), 
dcsOval[t[l]],dcsplvl2(t[l],dcO,dcl,e[0],dcsp,d), 
dcsOvalCt[2]],dcsplvl2(t[2],dcO,dcl,e[0],dcsp,d), 
cs[0]*psizl[0]); 

} 
> 

} 

if(*theta<SMALL){ 
if(distcs>SMALL) 

*theta=atan(0.45*psiz[1]/distcs)+atan(0.45*psiz[1]/distdc); 
else *theta=0.47;> 

return(res); 

} 

double functn(double sdx2, double sdy,double sdz) 
{ double peff,rsdm2,cosxi; 

int xival; 

rsdm2=l./(sdx2+sdy*sdy+sdz*sdz); 
cosxi=sqrt(sdx2*rsdm2); 

/* i f xi>2.44 deg, F(xi)=0.0 cos(2.5 deg)=0.99904823 */ 
if(cosxi<0.99905) peff=0.; 

else {if (cosxi>l.) xival=0; 
else xival=irint((l.-cosxi)*10526315.7895); 

peff=Fofxi[xival]*rsdm2;} 
return(peff); 

double trapz (double (*func)(double aa,double bb, double cc), 
double a, double b, double s,int it,double spos, 
double dpos, int dex) 

{ double del,x,tsum=0.; 
int i ; 
del = (b-a)/it; 
x= a; 
x+=0.5*del; 
for (i=l;i<=it;i++){ 

if(dex==l) tsum+=(*func)(spos,x,dpos); 
else tsum+=(*func)(spos,dpos,x); 

x+=del;} 
s=0.5*(s+del*tsum); 
return(s); 

void polint(double *xa,double *ya, int n, double x, double *y,double *dy) 
{ double c[Kr+l]={0.},d[Kr+l]={0.}; 

int n s , i , j ; 
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double dif,dift,ho,hp,den; 

ns=0; 

dif=fabs(x-xa[0]); 
c[0]=d[0]=ya[0] ; 
for(i=l;i<n;i++){ 

dift=fabs(x-xa[i]); 
if(dift<dif) {ns=i; dif=dift;} 
cCi] =d[i]=ya[i];} 

*y=ya[ns]; 
ns—; 
for(j=l;j<n;j++){ 

for(i=0;i<n-j;i++){ 
ho=xa[i]-x; 
hp=xa[i+j]-x; 
if(fabs(ho-hp)<ZERO*SILVL) printf("Problem in polint\n"); 
else { 

den= (c [i+1] -d [i] ) / (ho-hp) ; 
d[i]=hp*den; 
c[i]=ho*den;} 

> 
if(2*ns<n-j) *dy=c[ns+1]; 
else -C*dy=d[ns] ; ns=ns-l;> 
*y+=*dy; 

} 

} 

double qcom2integ(double sdx2, double sdy, double sdz) 
{ double start, stop, ss, dss; 

int i , n , j ; 

double srCSIN+1], hr[SIN+l]; 

hr[0]=l. ; 

start=sdy-0.5*psiz[i]; 
stop =sdy+0.5*psiz[i]; 
sr[0] = 0.5*psiz[l]*(functn(sdx2,start,sdz) 

+functn(sdx2,stop,sdz)); 
i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=l.; 
while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTQ)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 
sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double a,double b, double c))functn, 

start,stop,sr[i-1],n,sdx2,sdz,1); 
n *= 2; 
j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 
polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 
i++; 

} 
return(ss); 

} 

double qcom3integ(double sdx2, double sdy, double sdz) 
{ double start, stop, ss, dss; 

int i . n . j ; 
double srCSIN+l], hr[SIN+i]; 
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hr[0]=l.; 
start=sdz-0.5*psiz[2] ; 
stop =sdz+0.5*psiz[2]; 
sr[0] = 0.5*psiz[2]*(qcom2integ(sdx2,sdy,start) 

+qcom2integ(sdx2,sdy,stop)); 
i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=l.; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTQ)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double a,double b, double c))qcom2integ, 
start,stop,sr[i-i],n,sdx2,sdy,2); 
n *= 2; 
j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 
polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 
i++; 

} 
return(ss); 

} 

double pthwin(double th, double lowin, double hiwin) 
{ double En,costh,sigma,za,zb,C,res; 

costh=cos(th); 
C=l.+alpha*(1.-costh); 
En=InitEner/C; 
sigma = En*0.060056121; 
za= (lowin-En)/sigma; 
zb= (hiwin-En)/sigma; 
res= fabs((erf(za)-erf(zb))/2.); 
return(res); 

void main (int argc, char * argv[]) 

�C 
FILE *outf; 
char *addlookl,*addlook2,*addpaths,*nmpathlen,*nmpathdir,*nmenrgyval; 
char *nmfofxi,*nmoutrt,*nmattmap,*nmdensmap; 
char name[90],line[120],*ptr; 

/* Sxy=source pt, Dxy= detector pt, Cxy= Compton scatter pt */ 
int Sxy[3], Cxy[3]={0}; 
int i,j,gl,g2; 
int iclb,icle,ic2b,ic2e,dc0; 
int id2flip,lineno=l,id2b,idlb,id2e,idle; 
int 0FFDET, offswitch, icOend; 
float UnscProj[DIM][DIM]; 
float Project[DIM][DIM]; 
float Project2[DIM][DIM]; 
double srcpos[3],detpos[3],attpos[3]; 
double mudss,mudsd; 
double sdx,sdx2,dperp; 
double gfact=0.,gfact2=0.,Ener,thval; 
double rotangle,xtmp,ytmp,ztmp,tmp; 
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double edenssav,distSA,PthWinO,LOWIN,HIWIN; 

if(argc<2) printf("dualhxp <param_file> y z x angle\n"); 
else /* Have parameter f i l e name */{ 

for(i=0;i<DIM;i++){ 
for(j=0;j<DIM;j++){ 

UnscProj[i]Cj]=0.; 
Project[i][j]=0.; 
Project2[i] [j]=0. ;» 

addlookl= (char *)calloc(StrSz,sizeof(char)); 
addlook2= (char *)calloc(StrSz,sizeof(char)); 
addpaths= (char *)calloc(StrSz,sizeof(char)); 
nmpathlen= (char *)calloc(StrSz2,sizeof(char)); 
nmpathdir= (char *)calloc(StrSz2,sizeof(char)); 
nmenrgyval= (char *)calloc(StrSz2,sizeof(char)); 
nmfofxi= (char *)calloc(StrSz,sizeof(char)); 
nmoutrt= (char *)calloc(StrSz,sizeof(char)); 
nmattmap= (char *)calloc(StrSz,sizeof(char)); 
nmdensmap= (char *)calloc(StrSz,sizeof(char)); 

sprintf (name, '"/,s", argv [1] ); 
printf ("Reading from parameter file '*/,s'\n" .name); 
if((outf=fopen(name,"r"))){ 

while(((ptr=fgets(line,120,outf))!=NULL)ftft(1ineno<LINEMAX)){ 
if(line[0]!='#'){ 

switch (linenoH 
case 1: sscanf (line,'"/,s\n" .addlookl); break; 
case 2: sscanf (line, "*/.s\n" ,addlook2); break; 
case 3: sscanf (line, '"/,s\n" .addpaths); break; 
case 4: sscanf (line, "*/,s\n" .nmpathlen); break; 
case 5: sscanf (line, "*/,s\n" .nmpathdir); break; 
case 6: sscanf (line, "'/,s\n" .nmenrgyval); break; 
case 7: sscanf (line, "'/,s\n",nmf of xi) ; break; 
case 8: sscanf (line,'"/,s\n" .nmattmap) ; break; 
case 9: sscanf (line,'"/,s\n" .nmdensmap); break; 
case 10: sscanf (line,'"/,s\n" ,nmoutrt) ; break; 
case 11: sscanf (line, "'/.lf'/.lf'/.lf \n", 
ftlnitEner.ftLOWIN.&HIWIN); break; 

> 
lineno++; 

} 
} 

fclose(outf); 
} 

else { 
printf ("Cannot read ''/,s', using def aults ! \n" ,name); 
addlook1="/home/wells/cprog/MCmatrix/dy3xpl2_"; 
addlook2="/home/wells/cprog/MCmatrix/strIIxpl2_"; 
addpaths="/home/wells/cprog/MCmatrix"; 
nmpathlen="Pathlenxp.dat"; 
nmpathdir="Pathdirxp.dat"; 
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nmenrgyval = "EnrgFracP.dat"; 

nmfofxi = '7home/wells/cprog/MCmatrix/Fofxi2p5_AC0S.dat"; 

nmattmap = "attmap"; 

nmdensmap = "densmap"; 

nmoutrt = "dualhxp"; 

InitEner = 140.; LOWIN = 126.; HIWIN = 154.; 

i i (!((InitEner>0)&&(InitEner<1000.))) InitEner=140.; 

alpha=InitEner/511.; 

i f (argc > 5) rotangle=atof(argv[5]); else rotangle=0.; 

while(rotangle<0.) rotangle+=360.; 

while(rotangle>=360.) rotangle-=360.; 

i f (rotangle>ZER0) {sprintf (name, "'/.s'/,d.dat",nmattmap,irint(rotangle)); 

s p r i n t f (nmattmap, "'/,s" .name) ; 

s p r i n t f (name, "'/,s'/,d. dat" .nmdensmap, i r i n t (rotangle)); 

s p r i n t f (nmdensmap, "*/,s" ,name); > 

else {sprintf (name, "*/,s .dat" .nmattmap); 

s p r i n t f (nmattmap, "'/,s" ,name) ; 

sp r i n t f (name, "'/,s .dat" .nmdensmap); 

sp r i n t f (nmdensmap, "'/,s" .name) ;} 

p r i n t f ("Lookup Table Paths:\n '/.s\n '/.s\n" .addlookl ,addlook2); 

p r i n t f ( 

p r i n t f ( 

addpaths 

p r i n t f ( 

'Data F i l e Paths:\n"); 

•/.s/'/.s\n '/.s/'/.sXn '/.s/'/.sV, 

, nmpathlen,addpaths,nmpathdir,addpaths,nmenrgyval); 

'/,s\nLocation of patient maps:\n '/,s\n '/.s\n", 

p r i n t f ( 
nmfofxi,nmattmap,nmdensmap): 

'Writing output to: '/.s_sc0. dat, '/,s_scl. dat, */.s_sc2.dat\n" , 
nmoutrt,nmoutrt,nmoutrt); 

p r i n t f ("Using I n i t i a l Photon Energy of '/.g(keV)\n\n" .InitEner); 

p r i n t f ( " A l l o c a t i n g space f o r arrays \n"); 

lookup = ( f l o a t * ) c a l l o c ( L o o k S z , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ; 

lookup2 = ( f l o a t * ) c a l l o c ( L o o k S z , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) ) ; 

a t t a r r = ( f l o a t *)calloc(DIM*DIM*DIM,sizeof(float)); 

elecdens = ( f l o a t *)calloc(DIM*DIM*DIM,sizeof(float)); 

dcs0val=(float *)calloc(HaxCS0,sizeof(float)); 

dcspval=(float *)calloc(MaxCSP,sizeof(float)); 

/* I n i t i a l i z e atten. array, src pos, det nml */ 

pr i n t f ( " A c q u i r i n g arrays\n"); 

gi=getattarr(&muvals.nmattmap); 

g2=getelecdens(ftrhovals.nmdensmap); 

if((gl==l)&a(g2==l)){ 

for(i=0;i<3;i++){ p s i z l [ i ] = 1 . / p s i z [ i ] ; > 

getpathlen(addpaths,nmpathlen,ftpathlen); 

p r i n t f ("Using DC0MAX= '/.d PATHMAX= '/.d\nCollimator Thickness= '/.g (cm 

DCOMAX,PATHMAX,COLLDIST); 

pathdir = (short *)calloc(PATHSIZE,sizeof(short)); 

getpathdir(addpaths.nmpathdir); 

get enrgval(addpaths,nmenrgyval,feenrgval); 
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getFofxi(nmfofxi); 

tag=irint(100.*(COLLDIST*psizl[0]-floor(COLLDIST*psizl[0]))); 

i n i t d c s O v a l O ; 

i n i t d c s p v a l O ; 

i f (argc > 2) ytmp=atof(argv[2]); else ytmp=0.; 

i f (argc > 3) ztmp=atof(argv[3]); else ztmp=0.; 

i f (argc > 4) xtmp=atof(argv[4]); else xtmp=0.; 

if(rotangle>ZER0){ tmp=ytmp; 

ytmp=ytmp*cos(rotangle*pi/180.)-xtmp*sin(rotangle*pi/180.); 

xtmp=xtmp*cos(rotangle*pi/180.)+ tmp*sin(rotangle*pi/180.);} 

Sxy[1]=centy+irint(ytrap+psizl[1]); 

srcpos[1]=(0.5+centy)*psiz[1] + ytmp; 

Sxy[2] =centz+irint(ztmp*psizl[2]); 

srcpos[2]=(0.5+centz)*psiz[2] + ztmp; 

Sxy[0] =centx+irint(xtmp*psizl[0]); 

srcpos[0]=(0.5+centx)*psiz[0] + xtmp; 

wrtatslice(32,Sxy); 

p r i n t f ( "\n sx='/.7d sy='/.7d sz=*/,7d\n" , Sxy [0] , Sxy [1] , Sxy [2] ) ; 

p r i n t f (" sposx='/.7.41f sposy='/.7.41f sposz=*/.7.41f \n" 

,srcpos[0],srcpos[1],srcpos[2]); 

ic0=Sxy[0]-l; 

if(ic0<0) ic0=0; 

detpos[0]=(0.5+centx)*psiz[0]+Cradrot+C0LLDIST; 

p r i n t f (" dposx='/,7.41f \n\n" , detpos [0] ); 

/* Nelec= 3.343*26 el/kg 1000. kg/m"3 0.01 m/cm 

/ 0.15 (atten of f u l l water cube) * le-30 (from ro2 i n K l e i n ) * / 

/* Assume that s r c s t r i s 1. — can scale projection l a t e r */ 

/* srcstr= 1.; strength of source at Sxy */ 

sdx=detpos[0]-srcpos[0]; 

sdx2=sdx*sdx; 

dperp=sdx*tanAA; 

id2b=floor((srcpos[2]-dperp)*psizl[2]); if(id2b<0) id2b=0; 

i d l b = f l o o r ( ( s r c p o s [ l ] - d p e r p ) * p s i z l [ l ] ) ; if(idlb<0) idlb=0; 

id2e=ceil((srcpos[2]+dperp)*psizl[2]); if(id2e>DIM) id2e=DIM; 

id l e = c e i l ( ( s r c p o s [ l ] + d p e r p ) * p s i z l [ l ] ) ; if(idle>DIM) idle=DIM; 

/* Begin detector/ matrix loop */ 

PthWin0=pthwin(0.,L0WIN,HIWIN)/(4.*pi); 

for(id2=id2b;id2<id2e;id2++){ detpos[2]=(0.5+id2)*psiz[2]; 

id2flip=DIM-l-id2; 

f o r ( i d l = i d l b ; i d K i d l e ; idl++){ 

detpos[l]=(0.5+idl)*psiz[l]; 
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/* attenuation src pt to detector pt*/ 

mudsd = leffdist(Sxy,srcpos,detpos,InitEner); 

U n s c P r o j [ i d 2 f l i p ] [ i d l ] = 

qcom3integ(sdx2,(detpos[i]-srcpos[1]),(detpos[2]-srcpos[2])) 

/* *exp(-mudsd)*pthwin(0.)/(4.*pi);*/ 

* exp (-muds d) * Pt hW inO; 

/* *exp(-mudsd)*0.078102742;*/ 

}} 

s p r i n t f (name , "*/,s_scO .dat" .nmoutrt) ; 

p r i n t f ("Writing projection i n wit-raw format to ''/.s '\n" ,name); 

outf = fopen(name,"w"); 

fwrite(UnscProj,DIM*DIM,sizeof(float),outf); 
f c l o s e ( o u t f ) ; 

/* Begin detector/ matrix loop */ 

printf("\nic0= " ) ; 

offswitch=irint(detpos[0]*psizl[0]-23.5); 

0FFDET=2; ic0end=offswitch; if(icOend>DIM) icOend=DIM; 

while(icO<DIM){ 

if(ic0>=(offswitch+21)) {0FFDET=0; icOend=DIM;} 

else {if(ic0>=offswitch) {0FFDET=1; ic0end=offswitch+21; 

if(icOend>DIM) icOend=DIM;}} 

for(;ic0<ic0end;ic0++){ 

p r i n t f (" '/.d",ic0); 

f f l u s h ( s t d o u t ) ; 

Cxy[0]=ic0; attpos[0]=(0.5+Cxy[0])*psiz[0]; 

dcO = floo r ( ( d e t p o s [ 0 ] - a t t p o s [ 0 ] ) * p s i z l [ 0 ] ) ; 

/* i f (dc0<l) p r i n t f ("Warning: dcO i s out of range = '/.3d\n" ,dc0); */ 

/* dcO = 12 — distance det to epos i n x-dir */ 

getnxtsum(dc0,addlookl); 

getnxt sumlI(dcO,addlook2); 

f or(icl=0; icKDIM; icl++){ Cxy [1] = i c l ; attpos [1] = (0 . 5+Cxy [1] )*psiz [1] ; 

if(icKOFFDET) iclb=0; else iclb=icl-0FFDET; 

if(icl>=(DIM-0FFDET-l)) icle=DIM; else icle=icl+0FFDET+l; 

for(ic2=0;ic2<DIM;ic2++){ Cxy[2]=ic2; attpos[2] = (0.5+Cxy[2])*psiz[2]; 

edenssav=Elecdens(icO,icl,ic2); 

i f (edenssav != 0.) { 

if(ic2<0FFDET) ic2b=0; else ic2b=ic2-0FFDET; 

if(ic2>=(DIM-0FFDET-l)) ic2e=DIM; else ic2e=ic2+0FFDET+l; 

/* attenuation src to scat pt */ 

mudss = neffdist(Sxy,srcpos,attpos,ftdistSA,InitEner); 

for(id2=ic2b;id2<ic2e;id2++){ detpos[2]=(0.5+id2)*psiz[2]; 

id2flip=DIM-l-id2; 

f o r ( i d l = i c l b ; i d l < i c l e ; i d l + + ) { detpos[1]=(0.5+idl)*psiz[1]; 

{ 

/* f i n d the geometrical f a c t o r of the scatter */ 
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gfact = findgfact(srcpos,attpos,detpos,&thval,&gfact2,dc0); 

/ * i f (gfact>ZERO) { * / 

i f ((gfact>0.)|I(gfact2>0.)) { 

/ * determine energy of scattered photon * / 

Ener = InitEner/(l.+alpha*(l.-cos(thval))); 

/ * attenuation scat pt to detector pt*/ 

mudsd = meffdist(Cxy,attpos,detpos,Ener); 

/ * mudsd = neffdist(Cxy,attpos.detpos);*/ 

Project[id2flip][idl]+=gfact*edenssav*exp(-(mudsd+mudss)); 

if(distSA<SMALL*psiz[0]) 

Proj ect2[id2flip][idl]+=gfact2*edenssav*exp(-(mudsd+mudss)); 

else 

Project2[id2flip][idl]+=gfact2*edenssav*exp(-(mudsd+mudss))*mudss/distSA; 

/ * Adjust by distsa*muH20/mudss * / 

> / * end gfact >0. * / 

> » > > 
} 

} 

} 

printf("\n"); 

sprintf (name, '"/,s_scl .dat" .nmoutrt); 

printf ("Writing projection in wit-raw format to ''/,s ' \n" .name); 

outf = fopen(name,"w"); 

fwrite(Project,DIM*DIM,sizeof(float),outf); 

fclose(outf); 

sprintf (name, "*/,s_sc2. dat" .nmoutrt); 

printf ("Writing projection in wit-raw format to ''/.s' \n" .name); 

outf = fopen(name,"w"); 

fwrite(Project2,DIM*DIM,sizeof(float),outf); 

fclose(outf); 

> 
> 
} 
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A . 2 M K A T P A T H . C 

The code mkatpath.c is used to generate a lookup table which allows a more rapid de-

termination of some of the attenuation factors for the photon paths. This code uses a 

parameter file called mkatpath.param for variable specification. 

/ * program mkatpath.c * / 

/ * Generate attenuation lengths through pixelized paths * / 

/ * MC configuration , ie psiz=0.5cm C0LLDIST=3.28cm * / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#define pi 3.1415927 

#define ZERO 1.e-8 

#def ine Pathlen(11,12,13) pathlen[(11)*DCOMAX*PATHLENMAX+(12)*PATHLENMAX+(13)] 

#def ine Pathdir(11,12,13) pathdir[(11)*DCOMAX*PATHLENMAX+(12)*PATHLENMAX+(13)] 

#define StrSzl 180 

#define LINEMAX 8 

int DCOMAX, PATHLENMAX; 

short *pathdir; 

float *pathlen; 

double COLLDIST; 

void buildpath(double in[3], int dcO.int del) 

{ double dist , sgn[3]={1.,1. , 1.}, fulpath; 

double v[3],phi; 

double 1=0.,m,dt=0.,nxtp[3]; 

double inv[3]; 

int px,count=0; 

double sinth,sinphi,costh; 

int i ; 

phi = atan(in[l]/ in[0]); 

if(phi<0.)phi+=pi; 

if(-in[l]<0.)phi+=pi; 

sinphi=sin(phi); 

fulpath = sqrt(in[0]*in[0] + in[l]*in[l] + in[2]*in[2] ); 

costh = (-in[2])/fulpath; 

sinth=sqrt(1.-costh*costh); 

v[0]=sinth*sqrt(l.-sinphi*sinphi); 

v[l]=sinth*sinphi; 
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v[2]=costh; 

dist=fabs((fabs(in[0])-COLLDIST)/v[0] ); 

i f (v[0]<0.) sgn[0]=-l 

i f (v[l]<0.) sgn[l]=-l 

i f (v[2]<0.) sgn[2]=-l 

i f (fabs(v[0])>ZERO) inv[0]=sgn[0]/v[0] 

i f (fabs(v[l])>ZERO) inv[l]=sgn[l]/v[l] 

i f (fabs(v[2])>ZER0) inv[2]=sgn[2]/v[2] 

else inv[0]=200. 

else inv[1]=200. 

else inv[2]=200. 

nxtp [0]=f abs(sgn[0]*0.5)* inv[0] 

nxtp[1]=fabs(sgn [1]*0.5)*inv[1] 

nxtp[2]=fabs(sgn[2]*0.5) *inv[2] 

/ * f or (i=0;i<3;i++) {printf ("v['/.d]='/.g sgn C'/.d] ='/.g inv C'/.d] =*/.g nxtp [*/.d] ='/.g\n 

i , v [ i ] , i , sgn [ i ] , i , inv [ i ] , i , nx tp [ i ] ) ; } 

*/ 

while(dt+l<dist){ 

l=nxtp[0]-dt; px=0; 

if(Cm=nxtp[l]-dt)<l) {l=m; px=l;} 

if((m=nxtp[2]-dt)<l) {l=m; px=2;> 

nxtp[px]+=inv[px]; 

i f (dt+Kdist){ 

Pathdir(del,dcO,count)=irint(sgn[px]*(px+1)); 

Pathlen(del,dcO,count)=1; 

/ * printf ("count='/,d dir=*/.d len='/.g\n",count,Pathdir(dcl.dcO,count) ,1) ;* / 

dt += 1; 1=0. ; 

} 

count++; 

> 

count—; 

Pathlen(dcl,dcO,count)=(dist-dt); 

Pathdir(dcl,dcO,count)=0; 

/ * printf ("count='/,d dir='/.d len='/.g\n" , count,0,dist-dt);*/ 

} 

void main (int argc, char * argv[]) 

{ FILE *outf; 

char *outdirnm,*outlennm; 

char *ptr,line[120]; 

int i,j,lineno=l,count,addheader; 

int dcl.dcO; 

short direct; 

float total,dist,collcm.Psiz,*header; 

double attpos[3]; 

/ * Read in parameter f i l e * / 
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if(!(outf=fopen("mkatpath.param","r"))H 

printf("Cannot read 'mkatpath.param'\n");} 

else{ 

outdirnm=(char *)calloc(StrSzl,sizeof(char)); 

outlennm=(char *)calloc(StrSzl,sizeof(char)); 

while(((ptr=fgets(line,120,outf))!=NULL)&&(lineno<LINEMAX)){ 

if(line[0]!='#'){ 

switch (lineno)-C 

case 1: sscanf (line,'"/.d\n" .&DC0MAX); break; 

case 2: sscanf (line,'"/.d\n" .&PATHLENMAX); break; 

case 3: sscanf (l ine, '"/.f\n" ,&Psiz) ; break; 

case 4: sscanf (line,'"/.f\n" ,&collcm); break; 

case 5: sscanf (l ine, '"/.s\n" , outdirnm); break; 

case 6: sscanf (line,'"/.s\n" , outlennm); break; 

case 7: sscanf (line,'"/,d\n" ,&addheader); break; 

} 

lineno++; 

} 

} 

fclose(outf); 

CQLLDIST = collcm/Psiz; 

printf ("Max X-dir= */.d (pix) Max Path length= */.d (pix)\n", 

DCOMAX,PATHLENMAX); 

printf ("Effective Collimator thickness= '/.g (cm), or */,g (pix)\n", 

collcm.COLLDIST); 

if(addheader==0) 

printf("Not including header information in f i les . \n"); 

else printf("Including header information in f i les . \n \n"); 

header = (float *)calloc(3,sizeof(float)); 

pathlen = (float *)calloc(9*DC0MAX*PATHLENMAX,sizeof(float)); 

pathdir = (short *)calloc(9*DC0MAX*PATHLENMAX,sizeof(short)); 

if((pathlen==NULL)I I(pathdir==NULL)) 

printf("Cannot allocate enough memory!\n"); 

else{ 

/ * Begin generation of tables * / 

for(dcl=0;dcl<9;dcl++){ 

switch (del) �[ 

case 0 attpos[1] =0. attpos [2] =0. break; 

case 1 attpos[1] =1. attpos[2] =0. break; 

case 2 attpos [1] =1. attpos [2] =1. break; 

case 4 attpos[1] =2. attpos[2] =0. break; 

case 3 attpos [1] =2. attpos [2] = 1. break; 

case 5 attpos [1] =2. attpos[2] =2. break; 
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case 6: attpos[1]=0.; attpos[2]=1.; break; 

case 7: attpos[1]=0.; attpos[2]=2.; break; 

case 8: attpos[1]=1.; attpos[2]=2.; break;} 

for(dc0=0;dc0<DC0MAX;dc0++){ 

attpos[0]=-1.*(dcO+l+COLLDIST); 

buildpath(attpos,dc0,dcl); 

}} 

/ * Assign header * / 

*(header)=DCOMAX*l.; 

*(header+l)=PATHLENMAX*l.; 

*(header+2)=collcm; 

/ * Write out the f i l es * / 

outf=fopen(outdirnm,"w"); 

printf ("Writing to ''/,s ' \n" , outdirnm) ; 

if(addheader==l) fwrite(header,3,sizeof(float),outf); 

fwrite(pathdir,9*DC0MAX*PATHLENMAX,sizeof(short),outf); 

fclose(outf); 

outf=fopen(outlennm,"w"); 

printf ("Writing to '*/.s ' \n" , outlennm) ; 

if(addheader==l) fwrite(header,3,sizeof(float),outf); 

fwrite(pathlen,9*DC0MAX*PATHLENMAX,sizeof(float),outf); 

fclose(outf); 

/ * Print out a simple path * / 

dc0=10; dcl=0; 

printf ("\nChecking dc0='/.d dcl='/.d\n" .dcO.dcl); 

count=0; 

total=0.; 

direct=Pathdir(del,dc0,count); 

dist=Pathlen(dcl,dc0,count); 

while((count<PATHLENMAX)&&(direct!=0)){ 

total+=dist; 

printf ("Pdir='/.d Plen=*/.g Cumlen='/.g\n" .direct ,dist . total); 

count++; 

direct=Pathdir(dcl,dc0,count); 

dist=Pathlen(dcl,dcO,count);} 

total+=dist; 

printf ("Pdir=*/,d Plen='/.g Cumlen='/.g\n" .direct ,dist . total); 

printf ("Total count='/.d\n" , count); 

} / * End enough memory * / 

} / * End found parameter f i l e * / 

file:///nChecking
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A . 3 M K E N R G . C 

The code mkenrg.c is used to generate a lookup table which is used to determine the vari-

ation of the attenuation coefficient with energy. The data for each attenuating material 

is stored as a different array. This program accesses data files which contain the atomic 

attenuation coefficients as a function of x, the momentum transfer, and also contain a 

description of the different materials being modelled. 

/ * program mkenrg.c * / 

/ * Create a table of lookup values for the diff materials * / 

/ * Reading from Simset values * / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#define p i 3.1415927 

#define ZERO 1.e-8 

#define Enrgval(ll,12) enrgval[(ll)*10001+(12)] 

float *enrgval; 

int getatttbl(float **table) 

{ FILE *outf; 

char name[50],*ptr,line[120]; 

float *xtmp; 

int i ,j ,errflag=0; 

float ini , in2, in3, in4, in5, in6; 

xtmp=(float *)calloc(951*4,sizeof(float)); 

for(j=0;j<3;j++){ 

switch(j) { 

case 0: sprintf(name,"water.att"); break; 

case 1: sprintf(name,"lung.att"); break; 

/ * case 1: sprintf(name,"poumon.att"); break;*/ 

case 2: sprintf(name,"bone.att"); break; } 

if(!(outf=fopen(name,"r"))){ j=4; 

printf ("Cannot access ''/.s ' \n" ,name); 

errflag=l;> 

else { 

i=0; 
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while((ptr=fgets(line,120,outf))!=NULL){ 

sscanf (line,'"/.f'/.f'/.f'/.f'/.f '/,f\n" ,&inl ,&in2,&in3,&in4,&in5,&in6); 

i f ( j ==0){*(xtmp+i*4)=inl;> 

*(xtmp+i*4+j + 1)=in6; 

i++; 

} 

} 

} 

if(errflag==l) free(xtmp); 

else *table=xtmp; 

return(errflag); 

float intattval(int *initx,f loat xEnrg.int mat,float *table) 

{ int i , j , k ; 

float curE,res ,Ei ,Eiml; 

if(*initx<=2) i=l; 

else i=*initx- l; 

curE=*(table+i*4); 

while((curE<xEnrg)&&(i<950)){ 

i++; 

curE=*(table+i*4);} 

*initx=i; 

j=i*4+mat+l; 

k=(i-l)*4+mat+l; 

Ei=*(table+i*4); 

Eiml=*(table+i*4-4); 

res=(*(table+j)- *(table+k))/(Ei-Eiml)*(xEnrg-Eiml)+ *(table+k); 

return(res); 

void main (int argc, char * argv[]) 

{ FILE *outf; 

char *filnm; 

int i , j , i n i t i ; 

float frac ,*atttbl; 

double Enrg; 

i=getatttbl(&atttbl); 

i f( i!=l){ 

/ * filnm="mkenrg.tmp"; 

outf=fopen(filnm,"w"); 

for(i=0;i<951;i++){ 

f printf (outf ,'"/,g */,g */.g '/.g\n" ,*(atttbl+i*4) ,*(atttbl+i*4+l), 

*(atttbl+i*4+2),*(atttbl+i*4+3)); 

} 
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enrgval = (float *)calloc(3*10001.sizeof(float)); 

/ * i : H20 (0), Lung (1), Bone (2) * / 

for(j=0,initi=0;j<10001;j++){ 

for(i=0;i<3;i++){ 

Enrg=140.-40.*j/10000.; 

Enrgval(i ,j)=intattval(ftiniti ,Enrg,i ,atttbl);}} 

/* 

switch(i){ 

case 0: frac=(l.32e-6*Enrg*Enrg-7.32e-4*Enrg+0.2306 

+10.*exp(-Enrg/10.))/0.154; break; 

case 1: frac=(3.4138e-7*Enrg*Enrg-l.89195e-4*Enrg+0.0595829 

+1.5*exp(-Enrg/10.))/0.03979; break; 

case 2: frac=(5.0326e-6*Enrg*Enrg-2.28519e-3*Enrg+0.475784 

+68.*exp(-Enrg/10.))/0.25455; break;} 

Enrgval(i,j)=frac;}} 

for(j=0;j<10001;j+=1000){ 

Enrg=140.-40.*j/10000 . ; 

printf ("Enrg=
,

/.g H20=*/.g Lung=*/.g Bone='/.g\n", 

Enrg,Enrgval(0,j),Enrgval(1,j).Enrgval(2,j));} 

/ * filnm="EnrgFracP.dat";*/ 

filnm="EnrgFracSim.dat"; 

outf=fopen(filnm,"w"); 

printf ("Writing energy data to ''/.s'\n" , f ilnm) ; 

fwrite(enrgval,3*10001,sizeof(float),outf); 

fclose(outf); 

/ * filnm="mkenrg.tmp2"; 

outf=fopen(filnm,"w"); 

printf ("Writing energy data to ''/.s '\n" , f ilnm); 

for(j=0;j<10001;j+=100){ 

Enrg=140.-40.*j/10000.; 

f printf (outf ,
M,

/.g '/.g */.g y.gXn" ,Enrg,*(enrgval+j ), 

*(enrgval+10001+j),*(enrgval+2*10001+j)) ; 

}*/ 

} 
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A . 4 M A P G E N 3 D . C 

The mapgen3d.c code generates 3 D attenuation and electron density maps as specified by 

the input file. The input filename is specified at the time of execution on the command 

line. The maps are generated in the form appropriate for reading by the code dualhxp.c. 

/* Building the attenuation map */ 

/* program mapgen3d.c */ 

/* uses input f i l e given by argument 1 */ 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#include <string.h> 

#define p i 3.1415927 

#define ZERO l.e-11 

#define MAXCASE 10 

#define ObjEntries 6 

/* h2o, lung, bone */ 

/ • f l o a t muvals[3]={0.15108,0.03903,0.24767};*/ 

/ • f l o a t rhovals[3]={0.003343,0.0008635,0.0052668};*/ 

/* Now put i n SIMSET values f o r 140 keV */ 

/ • f l o a t muvals[3]={0.15217,0.0392,0.24826};*/ 

/ • f l o a t rhovals[3]=-[0.003323,0.0008555,0.0052357};*/ 

int *BINS, *NMAT,*N0BJ,*0UTTYPE; 

f l o a t *matdata,*objdata,*PSIZE,*rotangle,*zlims,*Cradrot; 

char a t t f i l e [ 5 0 ] . d e n s f i l e [ 5 0 ] ; 

f l o a t centx, centy; 

void c h s t a t t ( f l o a t * d a t l i n e , i n t DIM, f l o a t f i l v a l , f l o a t * a t t a r r ) ; 

void att2dens(float * a t t a r r , i n t DIM, f l o a t *matdat, i n t Nmat); 

void d o r o t a t i o n ( f l o a t angle, i n t DIM, f l o a t * a t t a r r ) ; 

void b i n a t t a r r ( i n t NBIN, i n t BIN, f l o a t *store, f l o a t * a t t a r r ) ; 

void i n i t m a t ( f l o a t * , i n t ) ; 

void wrtattarr(char *name,int NBIN,float *head,int Nmat, f l o a t *klims, 

f l o a t *matr); 

void p r t e r r o r ( i n t isOK.int *nline,char * l i n e , i n t e r r l ) ; 

int g e t i n t ( i n t numdat.char *look,int * * r e s ) ; 

i n t g e t f l t Q n t numdat.char *l o o k , f l o a t * * r e s ) ; 

i n t i n d i n l s t ( i n t ind.int Nmat,float *matdata); 

void g e t l s t r ( c h a r *line,char * a t t f i l e ) ; 

i n t g etdatafile(char *filnm); 

void f i x i n d ( f l o a t *mat,int Nmat,float *obj,int Nobj); 
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void chstatt(float *datline, int DIM, float f i l v a l , float *attarr) 

{ int i . j . type; 

float s i , s j ; 

float cxp,cyp,cxrad,cyrad; 

float SBIN.Px.Py; 

SBIN= *(BINS+1)*1.; 

Px= *(PSIZE) *1. ; 

Py= *(PSIZE+1) *1. ; 

cxp=(*(datline+l)/Px)*SBIN + centx; 

cyp=(*(datline+2)/Py)*SBIN + centy; 

cxrad=(*(datline+3)/Px)+SBIN; 

cyrad=(*(datline+4)/Py)* SBIN; 

type=irint(*(datline+5)); 

/ * If don't recognize type, set to c irc le * / 

if((type<0)I I(type>l)) type=0; 

switch(type){ 

/ * Circle * / 

case 0: 

cxrad=cxrad*cxrad; 

cyrad=cyrad*cyrad; 

for (i=0;i<DIM;i++){ s i=i*l . ; 

for(j=0;j<DIM;j++){ sj=j*i.; 

i f ((si-cxp)*(si-cxp)/cxrad+(sj-cyp)*(sj-cyp)/cyrad < 1. 

<attarr[i*DIM+j]= f i lval ;} 

}} 

break; 

case 1: 

/ * Square * / 

cxrad*=0.5; 

cyrad*=0.5; 

for (i=0;i<DIM;i++){ s i=i*i . ; 

for(j=0;j<DIM;j++){ sj=j*l .; 

i f ((fabs(si-cxp)<=cxrad)&&(fabs(sj-cyp)<=cyrad)) 

�Cattarr[i*DIM+j]= f i lval ;} 

}} 

break; 

} 

void att2dens(float *attarr, int DIM, float *matdat, int Nmat) 

�C int i , j ; 

for(i=0;i<DIM*DIM;i++){ 

for(j=0;j<Nmat;j++){ 

if(fabs(*(attarr+i)- *(matdat+j*3+l))<ZER0) 

*(attarr+i)= *(matdat+j*3+2);}} 
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void dorotation(float angle, i n t DIM, f l o a t * a t t a r r ) 

{ i n t i , j , i n , j n ; 

f l o a t xc,yc,th,rad,thp,xn,yn, tvalue; 

f l o a t s i , s j ; 

f l o a t * r o t a r r ; 

rotarr=(float *)calloc(DIM*DIM,sizeof(float)); 

p r i n t f (" Performing a r o t a t i o n of */,g degrees\n",angle); 

fo r (i=0;i<DIM;i++H 

s i = i * l . ; 

for(j=0;j<DIM;j++){ 

s j = j * i . ; 

xc=si-centx; 

yc=sj-centy; 

rad=sqrt(xc*xc+yc*yc); 

i f (fabs(xc)<ZERO) {if(yc>0) th=pi/2.; 

else th=-pi/2.;} 

else {th=atan(yc/xc); 

i f (xc<0.) th+=pi;} 

thp=th+angle*pi/180.; 

/* while(thp>2.*pi) thp-=(2.*pi); 

while(thp<0.) thp+=(2.*pi);*/ 

xn=rad*cos(thp); 

yn=rad*sin(thp); 

in=irint(centx+xn); 

jn=irint(centy+yn); 

i f ((in<0) I I (in>DIM-l) I I (jn<0) I I (jn>DIM-D) tvalue = 0.; 

else tvalue = attarr[in*DIM+jn]; 

rotarr[i*DIM+j]=tvalue; 

» 

fo r (i=0;i<DIM*DIM;i++){*(attarr+i)=*(rotarr+i); } 

f r e e ( r o t a r r ) ; 

void b i n a t t a r r ( i n t NBIN, in t BIN, f l o a t *store, f l o a t * a t t a r r ) 

{ i n t i , j , k ; 

i n t 1, m, n; 

f l o a t sum; 

p r i n t f (" Reducing array to */.d\n" ,NBIN); 

f or (1=0; KNBIN; 1++) { 

for(m=0;m<NBIN;m++){ 

sum = 0.; 

for(i=0;i<BIN;i++){ 
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for(j=0;j<BIN;j++){ 

sum += attarr[(l*BIN+i)*NBIN*BIN+m*BIN+j];>} 

store[l*NBIN+m]=sum/(BIN*BIN*l.); 

}} 

} 

void i n i t m a t ( f l o a t *matr,int DIM) 

{. i n t i ; 

for(i=0;i<DIM*DIM;i++) *(matr+i)=0.;} 

void wrtattarr(char *name,int NBIN,float *head,int Nmat, f l o a t *klims, 

f l o a t *matr) 

{ FILE *outf; 

f l o a t *themap; 

int i , j , k ; 

i n t kbot.ktop; 

f l o a t k b f l t . k t f l t ; 

f l o a t scale; 

kbflt=(NBIN/2.)+0.5+ *(klims)/ *(PSIZE+2); 

ktflt=(NBIN/2.)+0.5+ *(klims+l)/ *(PSIZE+2); 

kbot=floor(kbflt); 

k t o p = f l o o r ( k t f l t ) ; 

p r i n t f (" Writing out to f i l e 'V.s' i n the new (0) f ormat\n" .name); 

outf = fopen(name,"w"); 

themap=(float *)calloc(NBIN*NBIN*NBIN,sizeof(float)); 

for(i=0;i<NBIN;i++){ 

for(j=0;j<NBIN;j++){ 

for(k=0;k<NBIN;k++){ 

if((k<kbot) I I(k>ktop)) themap[k*NBIN*NBIN+i*NBIN+j]=0.; 

else { 

scale=l.; 

if(k==kbot){ scale=fabs((k+l)*l.-kbflt); > 

if(k==ktop){ s c a l e = f a b s ( ( k + i ) * l . - k t f l t ) ; > 

themap[k*NBIN*NBIN+i*NBIN+j]=scale*matr[i*NBIN+j];} 

» > 

kbflt=Nmat*l.; 

fw r i t e ( & k b f I t , 1 , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) , o u t f ) ; 

fwrite(head,Nmat,sizeof(float),outf); 

fwrite(PSIZE,3,sizeof(float),outf); 

f w r i t e ( C r a d r o t , 1 , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) , o u t f ) ; 

kbflt=NBIN*l.; 

f w r i t e ( & k b f l t , 1 , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) , o u t f ) ; 

fwrite(themap,NBIN*NBIN*NBIN,sizeof(float),outf); 

f c l o s e ( o u t f ) ; 
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void wrtattold(char *name,int NBIN,float *head,int Nmat, f l o a t *klims 

f l o a t *matr) 

{ FILE *outf; 

f l o a t *themap; 

int i . j . k ; 

int kbot.ktop; 

f l o a t k b f l t . k t f l t ; 

f l o a t scale; 

kbflt=(NBIN/2.)+0.5+ *(klims)/ *(PSIZE+2); 

ktflt=(NBIN/2.)+0.5+ *(klims+l)/ *(PSIZE+2); 

kbot=floor(kbfIt); 

k t o p = f l o o r ( k t f l t ) ; 

p r i n t f (" Writing out to f i l e ''/,s' i n the old ( i ) format\n" ,name) ; 

outf = fopen(name,"w"); 

themap=(float *)calloc(NBIN*NBIN*NBIN,sizeof(float)); 

for(i=0;i<NBIN;i++){ 

for(j=0;j<NBIN;j++){ 

for(k=0;k<NBIN;k++){ 

if((k<kbot) I I(k>ktop)) themap[k*NBIN*NBIN+i*NBIN+j]=0.; 

else { 

scale=l.; 

if(k==kbot){ scale=fabs((k+i)*l.-kbflt); } 

if(k==ktop){ s c a l e = f a b s ( ( k + l ) * l . - k t f l t ) ; } 

themap[k*NBIN*NBIN+i*NBIN+j]=scale*matr[i*NBIN+j];> 

}>} 

fwrite(themap,NBIN*NBIN*NBIN,sizeof(float),outf); 

kbflt=Nmat*l.; 

f w r i t e ( & k b f I t , 1 , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) , o u t f ) ; 

fwrite(head,Nmat,sizeof(float),outf); 

/* 

fwrite(PSIZE,3,sizeof(float),outf); 

f w r i t e ( C r a d r o t , 1 , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) , o u t f ) ; 

kbflt=NBIN*l.; 

f w r i t e ( & k b f I t , 1 , s i z e o f ( f l o a t ) , o u t f ) ; 

*/ 
f c l o s e ( o u t f ) ; 

> 

void p r t e r r o r ( i n t isOK,int *nline,char * l i n e , i n t e r r l ) 

{ i f (isOK==0) p r i n t f ("\n**** Error on l i n e '/.d ****\n'/,s\n",errl,line) 

> 

void wrtslice(char *ncune,int NBIN.float *matr) 

{ FILE *outf; 

outf=fopen(name,"w"); 
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printf(" Writing only the sl ice to ''/,s' \n" , name) 

fwrite(matr,NBIN*NBIN,sizeof(float),outf); 

fclose(outf); 

int getint(int numdat.char *look,int **res) 

{ int isOK=l,j; 

char *lpos; 

char number[]="-0123456789."; 

char spacer[]=" \n ,"; 

int *rtmp,inpl; 

rtmp=(int *)calloc(numdat,sizeof(int)); 

for(j=0;j<numdat;j++){ 

lpos=strpbrk(look,number); 

if(lpos==NULL){ isOK=0; j=numdat;> 

else{ 

sprintf (look, "*/.s",lpos); 

sscanf (look, '"/,d\n",&inpl); 

lpos=strpbrk(look,spacer); 

sprintf (look,
 ,7.s",lpos); 

*(rtmp+j)=inpl;}} 

*res=rtmp; 

return(isOK); 

int getf lt( int numdat.char *look,float **res) 

{ int isOK=l,j; 

char *lpos; 

char number� ="-0123456789."; 

char spacer[]=" \n ,"; 

float *rtmp,inpl; 

rtmp=(float *)calloc(numdat,sizeof(float)); 

for(j=0;j<numdat;j++){ 

lpos=strpbrk(look,number); 

if(lpos==NULL){ isOK=0; j=numdat; } 

else{ 

sprintf (look, "'/,s" ,lpos) ; 

sscanf (look, "7,f \n" , ftinpl); 

lpos=strpbrk(look,spacer); 

sprintf (look, "'/.s" ,lpos); 

*(rtmp+j)=inpl;}} 

*res=rtmp; 

return(isOK); 

int indinlst( int ind.int Nmat,float *matdata) 

{ int i,flag=0; 
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for(i=0;i<Nmat;i++){ 

if(ind==irint(*(matdata+i*3))) flag=l;> 

return(flag); 

} 

void getlstr(char *line,char *attfi le) 

{ char *lpos; 

char spacer[]=" \n ,"; 

lpos=strpbrk(line,spacer); 

while (lpos==line){ 

line++; 

lpos=strpbrk(line,spacer);} 

*(lpos)='\0'; 

sprintf(attf i le , '7 . s", l ine); 

int getdatafile(char *filnm) 

{ FILE *outf; 

char *lpos,line[120],*ptr,savline[120]; 

char number[]="-0123456789."; 

char spacer[]=" \n ,"; 

char outtypestr[20] ; 

int nline=0,i,j,errline=0; 

int *tmpint,FLAG=1; 

float *tmpfloat,*omatdata; 

i f (! (outf=fopen(f ilnm, "r"))){ printf ("Problem reading 7,s'\n" , f ilnm) ; 

FLAG=0;} 

else {. 

printf ("Reading */.s\n" , f ilnm); 

while(((ptr=fgets(line,120,outf))!=NULL)&&(nline<MAXCASE) 

&&(FLAG==1)){ /*while*/ 

errline++; 

i f (line[0] '. = '#'){ 

switch (n l ineH 

case 0: sprintf (savline, "*/,s" , l ine); 

FLAG=getint(2,line,&BINS); 

printf ("DIM(subdivisions): '/,d C/.d)\n" , *(BINS) ,*(BINS+1)); 

prterror(FLAG,fenline,savline,errline); 

nline++; 

break; 

case 1: sprintf (savline, "'/,s" , l ine); 

FLAG=getflt(3,line,&PSIZE); 

printf ("Pixel Size: ('/.6.4f ,'/.6.4f ,'/.6.4f )\n", 

*(PSIZE),*(PSIZE+1),*(PSIZE+2)); 

prt error(FLAG,ftnline,savline,errline); 

nline++; 

break; 

case 2: sprintf (savline, "'/.s",line); 
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FLAG=getflt(l,line,&Cradrot); 

printf ("Collimator Radius of Rotation: '/.6.4f (cm)\n", 

�Cradrot); 

prt error(FLAG,&nline,s avline,errline); 

nline++; 

break; 

case 3: sprintf (savline, "7,s" , l ine); 

FLAG=get int(1,line,&NMAT); 

printf ("Number of Materials: '/.d\n" , *NMAT); 

if(FLAG==1){ 

matdata=(float *)calloc(*NMAT*3,sizeof(float)); 

printf ("
,

/.3s7.12s
,

/.12s\n" , "Ind" , "Attenuation" , "e-_Density"); 

for(i=0;i<*NMAT;i++){ 

ptr=fgets(line,120,outf); errline++; 

i f ( l i n e [ 0 ] = = ' # ' ) - C i ~ ; > 

else-C 

sprintf (savline, "'/,s" , l ine); 

FLAG=getflt(3,line,&omatdata); 

if(FLAG==1){ 

for(j =0;j<3;j ++) *(matdata+i*3+j)=*(omatdata+j); 

free(omatdata); 

for(j=0;j<3;j++H 

i f ( j ==0)printf (
 M,

/.3. Of ", * (matdata+i*3)); 

else printf('7,12.7f",*(matdata+i*3+j));} 

printf("\n");> 

else i=*NMAT+l; 

» 

} 

prterror(FLAG,fenline,savline,errline); 

nline++; 

break; 

case 4: sprintf (savline, "'/.s", l ine); 

FLAG=get int(1,line,&N0BJ); 

printf ("Number of Attenuation Objects: '/,d\n" ,*N0BJ) ; 

if(FLAG==1){ 

objdata=(float *)calloc(*N0BJ*0bjEntries,sizeof(float)); 

printf ("
,

/.3s
,

/.10s
,

/.10s
,

/.10s'/.10s
,

/.10s\n" , "Ind", "Xpos" 

,"Ypos","Xradius","Yradius","Obj.Type"); 

for(i=0;i<*N0BJ; i++H 
ptr=fgets(line,120,outf); errline++; 

sprintf (savline, "'/.s", l ine); 

i f (line [0] =='#�){ i ~ ; > 

else{ 

FLAG=getfIt(ObjEntries,line,&omatdata); 

if(FLAG==1) FLAG=indinlst(*(omatdata),*NMAT,matdata); 

if(FLAG==1){ 

for(j =0;j <0bj Entries;j ++){ 

*(objdata+i*ObjEntries+j)=*(omatdata+j); 

if(j==0)printf('7.3.Of",*(objdata+i*0bjEntries)); 
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else printf('7,10.4f",*(objdata+i*0bjEntries+j));} 

printf("\n");} 

else{ i=*N0BJ+i; } 

free(omatdata);}} 

} 

prterror(FLAG,ftnline,savline,errline); 

nline++; 

break; 

case 5: sprintf(savline, '7,s",line); 

FLAG=getflt(2,line,&zlims); 

if(*(zlims+l)<= *(zlims)) FLAG=0; 

if(FLAG==1) 

printf ("Objects extend (along z-axis) from '/.g to '/,g\n", 

*(zlims),*(zlims+l)); 

prt error(FLAG,&nline,s avline,errline); 

nline++; 

break; 

case 6: sprintf (savline,'"/,s" , l ine); 

FLAG=getflt(l,line,fcrotangle); 

prt error(FLAG,ftnline,s avline,err1ine); 

nline++; 

break; 

case 7: ge t l s tr ( l ine ,at t f i l e ) ; 

nline++; 

break; 

case 8 : getlstr(l ine,densfi le); 

nline++; 

break; 

case 9: sprintf (savline, "*/.s" , l ine); 

FLAG=getint(l,line,&OUTTYPE); 

if((*0UTTYPE<0)I I(*0UTTYPE>2)) *0UTTYPE=0; 

switch(*OUTTYPEH 

case 0: sprintf (outtypestr, "new (*/.d)" , *0UTTYPE); break; 

case 1: sprintf (outtypestr, "old (*/.d)" , *0UTTYPE); break; 

case 2: sprintf(outtypestr,"single sl ice (7,d)",*0UTTYPE); 

break; 

> 

printf ("Writing output in '/.s format\n" , outtypestr); 

prterror(FLAG,&nline,savline,errline); 

nline++; 

break; 

> 

> 

} 

i f ((nline<MAXCASE)&&(FLAG==l)) { 

printf("\n**** Input f i l e is incomplete ****\ n"); 

FLAG=0;} 

} 

return(FLAG); 
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void fixind(float *mat,int Nmat.float *obj,int Nobj) 

{ int i , j ; 

float index; 

for(i=0;i<Nobj;i++){ 

index=*(obj+i*ObjEntries); 

for(j=0; j<Nmat; j + + H 

if(fabs(index- *(mat+j*3))<ZER0){ *(obj+i*ObjEntries)=j*l.; 

j=Nmat+l;> 

} 

> 

void main (int argc, char * argv[]) 

{ int i , j ; 

float *attarr,*store,*dataline; 

int DIM,ind; 

float *head; 

if(argc<2) printf("map <input_file> (rot_angle(deg)) (output_format)\n"); 

else { 

if(getdatafile(argv[l])==1){ 

if(argc>2) {*rotangle=atof(argv[2]); 

printf("\nCommand line forcing rot_angle= '/,g (deg)\n", 

�rotangle);} 

if(argc>3) {*0UTTYPE=atoi(argv[3]); 

printf ("Command l ine forcing output _format= '/,d\n" , 

�OUTTYPE);> 

i=irint(*rotangle); 

i f (i==0) sprintf (attf i l e , "'/.s . dat",attf i l e ) ; 

else sprintf (attf i l e , "'/.s'/.d.dat" , attf i l e , i ) ; 

i f (i==0) sprintf (densf ile,'"/.s .dat",densf i l e ) ; 

else sprintf (densf ile,'"/.s'/.d.dat" ,densf i l e , i ) ; 

centx=(*(BINS)+l)* *(BINS+i)/2.-0.5; 

centy=(*(BINS)+l)* *(BINS+l)/2.-0.5; 

DIM= *(BINS)* *(BINS+1); 

attarr=(float *)calloc(DIM*DIM, sizeof(float)); 

store=(float *)calloc(*(BINS)* *(BINS).sizeof(float)); 

head=(float *)calloc(NMAT,sizeof(float)); 

f ix ind(matdat a,*NMAT,obj dat a,*N0BJ); 

printf ("\nWorking on attenuation map, object('/.d): ",*(N0BJ)); 

for(i=0;i< *(N0BJ);i++){ 

printf ('"/.3d",i+1); fflush(stdout); 

file:///nCommand
file:///nWorking
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dataline=objdata+ObjEntries*i; 

ind=irint(*(dataline)); 

chstatt(dataline,DIM,*(matdata+ind*3+l),attarr); 

> 

printf("\n"); 

if(fabs(*rotangle)>0.) dorotation(*rotangle,DIM,attarr); 

binattarr(*(BINS),*(BINS+1),store.attarr); 

for(i=0;i<*NMAT;i++) *(head+i)=*(matdata+i*3+l); 

switch(*OUTTYPE){ 

case 0: wrtattarr(attfile,*(BINS).head,*NMAT,zlims,store); break; 

case 1: wrtattold(attfile,*(BINS).head,*NMAT,zlims,store); break; 

case 2: wrtslice(attfile,*(BINS).store); break; 

default: printf ("\n\n**** Error: Unknown output type: */,d ****\n", 

�OUTTYPE); break; 

> 

att2dens(attarr,*(BINS)* *(BINS+1).matdata,*(NMAT)); 

printf("Converting attenuation map to electron density map\n"); 

att2dens(attarr,*(BINS)* *(BINS+1),matdata,*(NMAT)); 

binattarr(*(BINS),*(BINS+1),store,attarr); 

for(i=0;i<*NMAT;i++) *(head+i)=*(matdata+i*3+2); 

switch(*OUTTYPE){ 

case 0: wrtattarr(densfile,*(BINS),head,*NMAT,zlims,store); break; 

case 1: wrtattold(densfile,*(BINS),head,*NMAT,zlims,store); break; 

case 2: wrtslice(densfile,*(BINS).store); break; 

default: printf("\n\n**** Error: Unknown output type: */,d ****\n", 

*0UTTYPE); break; 

} 

} 

> 

> 

A . 5 NEWlGENSHRT.C 

The code newlgenshrt.c is used to generate the first order Compton scatter lookup tables 

used by dualhxp.c which specify the probability of a photon scattering in a given location 

and then being detected. This version of the code generates sparse version of the lookup 

tables which are then filled in by interpolation. This program accesses data files which 

describe the camera characteristics (see Chapter 5). 
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The tables for Rayleigh scatter are generated by the same code using a different input 

data file (the file pknfnm which fills the array pknpthwindat). 

The code used to generate the second order Compton scatter lookup tables is very 

similar in structure to this code and so has not been included in this appendix. 

/ * program newlgenshrt.c * / 

/ * Generating lookup tables from scratch 

* ckerrp.c from March 4, 1996 converted back to f u l l generation 

* New Format 

* Parameter F i l e : newlgenshrt.param (nominal) 

* Command l ine: newlgenshrt <parameter file> (out_rt) (log_nm) 

* / 

#include <stdio.h> 

#include <math.h> 

#define DIM 64 

#define pi 3.1415927 

#define ZERO l.e-11 

#define L21ook(ll,13,14,15) 121ook[(ll)*6*10*46+(13)*10*46+(14)*46+(15)] 

#define Kr 5 

#define Krm (Kr-1) 

#define LookSz 41*6*10*46 

Sdefine MaxCSO 41 

#define MaxCSP 46 

#define LINEMAX 11 

/ * Ini t ia l izat ion of constants and matricies and global variables*/ 

float *121ook, *dcs0val, *dcspval; 

float pknpthwindat[24001]={0.}; 

float Fofxi [10001]={0.}; 

double psiz[3], ps iz l [3] , halfpsiz[3], SILVL, C0LLDIST; 

double lowin=126.; 

double hiwin=154.; 

int centx=DIM/2,centy=DIM/2,centz=DIM/2; 

int sincount.tag.SIN.SINCNTMAX; 

double ZER0STP; 

FILE *bugf; 

/ * Prototype a l l functions * / 

double trapz (double (*func)(double *.double *, double *), 

double a[3], double b[3], double s.int it,double spos[3], 

double dpos [3], int dex); 

double functn(double cs[3],double dc[3], double ni l[3]); 
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void initdcsOval (void); 

int dcs0_2ind(float val); 

void initdcspval (void); 

int dcsp_2ind(float val); 

double qdetinteg(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]); 

double qdet2integ(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]): 

double qcomlinteg(double spos[3], double epos [3], double dpos[3]); 

double qcom2integ(double spos [3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]): 

double qcom3integ(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]); 

void polint(double *xa,double *ya, int n, double x, double *y,double *dy); 

void calctpos(double sinth,double costh, double fi,double rad, 

double epos[3].double npos[3]); 

double pdet2integ(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]); 

double pcomlinteg(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]); 

double pcom2integ(double * , double *, double *, double th,double rad); 

double pcom3integ(double spos[3], double cpos[3], double dpos[3].double rad); 

double sremlinteg(double spos[3], double cpos[3], double dpos[3].double RadZ2); 

double srem2integ(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3].double Rad); 

/ * U t i l i t y programs * / 

void initdcsOval(void) 

{ int i ; 

for(i=0;i<MaxCS0;i++){ 

if(i>27) dcs0val[i]=(i-27)*2.+16.; 

else { 

if(i>13) dcsOval[ i ]=( i - l l )*l . ; 

i f ( i< l l ) dcs0val[i]=(i-5)*0.2; 

if(i==ll) dcs0val[i]=1.5; 

if(i==12) dcs0val[i]=2.0; 

if(i==13) dcs0val[i]=2.5;} 

} 

int dcs0_2ind(float val) 

{ int res; 

if(val>16.) res=irint((val-16.)*0.5)+27; 

else{ 

i f (val>2.75) res=irint(val+il .); 

else { if(val>0.9) res=irint(val*2. )+8; 

else res=irint(val*5.)+5;}} 

return(res); 

void initdcspval(void) 

{ int i ; 

for(i=0;i<MaxCSP;i++){ 

if(i>40) dcspval[i]=(i-40)*2.+32.; 

else { i f (i>10) despval[i]=(i-8)*l.; 
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else { if(i<6) dcspval[i]=i*0.2; 

else { switch (i) { 

case 6: dcspval[i]=sqrt(2.0); break; 

case 7: dcspval[i]=sqrt(3.0); break; 

case 8: dcspval[i]=2.; break; 

case 9: dcspval[i]=sqrt(5.0); break; 

case 10: dcspval[i]=sqrt(8.0); break;}} 

}} 

} 

} 

int dcsp_2ind(float val) 

{ int res; 

i f (val>32.) res=40+irint(val*0.5-16.); 

else { if(val>2.914214) res=irint(val)+8; 

else {if (val<0.9) res=irint(val*5.); 

else { res=4+irint(val*val); 

if(res>9) res=10;} 

}} 

return(res); 

void calctpos(double sinth,double costh, double fi,double rad, 

double epos[3].double npos[3]) 

{ double cos f i . s in f i ; 

cosfi=cos(fi); 

if(fi<pi) sinfi=sqrt(l .-cosfi*cosfi); 

else sinfi= -sqrt( l . -cosf i*cosf i ) ; 

npos[0]=costh*sinfi*rad+cpos[0]; 

npos[1]=sinth*sinfi*rad+epos[1]; 

npos[2]=cosfi*rad+cpos[2]; 

} 

void writemat(char *ptfnm,float *matr,int Sz) 

{ FILE *ptf; 

ptf=fopen(ptfnm,"w"); 

fwrite(matr.Sz,sizeof(float),ptf); 

fclose(ptf); 

int getmatr(char *ptfnm,int Sz,float *matr) 

{ FILE *ptf; 

i f ( ptf=fopen(ptfnm,"r") ) { printf ("reading >'/,s � \n" ,ptf nm) 

fread(matr,Sz,sizeof(float),ptf); 

fclose(ptf); 

return(l);} 

else {printf("PROBLEM WITH READING 7,s'\n",ptfnm); 

return(O);} 

} 
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double functn(double cs[3], double dc[3],double nil[3]) 

{ double peff,ldcl,ldc2I,tmp; 

int thwin,xival; 

ldc2I=l./(dc[0]*dc[0] +dc[l]*dc[l]+dc[2]*dc[2] ); 

ldcl=sqrt(ldc21); 

tmp=dc[0]*ldcl; 

/ * i f xi>2.44 deg, F(xi)=0.0 cos(2.5 deg)=0.99904823 * / 

if(tmp<0.99905) peff=0.; 

else {if (tmp>l.) xival=0; 

else xival=irint((l.-tmp)*10526315.7895); 

peff=Fofxi[xival]; 

tmp = (cs[0]*dc[0]+cs[l]*dc[l]+cs[2]*dc[2] )*ldcl; 

/ * max th val considered is 120 deg => cos(120)=-0.5 * / 

if(tmp<-0.5) peff =0.0; 

else { i f (tmp>l.) thwin=0; 

else thwin=irint((l.-tmp)*16000.); 

peff *=pknpthwindat[thwin]*ldc2I; 

} / * ends theta < 120 deg * / 

} / * ends x i < 2.44 deg * / 

return(peff); 

> 

void polint(double *xa,double *ya, int n, double x, double *y,double *dy) 

{ double c[Kr+l]={0.},d[Kr+l]={0.}; 

int n s , i , j ; 

double dif ,dift ,ho,hp,den; 

ns=0; 

dif=fabs(x-xa[0]); 

c[0]=d[0]=ya[0] ; 

for(i=l';i<n;i++){ 

dift=fabs(x-xa[i]); 

if(dift<dif) {ns=i; dif=dift;} 

c[i]=d[i]=ya[i];} 

*y=ya[ns]; 

ns—; 

for(j=l;j<n;j++){ 

for(i=0;i<n-j;i++){ 

ho=xa[i]-x; 

hp=xa[i+j]-x; 

if(fabs(ho-hp)<ZER0) printf("Problem in polint\n"); 

else { 

den=(c[i+l]-d[i])/(ho-hp); 

d[i]=hp*den; 

c[i]=ho*den;} 

} 
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if(2*ns<n-j) *dy=c[ns+1]; 

else �C*dy=d[ns] ; ns=ns-l;} 

*y+=*dy; 

} 

} 

/ * Worker subroutines * / 

double trapz (double (*func)(double *,double * , double *), 

double a[3], double b[3], double s.int it,double spos[3], 

double dpos [3], int dex) 

{ double del,x[3],tsum=0.; 

int i ; 

del = (b[dex]-a[dex])/it; 

x[0]= a[0] ; 

x[l]= a[ l ] ; 

x[2]= a[2] ; 

x[dex]+=0.5*del; 

for (i=l;i<=it;i++){ 

tsum+=(*func)(spos,x,dpos); 

x[dex]+=del;} 

s=0.5*(s+del*tsum); 

return(s); 

> 

double rtrapz (double (*func)(double *,double *, double *, double), 

double a[3], double b[3], double s, int it,double spos[3], 

double dpos[3], int dex, double RadZ2) 

{ double del,x[3],tsum=0.; 

int i ; 

del = (b[dex]-a[dex])/it; 

x[0]= a[0]; 

x[l]= a[ l ] ; 

x[2]= a [2]; 

x[dex]+=0.5*del; 

for (i=l;i<=it;i++H 

tsum+=(*func)(spos,x,dpos,RadZ2); 

x[dex]+=del;} 

s=0.5*(s+del*tsum); 

return(s); 

} 

/ * Polar det2integ * / 

double pdet2integ(double spos [3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]) 

{ double start[3], stop[3], ss, dss, les, lcs2, cs[3]; 

int i , n , j ; 

double sr[SIN+l], hr[SIN+l]; 
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hr[0]=l. ; 

cs [0]=cpos[0]-spos[0]; 

cs[1]=cpos[1]-spos[1]; 

cs [2]=cpos[2]-spos[2] ; 

lcs2=cs [0] *cs [0] +cs [1] *cs [1] +cs [2] *cs [2] ; 

if(lcs2<ZER0) ss=0.; 

else{ 

lcs=l. /sqrt(lcs2); 

cs[0]*=lcs; 

cs [1]*=lcs; 

cs [2]*=lcs; 

start[0]=stop[0]=dpos[0] ; 

start[2]=stop[2]=dpos[2] ; 

start[1]=dpos[1]-halfpsiz[1] ; 

stop[1]=dpos[1]+halfpsiz[1]; 

sr[0] = halfpsiz[1]*(qdetinteg(cs,start,epos)+qdetinteg(cs.stop,epos)); 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double *,double * , double *))qdetinteg, 

start,stop,sr[i-1],n,cs,epos,1); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

i++; 

} 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

} 

return(ss); 

/ * The R integration * / 

double pcomlinteg(double spos [3], double epos [3], double dpos[3]) 

{ double start, stop, rstart[3] , rstop[3]; 

double rdist[3]; 

double del,x,tsum; 

double dss,ss,sr[SIN+1],hr[SIN+1]; 

double pss,pdss,rss,rdss; 

double psr[SIN+1],phr[SIN+1],rsr[SIN+l],rhr[SIN+1] ; 

int i=0,n=l,j,k; 

ZER0STP=ZER0*SILVL*0.01; 

hr[0]=l.; phr[0]=l.; rhr[0]=l.; 

for(j=0;j<3;j++){ 

rdist[j]=halfpsiz[0]-fabs(cpos[j]-spos[j]); 

i f (rd is t [j]<0.) rdist[j]=2000.; 

} 
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for(j=2; j>0; j — ){ 

i f (rdist[j]<rdist[j- l ]) rdist [j-1] =rdist [j] ;} 

start=0.; 

stop=rdist [0]; 

psr[0] = 0.5*stop*(pcom3integ(spos,epos,dpos,start) + 

pcom3integ(spos,epos,dpos,stop)); 

rstart[0]=rstop[0]=cpos[0]; 

rstart[1]=rstop [1]=cpos [1]; 

rstart[2]=cpos[2]-halfpsiz[2]; 

rstop[2]=cpos[2]+halfpsiz[2]; 

rsr[0] = halfpsiz[2]*(srem2integ(spos,rstart,dpos,stop) 

+srem2integ(spos,rstop,dpos,stop)); 

sr[0]=psr[0]+rsr [0]; 

i++; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

pdss=dss; rdss=dss; pss=ss; rss=ss; 

ZER0STP=sr[0]*SILVL*0.01; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)&&(sincount<SINCNTMAX)){ 

hrCi] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

phr[i] = phr[i-l]*0.25; 

rhr[i] = rhr[i-1]*0.25; 

k=i; if(k>Krm) k=Krm; 

if(fabs(pdss)>SILVL*fabs(pss)+ZERDSTP){ 

del = (stop-start)/n; 

x= start+0.5*del; 

for (j=l,tsum=0.;j<=n;j++H 

tsum+=pcom3integ(spos,epos,dpos,x); 

x+=del;} 

psr[i]=0.5*(psr[i-l]+del*tsum); 

polint(phr+(i-k),psr+(i-k),k+l,0.,&pss,&pdss);} 

else psr[i]=psr[i- l ]; 

if(fabs(rdss)>SILVL*fabs(rss)+ZEROSTP){ 

rsr[i]= rtrapz((double(*)(double *,double *, double *, 

double))srem2integ, 

rstart,rstop,rsr[i-1],n,spos,dpos,2,stop); 

polint(rhr+(i-k),rsr+(i-k),k+l,0.,&rss,&rdss);} 

else rsr[i]=rsr[i-1]; 

n *= 2; 

sr[i]=psr[i]+rsr[i]; 

polint(hr+(i-k),sr+(i-k),k+l,0.,&ss,&dss); 

ZER0STP=sr[i]*SILVL*0.01; 

i++; 
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y 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

return(ss); 

} 

/ * The f i integration * / 

double pcom2integ(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3], 

double th,double rad) 

{ double start, stop, ss, dss, sinth,costh; 

int i , n , j ; 

double sr[SIN+1], hr[SIN+l]; 

double tpos[3]; 

double del.x.tsum; 

hr[0] = l . ; 

start=0.; 

stop=2.*pi; 

costh=cos(th); 

sinth=sqrt(1.-costh*costh); 

calctpos(sinth,costh,0.,rad,spos,tpos); 

sr[0] = pi*pdet2integ(spos,tpos,dpos); 

/ * otots = pdet2integ(spos,tpos,dpos); 

calctpos(s inth,costh,stop,rad,spos,tpos); 

otots += pdet2integ(spos,tpos,dpos); 

total = 0.5*stop*otots; * / 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

del = (stop-start)/n; 

x= start+0.5*del; 

lor (j=l,tsum=0.;j<=n;j++){ 

calctpos(s inth,costh,x,rad,spos,tpos); 

tsum+=pdet2integ(spos,tpos,dpos); 

x+=del;> 

sr[i]=0.5*(sr[i-l]+del*tsum); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

i++; 

> 

il(i>SIN) sincount++; 

return(ss*sinth); 

> 

/ * The theta integration from 0 to p i * / 

double pcom3integ(double spos [3], double epos[3], double dpos[3], 
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double rad) 

{ double start, stop, ss, dss; 

int i . n . j ; 

double sr[SIN+l], hr[SIN+1]; 

double del,x,tsum; 

hr[0]=l.; 

start=0.; 

stop=pi; 

del=stop; 

x= 0.5*stop; 

tsum=pcom2integ(spos,epos,dpos,x,rad); 

sr[0]=0.5*del*tsum; 

i=l; n=2; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((labs(dss)>SILVL*1abs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

del = (stop-start)/n; 

x= start+0.5*del; 

lor (j=l,tsum=0.;j<=n;j++){ 

tsum+=pcom2integ(spos,epos,dpos,x,rad); 

x+=del;> 

sr[i]=0.5*(sr[i-l]+del*tsum); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; il(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

i++; 

> 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

return(ss); 

> 

double sremlinteg(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3], double RadZ2) 

{ double start[3], stop[3], ss, dss; 

int i . n . j ; 

double sr[SIN+l], hr[SIN+1], RadY2, holdl , yskip[3]; 

hr[0]=l.; 

start[0]=cpos[0]-hallpsiz[0]; 

stop[0]=cpos[0]+hallpsiz[0]; 

start[l]=stop[l]=cpos[l] ; 

start[2]=stop[2]=cpos[2]; 

RadY2=RadZ2-(cpos[1]-spos[1])*(epos[1]-spos[1]); 

il((RadZ2<=0.)I I(RadY2<=0.)){ 

sr[0] = halfpsiz[0]*(qdet2integ(spos,start,dpos) 

+qdet2integ(spos,stop,dpos)); 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 
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while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN) 

H 
hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double *,double *, double *))qdet2integ 

start,stop,sr[i-1],n,spos,dpos,0); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

i++; 

> 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

> 

else{ 

RadY2=sqrt(RadY2); 

yskip[1]=start[1]; 

yskip[2]=start[2]; 

yskip[0]=spos[0]-RadY2; 

if(yskip[0]<start [0]) { 

if(start[0]-yskip[0]>ZER0){ 

printf (" Error start>yskip: */.g */.g diff='/.g\n" 

.start[0],yskip[0].start[0]-yskip[0]); 

printf (" RadY=*/.g spos [0] ='/.g\n" ,RadY2, spos [0] ) ; 

printf (" cpos=(*/.g,
,

/.g,'/.g)\n",cpos[0] ,cpos [1] , epos [2] ) ; 

fflush(stdout);} 

ss=0.;} 

else{ 

sr[0] = 0.5*(yskip[0]-start[0])*(qdet2integ(spos,start,dpos) 

+qdet2integ(spos,yskip,dpos)); 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN) 

K 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double *,double *, double *))qdet2integ 

start,yskip,sr[i-1],n,spos,dpos,0); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

i++; 

> 

} 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

holdl=ss; 

yskip[0]=spos[0]+RadY2; 

if(yskip [0]>stop[0]) { 

if(yskip[0]>ZER0+stop[0]){ 

printf (" Error stop<yskip %g '/.g diff=7,g\n" 

,stop[0],yskip [0],stop[0]-yskip[0]); 

fflush(stdout);} 
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ss=0. ;> 

else { 

sr[0] = 0.5*(stop[0]-yskip[0])*(qdet2integ(spos,yskip,dpos) 

+qdet2integ(spos,stop,dpos)); 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN) 

){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double *,double *, double *))qdet2integ, 

yskip,stop,sr[i-l] ,n,spos,dpos,0); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

pol int(hr+(i- j ) ,sr+(i - j ) , j + 1,0.,&ss,&dss) ; 

i++; 

} 

> 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

ss+=holdl;} 

return(ss); 

double srem2integ(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3].double Rad) 

{ double start[3], stop[3], ss, dss, RadZ2; 

int i , n , j ; 

double sr[SIN+l], hr[SIN+l]; 

hr[0]=l. ; 

RadZ2=Rad*Rad-(cpos[2]-spos[2])*(cpos[2]-spos[2]); 

start[0]=stop[0]=cpos[0]; 

start[2]=stop[2]=cpos [2]; 

start[1]=cpos[1]-halfpsiz[1]; 

stop[1]=cpos[1]+halfpsiz[1] ; 

sr[0] = halfpsiz[l]*(sremlinteg(spos,start,dpos,RadZ2) 

+sremlinteg(spos,stop,dpos,RadZ2)); 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = rtrapz ((double(*)(double *,double *, double * , 

double))sremlinteg, 

start,stop,sr[i-i],n,spos,dpos,1,RadZ2); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

i++; 

> 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

return(ss); 

} 
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/ * for now w i l l assume that dnml= (-1,0,0); * / 

double qdetinteg(double cs [3], double dpos[3], double epos[3]) 

/ * cs is normalized * / 

{ double start[3], stop[3], ss, dss; 

int i , n , j ; 

double sr[SIN+l], hr[SIN+l]; 

hr[0]=l. ; 

start[0]=stop[0]=dpos[0]-epos[0]; 

start[1]=stop[1]=dpos[1]-epos[1]; 

start[2]=dpos[2]-epos[2]-halfpsiz[2] ; 

stop[2]=dpos[2]-epos[2]+halfpsiz[2]; 

sr[0] = halfpsiz[0]*(funetn(es,start,cpos)+functn(cs,stop,epos)); 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hrCi] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double *,double * , double *))functn, 

start,stop,sr[i-1],n,cs,epos,2); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

/ * if(i>=Krm) polint(hr+(i-Krm),sr+(i-Krm),Kr,0.,&ss,&dss); 

else { ss=sr[i]; dss=ss-sr[i-1]; }*/ 

i++; 

> 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

return(ss); 

double qdet2integ(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]) 

{ double start[3], stop[3], ss, dss, les, lcs2, cs[3]; 

int i , n , j ; 

double sr[SIN+l], hr[SIN+l]; 

hr[0]=l. ; 

cs[0] =cpos[0]-spos [0] ; 

cs[1]=cpos[1]-spos [1]; 

cs[2] =cpos[2]-spos[2]; 

lcs2=cs[0]*cs[0]+cs[1]*cs[1]+cs[2]*cs[2]; 

if(lcs2<ZER0) ss=0.; 

else{ 

lcs=l . /sqrt(lcs2); 

cs[0]*=lcs; 

cs[1]*=lcs; 

cs[2]*=lcs; 

start[0]=stop[0]=dpos[0]; 

start[2]=stop[2]=dpos[2] ; 

start[1]=dpos [1]-halfpsiz[1]; 
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stop[l]=dpos[l]+halfpsiz[1] ; 

sr[0] = halfpsiz[1]*(qdetinteg(cs,start,epos)+qdetinteg(cs,stop,epos 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double *,double * , double *))qdetinteg, 

start ,stop,sr[ i- l ] ,n,cs ,epos,1); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

i++; 

} 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

ss=ss/lcs2; 

} 

return(ss); 

> 

double qcomlinteg(double spos [3], double epos [3], double dpos [3]) 

{ double start[3], stop[3], ss, dss; 

int i , n , j ; 

double sr[SIN+l], hr[SIN+l]; 

hr[0]=l. ; 

start[1]=stop[l]=cpos[1]; 

start[2]=stop[2]=cpos[2]; 

start[0]=cpos[0]-halfpsiz[0]; 

stop[0]=cpos[0]+halfpsiz[0]; 

sr[0] = halfpsiz[0]*(qdet2integ(spos,start,dpos) 

+qdet2integ(spos.stop,dpos)); 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double *,double *, double *))qdet2integ, 

start,stop,sr[i-l] ,n,spos,dpos,0); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

i++; 

} 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

return(ss); 
} 

double qcom2integ(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]) 

{ double start[3], stop[3], ss, dss; 

int i , n , j ; 

double sr[SIN+l], hr[SIN+l]; 
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hr[0]=l. ; 

start[0]=stop[0]=cpos[0]; 

start[2]=stop[2]=cpos[2]; 

start[1]=cpos[1]-halfpsiz[1]; 

stop[1]=cpos[1]+halfpsiz[1] ; 

sr[0] = halfpsiz[l]*(qcomlinteg(spos,start,dpos) 

+qcomlinteg(spos,stop,dpos)); 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[i] = trapz ((double(*)(double *,double *, double *))qcomlinteg, 

start,stop,sr[i-1],n,spos,dpos,1); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

i++; 

> 

if(i>SIN) sincount++; 

return(ss); 

> 

double qcom3integ(double spos[3], double epos[3], double dpos[3]) 

{ double start[3], stop[3], ss, dss; 

int i , n , j ; 

double sr[SIN+l], hr[SIN+l]; 

hr[0]=l. ; 

ZER0STP=ZER0*SILVL*0.01; 

start[0]=stop[0]=cpos[0]; 

start[l]=stop[l]=cpos[1]; 

start[2]=cpos[2]-halfpsiz[2]; 

stop[2]=cpos[2]+halfpsiz[2]; 

sr[0] = halfpsiz[2]*(qcom2integ(spos,start,dpos) 

+qcom2integ(spos,stop,dpos)); 

i=l; n=l; dss=l.e5; ss=sr[0]; 

ZER0STP=sr[0]*SILVL*0.01; 

while ((fabs(dss)>SILVL*fabs(ss)+ZEROSTP)&&(i<=SIN)&&(sincount<SINCNTMAX)){ 

hr[i] = hr[i-l]*0.25; 

sr[ i ] = trapz ((double(*)(double *,double * , double *))qcom2integ, 

start,stop,sr[i-l] ,n,spos,dpos,2); 

n *= 2; 

j=i; if(j>Krm) j=Krm; 

polint(hr+(i-j),sr+(i-j),j+1,0.,&ss,&dss); 

ZER0STP=sr[i]*SILVL*0.01; 

i++; 

} 

return(ss); 
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void main (int argc, char * argv[]) 

{ 

FILE *parf; 

char *filnm,*ptr,*root,name[120],*lognm,*pknfnm,*fxifnm; 

char line[120]; 

int i , j ; 

double dnml[3],ssvec[3],srcpos[3].detpos[3].attpos[3],da[3] ; 

double distss,tmp,scatadd,newres.pdiff; 

double theta.dcxi.dceta.eta.xi; 

double sintheta,costheta,sinxi,cosxi,coseta; 

double collshift,saOdist,sepdist; 

int limeta,lineno=l; 

int ll,12,13,14,15,12Start=0; 

root=(char *)calloc(120,sizeof(char)); 

lognm=(char *)calloc(120,sizeof(char)); 

pknfnm=(char *)calloc(120,sizeof(char)); 

fxifnm=(char *)calloc(120,sizeof(char)); 

121ook=(float *)calloc(LookSz,sizeof(float)); 

dcs0val=(float *)calloc(MaxCS0,sizeof(float)); 

dcspval=(float *)calloc(MaxCSP,sizeof(float)); 

if((121ook==NULL)I|(dcsOval==NULL)I I(dcspval==NULL)) 

printf("Cannot allocate enough memory!\n"); 

else / * can allocate memory */{ 

if(argc<2) printf("newlgenshrt <parameter file> (out_rt) (log_nm)\n"); 

else / * have enough input arguments * / { 

if(!(parf=fopen(argv[1],"r"))H 

printf ("Cannot read '*/.s ' \n" , argv [1] );} 

else / * have read parameter f i l e */{ 

while(((ptr=fgets(line,120,parf))!=NULL) && (1ineno<LINEMAX)){ 

if(line[0]!='#'){ 

switch(lineno){ 

case 1: sscanf (line,'"/.If 7,lf */.lf \n" , 

&psiz[0],&psiz[l],&psiz[2]); break; 

case 2: sscanf (line,'"/.If \n" .&C0LLDIST); break; 

case 3: sscanf ( l ine, "*/,lf\n" .&SILVL); break; 

case 4: sscanf (line,'"/,d\n" ,&SIN); break; 

case 5: sscanf ( l ine, '"/,d\n" ,&SINCNTMAX); break; 

case 6: sscanf (line,'"/.s\n" ,pknf nm); break; 

case 7: sscanf (l ine, "'/,s\n" .fxifnm); break; 

case 8: sscanf (line,'"/,s\n" .root); break; 

case 9: sscanf (line,'"/.s\n" .lognm); break; 

case 10: sscanf ( l ine, "7,d\n" ,&12Start); break; 

} 

lineno++; 

} 
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} 

fclose(parf); 

printf ("psiz= ('/.g,*/.g,'/.g)\n" ,psiz [0] ,psiz [1] ,psiz[2] ); 

printf ("CollDist= */.g (cm)\n" .COLLDIST) ; 

printf ("SILVL= '/.g SIN='/.d SINCNTMAX=*/.d \n" ,SILVL,SIN,SINCNTMAX) ; 

tag=irint(100.*(C0LLDIST/psiz[0]-floor(COLLDIST/psiz[0]))); 

collshift=(COLLDIST/psiz[0]-floor(COLLDIST/psiz[0]))*psiz[0]; 

for(i=0;i<3;i++){psizl[i]=l./psiz[i]; halfpsiz[i]=0.5*psiz[i];} 

detpos[0]=(0.5+centx)*psiz[0]+17.+C0LLDIST; 

for( i=l ; i<3; i++H detpos[i]=(0.5+centy)*psiz[i]; } 

initdcsOvalO ; 

initdcspval(); 

getmatr(pknfnm,24001.pknpthwindat); 

getmatr(fxifnm,10001,Fofxi); 

free(pknfnm); 

free(fxifnm); 

if(argc>2) root=argv[2] ; 

if(argc>3) lognm=argv[3]; 

printf ("Generating lst-order lookup table (from 12=*/.d)\n" ,12Start) ; 

printf (" Unit size is: ll*13*14*15=*/.d\n" .LookSz) ; 

printf (" Writing log . f i l e to "/,s'\n" .lognm); 

printf (" Writing results to '*/.sl2_(12) .mat'/.2.2d'\n",root,tag); 

bugf=fopen(lognm,"w"); 

fprintf(bugf."This is a log_file for newlgenshrt.c\n"); 

f printf (bugf , " Parameter F i l e : ''/.s'\n" ,argv[l] ); 

fclose(bugf); 

printf("\nWorking...\n"); 

/ * loop scatter-detector x-distance from 1 to 40 pixels * / 

f or (12=12Start; 12<56; 12++K 

if(12>ll) 12++; 

da[0]=12*psiz[0]+collshift; 

attpos[0]=detpos[0]-da[0]; 

sprintf (name,
 ,

"/.sl2_
,

/.d. mat*/,2.2d" , root, 12, tag); 

for(i=0;i<LookSz;i++) *(121ook+i)=0. ; 

/ * loop scatter-detector z-distance 0,1,sqrt(2),sqrt(5),2,sqrt(8) pixels*/ 

for(13=0;13<6;13++){ 

switch(13){ 

case 0: da[l]=0.; da[2]=0.; xi=0.; break; 

case 1: da[l]=0.; da[2]=psiz[2]; xi=0; break; 

case 2: da[l]=psiz[1]; da[2]=psiz [2]; xi=atan(psiz[1]*psizl [2]); 

break; 

case 3: da[l]=psiz[1]; da[2]=2.*psiz[2]; 

xi=atan(psiz[l]*psizl[2]*0.5); break; 

case 4: da[l]=0.; da[2]=2.*psiz[2]; xi=0.; break; 

case 5: da[l]=2.*psiz[1]; da[2]=2.*psiz[2]; 

file:///nWorking
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xi=atan(psiz [1]*psizl [2]); break; 

> 

attpos[2]=detpos[2]-da[2]; 

attpos[1]=detpos[1]-da[l]; 

/ * loop eta from 0 to 180 degrees * / 

i f (13==0) limeta = 4; 

else limeta = 10; 

for(14=0;14<limeta;14++){ 

if(13==0){ eta=14*0.261799388; 

/ * eta=14*15*pi/180.;*/} 

else-[ eta = 14*0.34906585; 

/ * eta = 14*20.*pi/180.;*/} 

ssvec[1]=sin(eta+xi); 

ssvec[2]=cos(eta+xi); 

/ * loop source-scatter x-distance from 0 to pixels * / 

for(ll=0;ll<41;ll++){ 

if((11==1)I I(11>12))11++; 

sa0dist=dcs0val[ll]*psiz[0]; 

srcpos[0]=attpos[0]-saOdist; 

sa0dist=sa0dist*sa0dist; 

/ * loop distance source-scatter from 1 to 32 pixels * / 

for(15=0;15<46;15++){ 

if(15>11)15++; 

distss=dcspval[15]*psiz[1]; 

srcpos[1]=attpos[1]-distss*ssvec[1]; 

srcpos[2]=attpos[2]-distss*ssvec[2] ; 

sincount=0; 

/ * call ing the polar and remainder routines and using them * / 

sepdist=sqrt(distss*distss+saOdist); 

if(sepdist>halfpsiz[0]) 

newres = qcom3integ(srcpos.attpos,detpos)/(4.*pi); 

else newres = pcomlinteg(srcpos,attpos,detpos)/(4.*pi 

L21ook(ll,13,14,15)=newres; 

}}} / * close 15,11,14 loops * / 

if((13==2)||(13==4)){ 

bugf=fopen(lognm,"a"); 

fprintf (bugf ," Done loop 13='/.d\n" ,13) ; 

fflush(bugf); 

fclose(bugf); 

writemat(name,121ook,LookSz);} 

} / * close 13 loop * / 

bugf=fopen(lognm,"a"); 

fprintf (bugf ."Done loop 12='/.d\n" ,12); 
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fflush(bugi); 

fclose(bugf); 

writemat(name,121ook,LookSz); 

} / * close 12 loop * / 

> 

} 

> 

> 


